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Sf(Jqy fuels 
debate on 
gender pay 
gap at UK 
By Jamie Lucke 
Herald•leader education writer· 
Two University of Kentucky 
labor economists contend that fe-
male professors at UK have been 
paid as well as or better than their 
male counterparts. 
The study by Mark Berger, an 
economi_cs professcr, and Dan 
Black, associate professcr of eco-
nomics, contradicts part of the find-
ings of· a UK committee that last 
year reported widespread sex dis-
crimination at the Lexington cam-
pus. 
The authors of the report on the 
status of women said they stood by 
their original conclusions. 
They also noted that Berger and 
Black had challenged fewer than 
seven pages in a 138-page narrative 
and that nine-of 10 women at UK· 
are not faculty members but work 
in staff or. hoµrly jobs. 
Call it the. ballad of the dueling 
regression analyses. 
Call it politics. Each side hints 
the other manipulated numbers to 
make a point. 
Call it confusing. 
Or call it irrelevant 
Both sides say the argument 
was deflated by a campuswide 
salary review and pay adjustm'ents 
provided by the new UK budget. In 
addition to the salary review, the 
report on women helped spark $2.6 
million in affirmative action initia-
tives. 
The average UK faculty salary 
rose from $39,604 in 1988 to $46,298 
in 1990. The new budget will in-
crease the average to $50,900 this 
fall. 
So far, no information is avail-
able on how many adjustments 
were ordered or how much money 
was required to correct wage dis-
crimination at UK. Such informa,· 
tion could go a long way toward 
ending - or maybe reviving -
what remains of the debate, which 
centers on statistical models. 
Marcus McEllistrem, a physics 
professor and chairman of the UK 
Senate, said, "Much of that issue 
really has been mooted by Presi-
dent (Charles) Wethington and 
Chancellor (Robert) Hemenway 
when they decided to review each 
woman faculty member's salary in-
dividually and check to see if there 
were equity problems and make 
adjustments, instead of relying on a 
statistical analysis. , 
11What remains," he said, "is an 
issue of perception as to whether 
there was gender bias in salaries, 
after you correct for all the_. biases, 
you th_i[!k should be correcteil"for'' · 
- or, in other words, once you· 
make sure you are comparing facuH 
ty ,members -in comparable tliscii:-'i 
plines who have comparable expenf" 
ence and credentials. · t, 
Enter the numbers-crunchers. 
The first analysis was by John 
Paul Jones, an associate professcr of 
geography whose areas of expertise,· 
include statistical analysis and the 
study of women's poverty. He was 
a member of the committee on the,· 
status of women. 
Jones concluded that gender had·' 
"a significant negative effect" on 
women's salaries even when factors · .. 
like.experience and market demand, 
were taken into account In 1988-89; , 
female assistant professcrs earned" 
$1,107 less than their male col-
leagues for a nine-month contract; 
female associate professcrs were 
paid an average of $2,601 less than 
their male counterparts, he said. 
"ln 1990-91 the situation inl- ': 
proved slightly for women assistant 
professcrs, but it actually worsened 
for women associate professcrs. 
Controlling for all the other factors 
included in the analyses, the asso:., 
ciate professcr women now average 
$3,771 (a) year less than their male 
· · colleagues," according to a part of 
the report under attack by Berger 
and Black. 
(Everyone seems to agree that 
gender has little or no effect on 
salaries at the highest academic · 
rank, full professor. But only 33 
women were full professors ·at UK 
in 1990-91, compared with 381 
men.) 
Black said he and Berger were 
surprised by the report because a 
graduate student's study a few 
years earlier of faculty salaries in 
the College of Arts and Sciences 
revealed no gender bias. . . . 
After studying the report and 
applying what they said were more 
appropriate and consistent vari-
ables, the economists accused the 
report's authors _of ~hoddy statisti-
cal practices. "They didn't perform 
what I would consider standard 
procedure in the use of regression 
analysis," Black said. ''To be honest 
it was a nightmare." 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
Regression analysis involves 
measuring the extent to which vari-
ables increase together or the extent 
to which one increases as another 
decreases. · 
Berger and Black concluded 
· that at the assistant professor rank, 
all but one-third of the pay gap 
could be explained by exper,ence. 
marketplace demand or some ct.'i.er 
gender-neutral factor: At the asso-
ciate·. professcr rank, one-quarter 
could not be explained, Black said. 
Black characterized the unex-
plain,ed part of the pay gap as too 
small to be significant and said the 
most likely explanation was "ran-
dom chance," not discrimination. 
Faced with the criticism, Caro-
lyn Bratt - who was president of 
the UK Senate at the time and 
headed the committee on the status 
of women - asked sociology pro-
fesscr Ann Tickamyer to analyze 
the data. Tickarnyer has done ex-
tensive statistical research into pay 
equity issues, especially those af. 
feeling women. 
Her_ research assistant, Teri 
Wood, said they applied 10 sets of 
-variables to each of the three facul• 
ty ranks. Some statistical models 
produced a smaller unexplained 
pay gap between men and women 
and some a. larger gap than the one 
Jones reported. 
Based on the ''most middle-of-
the-road model," one-third of the 
pay gap between men and women 
faculty members cannot be ex-
plained, Wood said. That is about 
the same result reported by econo-
mists Berger and Black. But Wood 
offered a different interpretation: 
"In other words, it's discrimina-
tion," she said. 
Under the conservative model, 
gender bias would have cost a 
woman associate professcr with a 
standard contract $1,110 a year in 
1988-89 and an assistant professor 
$920, Wood said. 
That is less than the $2,601 and 
$1,107, respectively, that the com-
mittee blamed on gender. 
Nonetlieless, W ooci said: "There 
is a gap that's real to most people. 
One thousand dollars a year -
that's a vacation." 
Said Bratt "That's a lot of 
money to the woman who is not 
receiving it. 1f it's not so much, 
maybe they (Berger and Black) 
would like to reassign their $1,000 
to the woman who was not earning 
it." 
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Mtftray··scholar·~ 
leaving after "'": 
being asked to 
give up chair 
Associated Press 
MURRAY - Richard Marzolf,,• 
who was heralded as a top scholar: 
when he filled Murray State Univer-
sity's first endowed chair in 1988, ~-
said he was left confused by the· 
events that led to his resignation. 
Marzolf said he stepped down · 
after school administrators asked 
him to take a position for about half'.' 
the salary. .· 
"fm pretty confused about the 
whole thing,'' Marzolf said. "I'm not' 
a political animal. rm a scholar and ' 
a scientist" 
Marzolf had tenure and could ' 
have refused to relinquish the chair · 
when asked to do so in February. 
But he said he decided to leave · 
"because I have other opportunities · 
and life's too short to get involved 
in that kind of controversy." 
Marzolf, 55, will take a job with 
the U.S. Geological Survey at Baul• 
der, Colo. His resignation is effec-
tive today. 
Marzolf is a specialist in limnol-
ogy, the study of. the physical, 
chemical and . biological conditions 
of fresh water. 
He said he resigned after the 
dean of the College of Science, Gary 
Boggess, asked him in February to 
relinquish the endowed chair, which 
pays about $85,000 a year, to take a 
tenured position in the biology de-
partment that paid less. 
Boggess had praised Marzolf as 
a "Renaissance scholar'' when he 
was hired away from Kansas State 
University in 1988. 
He said he asked Marzolf to 
resign the chair for reasons that 
included "personalities, people 
skills, attitude, working with pea-
. pie, productivity, the lack of secur-
ing external funding, the lack of 
. economic development efforts." 
Last year an outside evaluator 
sent by the state Council on Higher 
· Education to assess the Murray 
program's progress concluded that 
Marzolf and others working at the 
Center for Reservoir Research 
"seem to be making good progress 
doing what they set out to do." 
Western Kentucky has the high-
est concentration of navigable riv-
ers and reservoirs of any region in 
the world, according to the universi-
ty, making Murray an ideal place to 
study reservoir science. 
Although Boggess made the de-
cision to ask Marzolf to resign the 
chair, James Booth, provost and 
vice president for academic affairs 
at Murray, said he agreed. Booth 
said Marzolf did not attract enough 
external funding or do enough re-
search to help local economic-devel-
opment efforts. 
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UK president g~ts 10 percent pay raise 
~~versify' of : Kentu~ __ Presid~t .~!~: W~tliingtbn wili, 
r~1"'.e a ~O percent_pay raise, or an.)di!itio.nal .$14-355 this·year· 
bnngmg bis· annual'salary to · $157,905. · · · ···' - · · · " 
~ J;ioarcl 'chainrum · Foster Ockermah said yesterday that· 
Wethm11!on's co1;tract called· for his raise to be the same as thei 
average mcrease _m UK faculty pay, which was 10 percent this year.' 
Ockennan sa!d Wethington's contract had been extended a year 
un~er ~ rollover clause that allows the UK president to perpetually 
mamtam a five-year contract. 
The trustees rout_inely authorized Ockerman at a recent meeting 
to make Wethmgton s contract renewal and raise fonnal. 
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UK fann may become 
drug-research center" 
Associated Press 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - University of' 
Kentucky officials want to trans-
fonn Coldstream Farm-into a hub of 
phannaceutical research that at-· 
tracts companies from Japan and· 
Europe; as well as from the United' 
States. 
UK Vice President Ed Carter said 
the school is getting encouragement 
from drug companies worldwide as 
it plans a pharmaceutical research 
and development center. 
"We offer companies a vehicle by 
which they can get to the market 
(with a new drug) more quickly 
than they can otherwise," he said. 
For the state, the big attraction is 
the likelihood that factories would 
follow the researchers. The state is 
prepared to provide incentives and 
financial. assistance, especially to 
companies that would build full-
scale factories, said Michael Hayes; 
executive director of international 
marketfug in the state Economic. 
Development Cabinet. 
Hayes said one Japanese com-
pany is "extremely close" to an 
agreement, though · it probably will 
be six months before anything is 
fonnal. 
"If we can get one major one, the, 
other ones ~ follow," he. said. 
"Two of the companies we're talk-·. 
ing about are talking_about building, 
manufacturing operations." , · 
Factories probably would be built, 
within half an hour's drive of the· 
Coldstream research.center - "any~, 
where from Frankfort to Wmchester 
to Georgetown to Richmond. That 
whole area would be suitable," 
Hayes said. 
The center would be built with a 
combination of private money and 
state incentives and would be for 
profit. It probably would come un-
der the umbrella of Kentucky Tech-
nology Inc., a UK corporation that is 
a vehicle for commercializing UK 
research. 
Plans are still subject to consider-
able change. Estimates of the build-
ing's size and cost are 50,000 to 
100,000 square feet and $5 million 
to $25 million. 
"That's how it's fluctuating liter-
ally on a day-to-day basis," Carter 
said. "Until the project is defined, 
investors committed and we have 
some idea of th.e tenants, we won't 
kno.w what the sc,,;:;-.will be." 
· UK'~ stror.g repulation in phar-
macy made the drug industry a logi-
cal prospect in UK's 'quest to trans-
form, Coldstream· - . the site of the 
· school's: livestock research for al-
!DOst 40_years - into a money-malt-
mg research park. · · 
Drug companies would lease lab-
oratory and office space, or contract 
with UK for research and develop-
ment; UK probably also would pay 
for space in the building, said Jor-
dan Cohen,, dean of the College of 
Phannacy, . 
Cohen has been to Japan three 
tim~ in the last year to promote the 
proJect. 
Companies· locating at Cold-
stream could take advantage of 
UK's unusual ability to develop 
drugs · from the concept through 
testing on animals and humans and 
on to pilot manufacturing. 
UK and the University of Iowa 
have the only phannacy schools 
that are licensed by the Food and 
Drug Administration to routinely 
manufacture drugs for use in clini-
cal trials, Cohen said Several other 
unive_rsi~es are interested in getting 
penmss10n. 
Among the FDA requirements are 
stringent environmental controls. 
Pollution is likely to be a concern 
because Coldstream drains into the 
source of Georgetown's · city water 
supply. 
UK must get zoning approval and, 
eventually, expanded sewers to de-
velop a research park. 
Cohen said it would talte an esti-
mated 15 months to get the research 
building designed and built. 
"The time frame is a little loose 
right now," he said. "We have some 
expectation that we'll be done in a 
year and a half or so, if all goes 
well." 
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KENTUCKY ATHLETIC -
HALL-.OF FAME"J ;r 
- ------· - -- - -_ ,· 
Morehead's Hamilton; 
Unitas and six .others 
to be inducted.Aug. 26~ 
By BOB.WHITE 
Staff Writer 
Steve Hamilton, who will be 
among eight persons inducted to 
the Kentucky Athletic Hall of Fame 
on Aug: 26 at the Executive West 
Hotel, holds an unusual position in 
the sports world. 
The athletics director at More-
head State University is only one of 
two athletes 'who has played in the 
World Series and the National Bas-
ketball Association Finals. 
The other was Gene Conley, who 
pitched for the 1957 champion Mil-
waukee Braves and played for three 
Boston Celtics championship teams 
(1959-61). With the structure of pro-
fessional sports today, they may al-
ways hold that distinction. 
"It would be difficult today be-
cause the overlap is too far," said 
the 6-foot-6 Hamilton, who pitched 
for the New York Yankees when 
they lost the 1963 World Series to 
the Los Angeles I;Jodgers and the 
'64 Series to the St. -Louis Cardinals. 
He played for the Minneapolis 
Lakers in the NBA Finals in 1959. 
"I was in the minor leagues when 
I played in the NBA, then I went up 
to the major leagues (with Cleve-
land in 1961) after I finished my 
basketball career," Hamilton said. 
"There were only eightteams in the 
NBA and 16 in major-league base-
ball. It was a little different then. In 
my first World Series, we Jost to the 
Dodgers in four games. I didn't tell 
the Yankees, but when I was with 
the Lakers, we Jost to the Celtics in 
four games, too." 
Hamilton enters the Hall of Fame 
with a star-studded class headed by 
quarterbacks· Johnny Unitas and 
Babe Parilli. 
Joining them will be Dave 
Cowens, who was recently inducted 
to basketball's Hall of Fame in 
Springfield, Mass.; Jack Givens, star 
of the University of Kentucky's 1978 
NCAA championship team; Don 
Gullett, former pitcher for the Cin-
cinnati Reds and Yanke~s; C. M. 
Newton, the ex-coach and now UK 
athletics director; and Keene Dain-
gerfield, the highly respected and 
now retired state racing steward for 
the Kentucky Racing Commission. 
Cowens - This product of New-
port Catholic played in the 1966 
State Tournament and later starred 
forFlorida State. He played 10 years 
for the Celtics, starting in 1970-71 
when he was the NBA's Rookie of 
the Year. He was the league's Most 
Valuable Player in 1972-73 when he 
scored a career-high ?.0.5 points per 
game. 
Cowens played in 726 regular-
season games for Boston, scoring 
13,192 points and averaging 18.2. In 
89 playoff games, he scored 1,684 
points and averaged 18.9. 
Daingerfield - After becoming 
state racing steward in 1973, Dain-
gerfield gained respect as one of the 
best stewards in th~ country and 
helped ease concerns that the sport 
wasn't being properly policed. 
Daingerfield, a trainer from 1933-
48, was secretary for the state rac-
ing commission from 1949-52 and 
the state steward in New Jersey for 
seven year~ br::fore rcturn'.ng to his 
native Kentucky. 
Givens. - UK's No. 3 all-time 
scorer with 2,038 points, Givens al- · 
ways will be remembered for his 41-
point outburst in the 1978 NCAA ti> 
tie victory over Duke. He averaged 
20.1, 18.9 and 18.1 his last three sea-
sons and 9.4 as a freshman on UK's 
NCAA runner-up team in 1975. · 
Givens was Kentucky's Mr. Bas-
ketball in 1974 and played for Bryan 
Station in the State Tournament in 
1972 and 1974. He scored I, 769 
points in three seasons. His 24 re-
bounds against Owensboro in 1974 
set a State Tournament record. 
Gullett - This native of Lynn, 
l{y., pnsted a !09-50 record and 3.11 
earned run average in nine years in 
the major leagues, including a 91-44 
mark with the Reds from 1970-76. 
He pitched for the Yankees in 1977 
and 1978. Gullett's 16-6 mark in 
1971 led the National League in win-
ning percentage (.727). He riow is 
pitching coach for the Reds' Nash-
ville farm club in the American As-
sociation. 
At McKell High School in 
Greenup County, Gullett set a one-
game state scoring record in foot-
. ball with 72 points (11 touchdowns 
and six extra points) in a 72-7 win 
over Wurtland on Nov. 8, 1968 .. He 
led the state in scoring that season 
with 240 points. He also pitched a 
perfect game in baseball as a senior, 
striking out 20 of 21 hitters. 
Unitas ·- He was inducted into' 
the NFL Hall of Fame in 1979 after a 
brilliant career with the Baltimore· 
Colts (1956-72). Drafted in the ninth 
round by the Pittsburgh Steelers,' 
then cut, Unitas played semipro ball 
before landing with the Colts. 
He became a legend at Baltimore, 
completing 2,796 of. 5,110 passes 
(54.7 percent) for 39,768 yards and 
387 touchdowns. He set an NFL rec-
ord by throwing TD passes in 47 
consecutive games. . 
Midway through Unitas' fresh-
man season (1951) at U of L, coach 
J:rank Camp realized he had some-
one special. As a Cardinal, Unitas 
passed for 2,912 yards and 27 TDs, 
completing 247 of 502 attempts. 
Parilli - He led UK to three 
straight major bowl appearances 
(Orange, Sugar and·Cotton) during 
~is Wildcats career (1949-51), pass-
mg for 4,351 yards and 50 IDs 
while completing 331 of 592 passes. 
He played 16 years in the Nation-
al, American and Canadian football 
leagues, including two stints with 
Green Bay, and one with Cleveland, 
Ottawa and Oakland. He finally 
reached stardom with the Boston 
Patriots in the 1960s before finish-
ing his career as a backup to Joe 
Namath when the New York Jets 
upset the Baltimore Colts. in the 
1969 Super Bowl. 
Parilli passed for 22,681 yardsi 
and 178 IDs as a pro. He· later: 
coached as an assistant with the 
Steelers and as a head man for sev•. 
eral. World Football League teams, ' 
Newton - A reserve· on· UK's: 
1951 NCM_-; championship team,: 
Newton att~ed greater fame: as a, 
coach · and administrator. He re--
ceived national acclaim. for luring 
coaches Rick 'Pitincf· and Bill Curry 
't~ UK after becoming .UK's athletics 
director on April I, 1989. He was 
credited with putting respectability 
back into the Wildcats' basketball 
program· after it had been hit hard 
by NCAA investigations. 
Newton coached basketball 32 
years; 12 at Transylvania, 12 at Ala-
bama and eight at Vanderbilt. His 
teams compiled a 509-375 record. 
Four times he was voted the South-
eastern Conference's· Coach of the 
Year, including 1988 and 1989. He 
served as the U.S. Olympic tea.in 
manager in 1984 and was assistant 
SEC commissioner in 1981. 
Hamiltoo -'- This lanky left-
h~der out of Charlestown (Ind.) 
High scored 1,829 career points 
while leading Morehead to Ohio 
Valley Conference basketball titles 
in 1956 and 1957. He was named an. 
All-American in '57. · 
Hamilton played major-le~gue 
baseball 12 years, enjoying his 
gr~atest success as a relief pitcher 
with the. Yankees, He played two 
seasons with the Lakers in the NBA 
Hamilton, who coached baseball 
at Morehead 13 seasons and guided 
the Eagles to OVC titles in 1977 and 
1983, became the school's athletics 
director in July 1988. . 
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fWant a cushy·-! 
state job? · 
Clip 'n' mail 
this coupon 
• ~•·~•'· )f.••• ~!\. ) A • '"I_"••;:;,,, ;:1·",::;:,w•'r· Jf·l•· -· ."5 a public 
· • sefVice to our· readers (and so that 
.. · our Governor may draw from an 
:, ample pool of applicants as he gets 
around to - if he gets around to ~ dis-
pensing all those plums he has to award in 
his final months in office), we today pro-
vide yau the Frankfort Insiders' Cushy:Job. 
CliP. 'n' Mail Coupon: 
. ----------------~-
Gov. Wallace G. Wilkinson I I 
Governor's Office 1 
Attn: Bruce Wilkinson; I 
Royal Nephew & Appointments Czar I 
Capitol Building I 
Frankfort, Ky. 40601 I 
Dear Guv: 
I 
I 
I 
I· 
Before you leave office on Dec. 10, I . 
do me a favor, willya please, sir? I 
I'd like ·10 be appointed to . the- I 
( check one or more of the following)-..:.t 
o Public Service · Commission . (1-1 · 
opening as of tomorrow, the vice I 
chairmanship; a full-time-if-sensory- 1· 
deadening job that pays the current I 
occupant, former basketball coach I. 
Bob Davis, $61,851 a year). I 
o Board of Tax Appeals (1 opening I 
_ as of next Sunday; a part-time job I 
that pays about $26,500 a y~ar a~d I: 
requires 2 ½ days of meetmgs .!,11) 
Franlcfort each month, plus, on aver- r 
age, about a day or so each month of . 
field hearings held outside Frankfort). I 
o Board of Claims/Crime Victims I 
Compensation Board (1 opening now, I 
the chairmanship, plus anothe_r op~n- I 
ing as of tomorrow; a part-time JOb I 
that pays about $18,000 a year and I 
requires one monthly meeting in I 
Frankfort, glus a monthly chore of I 
reading_ about _ 20. to _25 _appeals an!l .I 
writing some opinions). I 
D State Racing Commission (2 I 
openings now, 2 more as of July 15; a I 
largely prestigious post that requires I 
attendance. at monthly meetings and 
1
-
provides choice seats at racetracks, · 
$50 a meeting, plus expenses). _ . · 1, 
o Kentucky Harness Racing Com- . t 
mission (7 openings now, 2 more as of. r 
July 15; a less prestigious post, but in~ I· 
- volving interaction with some real get- I: 
down folks, that is the same basic deal 1· 
as the thoroughbred commission, mi-· I: 
nus travel reimbursement). __ .. I 
D University of Kentucky Board of-l 
Trustees (8 openings, 2 filled by the I 
governor from list of elected alumni; I 
free athletics tickets and expenses 1 · 
reimbursed). I• 
D University of Louisville Board of [. 
Trustees (5 openings, l filled from the [· 
alumni list; same deal as UK). I 
D Morehead State University Board I 
of Regents (3 openings). I 
D Kentucky State University Board I 
of □R~:;:Y ~a~~e;~~}~ity Board of I 
Regents (2 openings). I 
D Northern Kentucky State Univer- I 
sity Board· of Regents (2 openings). I 
D Eastern Kentucky State Unive~i: _ I 
ty Board of Regents (1 opening). . l-
o Western Kentucky State Univei- (' 
sity Board of Regents (1 opening). , I 
I 
As for my qualifications, let me just I 
remind you that (check as many as I 
may be applicable): · · I 
D I voted foe you. : _- I: 
o I/my Momma/my Daddy/my cous-, I 
ins helped carry the county for you. I 
o I give you money every time r 
you/your henchmen shake me down. I 
D I love you. ·· I: 
o I hate people who don't. : . :"I, 
D I'll be there for you in '95, if )'\lll . I 
go to the post. . -- --- I 
o I'll cause more than a little· trouc I 
ble for Brereton and his bunch. . · I - . ·I 
Gov. Wilkinson, it's been a plea- I 
_sure paying your salary for these past I 
four years. And I just hope Kentucky, 
under your brilliant leadership, will I 
remain "open for bid-ness" long I 
enough for the two of us to finish I 
ours. I 
Sincerely yours, 
(Sign Your Name Here): 
(Give Your Address Here): 
I. 
-I 
I 
I 
I 
< I . I 
(Don't Bug Your Telephone, Just Put: t 
Your Number Here): · I ·-:l 
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; "· .e,~•n· The -Daily Independent, As_hland, Kentucky .. Monday, July 1, 1991 
Co_• lieges\ doing summ_·:·}~ie:rv·PR, .. , ..• ·. -~ - I 
~---- _ -~· . .,,,,, •. ,"'"'·,•-"•n-". wor 
a, DwAYN! HuFF past eight years. ··? Jane1>1Iood• Smiffi,. a retired<i 
OF THE DAILY, INDEPENDENT The week-long program uses , ·,piano;Jeacher;ssafd'slfe pre-" 
. two dormitories, Cooper Hall t stint~_ aji~'o. recifl!l'.~cently: 
Students may be home for and Alumni Towers, and other featurmg·,Johri CaritrelFat. the•· 
the su_m!11~i:,;,b~~ dormitory buildings on campus. ACP.·au<iitoriurn. She: said she 
rooms; aud1tormms and gyms Director Silas Noel said the ,:}Y.ajf~)Jaf~~J!t>,~)iqJJFf9rJhe:~ 
at colleges and universities 1·n program teaches te d --~rvjces"'-·,,,,,, ,.,.pc,,.,.,,.,1.,, • ·' the region are not idle. boys the essence of th~np-~!~i- :-'.:\McJX~fj~/E'iiffilii'ia'r •) 
Organizations from Shrine, cal and government systems, ·•Prmcipal'~Boboy~;Crager '..saia:4 
clubs to cheer leading squads' charging $125 per person for · hea, used ACC free to hold a 
take over :iuring. the summer · each of the participants. coaches' clinic sponsored by 
months as r.he institutions try Other local colleges also the Kentucky High School 
to make optlrnurn use of their rent their space. Athletic Association and UK. 
buildings. Ashland Community College Marshall University features 
Shawnee State University iri charges just enough to pay for rnajnly sports camps with a 
Portsmouth hosts a Roy the technician that operates few e,ducational camps 
Rogers Festival for that city's the lights and equipment, said through!iut the sllliimer.' · . ; 
famous native son. Morehead Naomi Christian, director of ·. Linda,.Bowen,. assistant ·to;:; 
State University holds three continuing education. the directb.r. o.f auxiliary ser:c,• 
Universal Cheerleaders As- The college has three dif• vices afthe·schooI;-said· iiuses 
socation camps, and Ashland ferent fee rate schedules. . 1 • the.'--edili:atfonal,;:·and.' sports / 
Community College opens its The non-educational fee- js-C-:-. •1 · camps as recr\iiting'.toois: ' " 
doors to an assortment of $25 for the first two hours andi. . '.'A-lot'-bf'people'.wl)_o a!{end 
ccimmuril.Wevents. -~,- :--· $20 for each additional hour. : , the carn~s:·attend:tlle_college;:' · 
It's all done at minimum• The educ!ltional rate is $12.50.• :' · .. sht;! sai<h.'-~ ·,;,,:," · ;,,, ,'<. : .. _ •. 
charge in the name of public for the first two hours and $1·0_,,;_, •· .. ,_ ... ,,. _ .,~ ·"'"'"'• · '' •· -Marshall'also hosts the West 
relations, said Jan Burge, di- for each additional hour and' •~ 1 Virgm_ · ia Prindpals:' Academy, 
rector of conference services applies to any educational'. or, .. ,:,; 
at Morehead. ganization that has an adrnis• . . an eight-day p1'6gram: that 
The Kentucky Demolay sion charge for the event helps\.tc:>. develop· schOQl. i;>rin-
prograrn has used the More- _ _1'!le reduced educational· "" cipals-frprn.around the·state. 
head State campus for the past 1:1te is $5 ·evfry_hour aii1'8l>it},; .. Botti: ,Shawnee/ State Urii· . 
five summers for a program to hes to organJZatlons·-that doii'.ti:f' ., versity and the
0
IrontoriJiranch• ., 
develop citizenship in stu- charge admission. Events<i of Ohio University usii-1:he fa- : 
dents 13 through 21, said Tat. sponsored by the: University,Qf,;, i:ilities for public service. 
Hart, the organization's state Kentuck)'., state: agen~ies:t,of3 Shawnee State hosts. the 
conclave director. ~omll?-umty_ groups m -coi:!"11 Community Concert Series 
The program uses the uni- Junct10n with ACC use the,: and the Roy Rogers Festival 
versity's Fields Hall, a new· buildings free. ,; among others during the 
dormitory for •honor students, summer. 
the University Center for 
meetings and formal cere-
monies; and various sporting 
sites, Hart said!'. . · 
This'- ear• · bl> . · · ' . 
fuei£.;wiliM,i,';!ii~~owig~ 
'.:'Jul~ '"'~' ' _·· P. . l"6 
i' ' wk. -·--.:-.'" ' .- . ' ,f' 
~~:!J~;~!BISa1Jo-· 
per-night housing fee per per-
son. 
She said the school doesn't 
charge the facilities fee to ed-
ucational organizations or to 
functions sponsored by the 
National Collegiate Athletic 
Association. ' 
Tony Jaiger, summer in-
structional staff supervisor for 
Universal Cheerleaders Asso-
ciation, said it has been hold: 
ing camps at MSU since 1975, 
with about 1,000 cheerleaders 
tak'ng part each year. Each 
I- ..c .icipant is charged $136 to 
cover the cost of renting the 
school, room and board and 
the instructional program fee. 
Morehead State has hosted 
Kentucky Boys State for the 
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if.e;fllns"jillJ·fiould aid rural schools 
' - • • - ..-1 "" '. -~ . , . 
'WASHINGTOJ\11~ U.S. Rep: Chris Perkins, D-7th District, intro-
duced a bill yesterday that would pump $3 billion into improving 
educational opportunities•in rural areas. 
. ,. The bill would provide money to implement programs outlined 
in the National Education Goals; recruit and· train teachers· build 
new schools; and repair ·older schools; ' 
The bill calls on the president-to establish a White House Con-
ference on Rural Educati9y. and would create the position of assis• 
tant secretary of rural education. It also would establish a network 
of Nation!11 ~tiralRegi~ilill Edij~tfun Centers t<f help coordinate 
the effort on a local revel. · ; · · .. -· , · . ,,. .. · 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
'L::.\tl~ds:,of praise Summertime nightmare 
~~;.;;A~ff:~asure 
·:~rr!,~~i~.,-~~-:'.•··., . i THE couR1ER-JouRNAl. ruEsoAv. JuLv 2. 1991 · . Duck UK' It's appointment tir·,el 
Gumey~Norman thmks N. · · · ··· · d .. · d• ·· f J · · •r': .· ·. i · · · · · ~.1 • 
:J,~f~f~Broai~ i e ~ --~~ s.~ .Y, .. ,,.,1~pu~e~ ·.part .. o ast yea s. 1·' :, t's £1y. It's hot. It's muggy. . "could be an irtvaluable asset to the 
lof:~yiJis~B~g::to:th<arti ts. ~ep' ·o· rt: on ·Jo' mer 1p' ay· .e.or ,v,omen at UK ·. It's W;et~hed)y unpleasant. ·_ imiversity in .case the board de-
1\(/Jlli.<W1f~t.1r.111:ti:e_!3rt~sts w_ho1.I..' . 'Y_Y' ' .. ,. •• _.-,-,, ... It,1s, !n other_words, the . cides to make a landfill'out of :9~/.PijY.°Jsw. We .. r,~_g1on w_1th1 '' :' . ' . . :· ··: '':'' : ,.,. \'< ',• .. ' • • • • I .. . perfect time to Sl~ around ' Robinson Forest. 
,omefliing. '-it., has oftenlAssoctated Press ',l'" , ·'·those figil~ could go a long way propnate ~d consistent variables, with a glass of somethmg cold and Four down arid four to go. Save 
'k··•d·';·--·J,,, ~,. -.'' . : •: •' · · ; .. ·,,,. toward ending-or maybe reviving, theeconorrustsaccusedthereport's . . £ £ UK b k tb II 
a~. e .-.flll_Sl~IA:,fo,,1;11, : l:.EJONGTON·: Ky ...: 'j,. ·recent--- what remains of the, debate,- authors of shoddy statistical prac-•let the mmd wander. one seat or· ormer as e a 
,-, .. ~~,,~!,ill(:~wrer,-~o~ Ke~-1 study by Univeriity ~f Kentucky' la-· I.' which' centers on statistical models. !lees. , . e Today,_ let's begin our wander- coach Joe B. Hall, And another for 
-.~ ~'~Yft~:1Jir};~:t~,r re, ant 1- bor econonllsts'disputes ~irie !iri~r·1 The first study was cond~cteil _by Berger and, Black argued Ilia! at ings with a fact: Gov. Wallace Cawood Ledford, the soon-to-be-
nt1;P.e.c~Af:il~%!1~1.:."~ere the i11gs ,of a_ re~rt 11!5!_ ye~ !_hat .~n'• .. _.John Paul -Jones, an assoctate;p~_,.Jhe ~lstant-professor rank, all but ilkinson can still make eight ap- retiring Voice of the Wildcats. And 
novl~~(:ap~,'•~~ers ~ ter: tended.,,!~.r.,.s)l!~~s. fm;. ~mi!l~,;;_;fess~r _o! feography whW, areas~,,--•O!t: one-tl_tlrd.of the p~y gap could be poinbnents·to the University of while you're at it, throw in an . 
·ifie'd\'of,ffie' visionaries ahd flftll\ty. iuenilie_ is_ fu_ dica_ iea,_'MrI,eo.. e~e.lilcludestatls)luu ,, , iwexp_~mnedby,.,,.,..nence,marketde- "••"-•,'i''''f',· · b • bn 't& V - d ·· t 
Ir·· ,. it· • fl· -N , - - " "I spread sex ·cliscnmmatibn on aim- and-the study ot Jl()WrtY, ,, _O!',\! c1lllllld or somf.-other gender-neutra1tKentucky ~ai;a:.9 .. .-Jrustees efore appom en 1or mce- es1gna e 
e~i:~s, 1l/. ~nnan says. pus. ·,,women,,-He:.was.a::m!'lllber:1-~(!,!.li~ ,Jactcir~.At1,tl\e .ass'ociate-professorlhe leaves office{1Nt>yif,let's move on Ralph Hacker. What better way to 
~ro~~seitliat,~e,~ r~I~ and· n!e·'iiuthol's ·of the·latest"siuey,' ·comril!ttee on the status of~~e!!, .. -r&n!<, one-qu~e~ could not be ex-to sheer fanrasiv~gine who the show that UK is detennined to 
:ee•~_qat-the-p~~.s1biht1es,!l-re economics Professor Marie Berger .. Jones.concluded li!B\ gen~~;:tfliil_ ,.pliuped, Black srud. . . . [governor coitld'.giillaor those seats. embrace the proven values of its 
or 1freshl.ideas -· for poolmg and Associate Professor Dan Black, a slgruficant_ negattve ,f_fl\Cl;"jJ:~/i.,.,_,.Black said the unexplained part I ,. ·-•«~1,'-••'-ld. • t~ 
hese')po'wers'· of. movers and concluded that female professors at women's sala~es even when f!\cjofs of the pay gap was too small to be' . For start~rs•?~~-~~H name. his pas . 
:fta'!cJrs "anci1'aHJ.sts and vi- UKhaveb~npaldaswellasorbet- such as expenene1; andm9!!tcl· .. signifiCB?t and said the most Iikelr,Wtfe, Martha-:~).ili,!fl~n. Sure, 1t That leaves only Orte appoint-
. i · ,. •, , " ter than therr male counterparts. mand were take!! mto 8 • , .,. ~•~ explanation was "random chance, ' would breakt.w$.tlr'altrecent prece- ment. And you can be sure the 
,1onar es .. -. Female assistant pro m I discrimin Ii ft'••-':.i< ,.,.. ,, f • • - · ·11 d 1 t f 1 'Norm'll.'iY~m·aa!fl his com) However, the authors of t_he ~ earned $1,107 less than their male no a on. . dent and ca~.~.-rnw O cnttc1sm. governor Wl O a O O sou -
t · h'l " •·., t· th , report say they stand by therr ongi- 11 f · th•· ·,, · Carolyn Bratt - who was presi- But do you tfiifficJtfiat'would bother searching before making this final nen s,,.~.J,.l'.f'acc~p mg . e nalfindings,andanotherresearcher co ea~es or 8 rune-mon ,_CX>n• dentoftheUKSenateatthetlmeof . • , . ,,...,_,.,.,,.,,. · h · Aft II "t' h k" d f 
ourtll,··1_1~~)!,#/ ~ppalachian supports them. They also note that t,:act m 1988-89, &J!d at the! 1ii!xt the first report and headed the com: W_tlkmson "'"'.;,~~~!)Y when_ ~e c 01ce. er a , I s t e m o 
l'r~i!~~J,i!,Wa,t;al frOJ? More- Berger and Black had _challenged ~1!er Jr:I; a:!~a~1 $~%~~ mittee on the sta11;1~ ~f women._ th1!1ks about.h,1s;,~ttnued ab1hty decision that could affect the 
1~ad·.,state.,Uniyers1ty. The: fewer_ tlllln seven pages m f!ie first than ~heir male Jiiunterp~. he re~nded to the cntic1sm ~Y asking to mfluence ~f,c_~~~ of the course of the university long after 
LWard·· is·:Presented during 138-page rer._ort, and that rune out said. soc10logy Professor Ann T!ckamyer state's largest,urt1\i.ets1ty? he has faded from the political 
"SU.-,-.. ~,,~,, --~; ''A "' 1• h" of 10 of UK s female employees are ,. . . to analyze the data. I ... 1 
... ,5~?c'-ti';j'li.' Id see 
:1.c . 1s l;\nnu,u i, I!pa, ac ian ·not facility members but work in In 19_90-91 the situation_ ~- Tickam r's research assistant n a s1m1 -~;f!t!'!J.i. -~ cou name ne. 
,elebrahon.. ft. r·• . : staff o'r hourly J"obs. . .. . proved slightly ~or women assistant T • ,,,Mp "d th l"ed 10 t • some other """. pJ,.9who already are So in the end, the governor will · . u· · .,,. · ·t ·r professors but 11 actually worsened en""""' sa, . ey app 1 se s · "·';',";'. .. ,~,,-,. k th · t h d · · H ·11 
Norman, a ,'1!Xl:.~Sl Y o ,_ Both sides say the 8!ll11ment was for -wom~n associate professors. of variables to each of_th_e three fac- accusto~ed _t.9.4~,P~i•,'Yes, Wal- ma e e oug ec1s1on. e Wt 
(entl!,~ky ,-E;l/:glish fi:irofes~or, il~liated by a•~puSWJde saiiur re- ~ontrolli'!g for all the other factoi:s ulty ranks. Some stallsti~ models J~ce.'.? His ilp,~.ip.~,piuiner cum stand before a mirror, look himself 
s ~~-J•?ttk?.r., of a! j:ollect10n vi~ and pay adJustments pro~~ed mcluded m the analyses, the BSSOCI• produced a, smaller unexplamed pay fmance sep--~~,J;l,Rogers wells, in the eye, take a deep breath and 
if s'nort 'Stories and a novel h)'. the new .. UK ~udget. In addition ate-professor women now average. g~p between men and women and . b -· • .. ·''tlf'' 'toSo .. T - name .... 
Lnillltia's•w'i\itten 'ani'I riarrated to the salary .review, the reP.!?rt ~n $3,771 (per)· year less than their some a larger gap than the one,ts. an? v1g~..:.,.~-:\,,,~IJzMi·.!,1 i Bans . No. Surely not. Some things are 
l .. · . ,1 . • women helped sparlc $2.6 million m male colleagues" according 10 a Jones reported. portatton~,e~li .. 9 . ryant, ~\~Jl?,J!,~i!?-J/m!clf wi:~~S- affinilatlve-action lnltl~tives. · : part of the report that Berger and . Based on the . "most _middle-of-' after all; '~#lJfl§\!lt~!- pf mowing just too outrageous to believe, even 
.. ,, _c_ont !1- . . a ~ .. , ~m on . Average faculty salanes ro_se from Black have attacked. the-road model," one-third of the over at ilie.~v~1_fy. !And Natural as part of a game of make-believe 
1emg. a wprthy rE(WP~ep.!, ?f $39,604 in 1988 ~o $46,298 m 1990, · All sides seem to agree_ that gen- pay gap between men and women Resources i::~;:Ck-1 Bradley on a slow summer afternoon. 
he award,and agree that this and the figure will jump to $50,900 der has little or no effect on salaries faculty members cannot be ex- """'~=-, . 
i\leaj'c!ilwdlbenefit (by-, listen- this fall. ' ' . ; . at the highest academic rank, full . plained, Wood said. That is about 
ngl,i:nore':;tti. '::tbose lwith 'a/vi-,'f ;No '.hifonnatloil is available ori professor. But only 33 women were . the .same result reported by Berger 
iori:fol'- the'.future.lmc'l-1istfo' hd~mdu.anl;'"&djthustmen~ werehor- full paredprofes5(!thrs 
3
a
8
t
1 
UK In 1991J.9l, anBd Bl!~oodk. ff red d"' _ 
, ._.,. ··"rt'''""''·d·.b,,. th. . .... en,u. nng e review or ow com. WI men. ut .,., o e a u,erent m-
1},PS}L~P..,. SO~~,. · ,Y , e way much nion~ was required to cor-. After studying the report-and ap- terpretation: "In other words, it's 
lim~s-,havefalways\be"en. reel wage discrimination. However, plying what they said were more ap- discrimination." 
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MSU ARCHIVES 
q I~ 'd_Q .... ],"",3 ii-/ '7 
MSU Clip Sheet 
A umpllq of recent ardda of lnterat to Morehead State Unlvenlty 
' 
MEDIA RELATIONS • MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY • UPO BOX 1100 • MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 • 606-783-2030 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON: KY,, THURSDAY, JULY 4, 1991 sons. Shoop is a gr;iduate of East-
Wi lk•· . , Tacltett-amiBates had ~11 em Kentucky University and an I nson allowing ·UK Pl'esident Cliarles:;) EKU distinguished alumnus. He :Wethington to become interi,,. 111.~·•; also is a UK fellow; which means he 
ident in December 1989 and ,·a'i: has pledged at least $10,000 to the 
f d 
. ■ candidate for the permanent jl()St, university.· · ,·: -~-- · 
Un ra I Se . The governor supported Wethrng,:, These were t!_ie first UK trustees • ton - one of'his longtime fri~as:i appointed under a 1990 law extend-. and a fellow Casey County native ing university board terms from 
. . . · ~- for UK president. Tackett· and four ,to-six years'. ; .. _ -· 
l•s,·· n· am·. e· d J,!ates Ia_te!· V(,c.':d for We!h_in~ ___ o,,n:s, , .~;1:1uwiuftrusieesappointedyes-for the permanent post , · ·' :'0 ,,__.~. terdaywilfserye;unnl Th;c. 31, 1996. . . . . . , . _ .Thef were apjiofuteq-to terms that 
Shoop replaces the longest-m•.. -expired -Decl'\'31;".,1990: .Trustees 
U K t I 
. ing member of the board, Lexingtonj traditioruilli;gmimue~to;serve until' 
rus ee. businessman fucy:F:irmer, a_trust-. a:replawnetit'.is_name<! or they are, ee since 1979. Fanner supported•.· reappointed: •• · · · - • Wethington for interim p~ident. The ·other UK trustees. with -
Governor also appoints 
three others to board 
By Jamie Lucke 
Herald_-Leader education writer 
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson appointed one of 
his wife's chief political fund-raisers tti the 
University of Kentucky Board of Trustees 
yesterday. 
Georgetown car dealer e. Frank Shoop of 
Lexington, state finance chairman of Martha 
Wilkinson's unsuccessful campaign for gover-
nor, was one of four UK appointments the 
governor made yesterday. 
Shoop; his relatives and employees have 
contributed at 
least $18,000 to 
Wallace and Mar-
tha Wilkinson's 
campaigns and 
either causes, in-
cluding her ef-
forts to encourage 
adults to pursue 
an education, ac-
cording to • state 
records. 
Wilkinson, 
who could make 
four more · UK 
board appoint-
ments, also: 
Georgetown car· · 
dealer C. Frank 
Shoop of Lexington 
was state finance 
chairman of Martha 
Wilkinson's . 
unsuccessful 
campaign for 
governor. 
• Reappointed William E. "Bud" Burnett, 
chairman of Kentucky Central Life Insurance 
Co. of Lexington. Burnett, his relatives and 
employees have contributed $38,000 to Wilkin-
son causes. He is vice chairman of the UK 
board. 
• Appointed Marian Moore Sims of Lexing-
ton and Kay Shropshire Bell of Georgetown to 
seats reserved for UK alumni. 
In making th.e alumni appointments, Wil-
kinson passed over former UK men's basket-
ball coach Joe B. Hall, who was one of six 
nominees chosen in alumni balloting. 
Wilkinson also passed over incumbent 
alumni trustees Fayette District Judge Julia 
Tackett and Lexington hoNeman Ted B. Bates .. 
but- Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones. for expired terms are: former Sen. Wal-
governor in the Democratic primary. ·ter "Dee'' Huddleston, Chief Justice 
from which Martha.Willciilson with-,- Robert' Stephens and Covington 
drew. businessman Jerome Stricker. The 
Shoop said he · first met the 
Wilkinsons when his children at-
tended the private Sayre Scl!ool in 
Lexington with the Wilkiilsons' 
recent death of former Gov. A.B. 
"Happy" Chandler created a vacan-
cy on the UK board. - -....... 
The Herald;Leader Frankfort 
/Jureau-contrilµJted. to this article. 
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Wilkinson, names:· . . , 
' ,. • . - 't 
3: new UK trustees· -
By RICHARD WJUj_ON, Staff Writer. 
FRANKFORT, Ky; - Gov. Wallace Wllkinson.made,his.fitst 
six-year appointments to the University of Kentucky board of 
trustees yesterday by'replacing three current board members and 
reappointing vice chairman W. E. (Bud) Burnett, of Lexington. 
The terms for Burnett, chief executive officer of Kentucky Cen-
tral Life Insurance Co., and the other three appointees will expire 
Dec. 31, 1996. 
Wtlkinson replaced'I.exington businessman Tracy Farmer with 
C. Frank Shoop, a Georgetown auto dealer who was chairman of 
the finance committee for Martha Wilkinson's campaign for gov, 
emor. She withdrew from the race for the Democratic nomina-
tion 18 days before the primary. - . 
Doug Alexander, Wallace Wllkinson's press secretary, said 
that Shoop's appointment was not connected to Shoop's role in 
Martha WIikinson's campaign. 
Shoop and his wife, Josephine, contributed $4,000 each to 
Martha ~on's CBJ11~ st1d 
Burnette contfibute4_eJ,QOO.,. _ 
Wtlkinso1i''a!so riaiii~"two new 
trustees representing UK'~ ~umnL 
Marian Moore Simms of Lexington 
replaced Ted Bates .of Lexington. 
Kay Shropshire Bell of Georgeto'\\'11 
replaced Julia Tackett of Lexingta,n. 
Under state law, Wllkinson must 
name alumni trustees from a list -0f 
the three top vote recipients in an 
alumni ballot. Simms outpolled 
Bates and one other contestant for 
one seat, but Tackett led the ballot, 
which also included former UK bas-
ketball coach Joe B. Hall and Bell in 
the contest for her seat. 
The terms of four other UK trust-
ees have already.expired, but under 
state law those board members con• 
tinue serving until they are reap-
pointed or replaced. WIikinson has 
said that he expects to make these 
appointments and those subject to 
his action at other state universities 
soon. The current terms for Burnett, 
Farmer, Bates and Tackett exp~ 
Dec. 31, 1990. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
Kentucky's General Assembly last 
year increased the terms of most 
state university trustee and regents 
from four to six years. 
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Ed uciiHOn·eva1uatIOl1' System urged 
Council seeks wa.y,to judge Ky. colleges Swain said there was a limit to 
how many new tests college stu-
dents would tolerate, and that de-
vising an assessment system is "not 
all that easy." 
12 projects by universities and comi 
munity colleges, including work mt 
evaluation tools, and recently spon• 
sored a two-day conference on· the 
subject. 1~ 
By Jamie Lucke sessment system or are planning 
Herald-Leader education write; ., ' ,,,,one. : In Kentucky? the_ legislature 
. .. , , • ._ provided $650,000 m 1990 to lay the 
FRANKFORT- How can Ken- groundwork for some form of high-
tucky ~xpaye~ Judge whether they ! ·er education assessment. 
• 
are gettmg a fair return on the $715 , ,, , · 
million they invested this year in' · · "Id hke to move to the next 
universities and community col'. ! s\ep,!' Hable, a former s~te ~udget 
Ieges? . . , , /f;r,d!r~~r;; t?ld. the c?unctl s finan~ 
Swain stressed he was not op-
posing assessment. But he said 
some states were backing away 
from it and that attempts to tie 
state funding to assessment have 
proven difficult. 
Also yesterday, the finance 
committee approved a $1.3 billiort 
draft six-year capital construction; 
plan for campuses around the state.: 
Not', very easily, Council . on. 1 co!11m1lt,ee. _He_ said the cou~ctl 
Higher Education member Keviri '. ~hould seek mcrt!3sed s~te fu~dmg 
Hable said · · · · ' -· m 1992 . to begm gradmg higher Gary Cox, executive director of 
the council that coordinates Ken-
tucky higher education, predicted. 
the council staff would recommend 
The approval came with a strong' 
disclaimer that being listed in the: 
document simply meant a construe-, 
tion proposal had been submitted' 
by a university, not that it had the: 
committee's endorsement. 
. Hf also said the. testing agenCJ 
j ha'IJ rriade rio change in results fron 
the .clinical part of the board exam 
I which was flunked,)Jy about a thirc 
I 
of the U of L students wl;io took it 
Meanwhile, Nash says that al · · - .. .. --.-· education "outputs," in the same 
, m,ble yesterday cal)~ f~~ ~'f.~ • way that Education Reform Act of 
moveme~t to:,vard dev!smg a sys- 1990 will place a spotlight on ele-
t~m for iudgmg the higher ed~ca- . mentary and hi h schools. 
tion product. Such a system could · g 
evaluate "what students have 
learned" and how well institutions 
are meeting their strategic goals, he 
more work on an ·assessment sys- The committee also adopted a: 
tern. "I don't know at what level set of recommendations that sets' 
though the UK scores constitute "ar 
extremely positive performance bi 
our students," scores -on the boarc 
exams can be deceiving. 
said. . . . 
Forty states have such an as• 
. But University of Louisville yet," he said. the stage for seeking a $200 million 
President Donald Swain cautioned increase for higher education by . · . Failing does not necessarily 
mean a student did not know the 
_material, he said. Nash noted that 
dental students who fail the test 
routinely take it again in· a ·few 
weeks and pass it. 
against plunging into the assess- Since 1990, the council has add- 1994. The full council will act on 
ment _movement, which he called. ed several staff members to work the appropriation request in No-
"vogmsh at the moment." on assessment. It also has funded vember. 
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UK dental· students exam. · If' a student fails the test three However, that failure rate now times he must get additional train-
has been cut almost in half, to 32 ing before taking it again. 
excel on licensing test · percent, said Rowland Hutchinson, But Nash contended that finish-: the new dean of the U of L Dental ing four years of dental school was 
I School. a better measure of a student's 
By Jim Warren 
Herald-Leader staff Writer 
Dental students at the Urtiversi-. 
ty of Kentucky apparently are well 
drilled, test results indicate. 
Thirty-one UK · denial school 
graduates recently took tlie South-
ern Regional Clinical Board exami-
nation, and only two ,-- 6.45 per-
cent - failed the clinical part of the 
test, the university said. 
Two students"also · failed the 
oral diagnosis and treatment sec• 
:,tion of the written part of the test. 
'One failed the written test's oraf 
·~,aihology section, UK said. , , 
• In one part pf the test, 21 UK 
students got perfect scores. In an-
. other oart. 24 had oerfect scores. 
"We always do well on the The Southern Regional Testing qualificatioris•· \han: .. 'lie 1•l:ine-shot'' 
, board exams, but we did particular- Agency, which conducts the exams, test. . ·' '':(), ·:,, ;;(: · , · 
:· ly·well this year," said David Nash, adjusted the results after reviewing "I don't know what the test 
:. dean of the t.IB: College of ~tistry. some ?f the q_uestions on the test, : reaHy m~es• .. , becau,se the 
~ __]'ash. cautioned, howev!!li,, th~t Hutchmson said Wednesday. I people ulhmat~ly pass it. I thinli; 
I the pubhc should not take ·!lie test "There was a new format for _that when~young people graduate· I results at face value. , the test, and the University of ! from an a=edited university ; ... Dental school graduates must I Louisville was the first school they they_ des~~e a license to practice 
pass all parts of the board exam to presented this to," he ~id. "I think dentistry. . 
get a license to practice dentistry. the students here prob bly w_ ere at Hutchinson agreed. Parts of the 
. . Dental board results-have been, a distinct disadvantage because the test_reqmre examinations on hun\an 
m the new.s rec~ntly ·because of I examiners came in wi h this new subJects ~nd are graded subjective-
unusually high fatlure rates among j' format, and the students were the ly, he said. · , , . 
' den?! ~tude~ts. at the University of guinea. pigs." • "Wh~n. you use human beings 
Loms~tl)e, .. · · · . . , .. , 11 But Hutchinson said a 32 per- on a chmcal ex?mination, every 
Original reports showed th\lt 271 cent failure rate "still isn't what we student takes a different exam be-
of 44 U of L dental students - 61 would consider good " cause no two human beings are the 
percent - recently failed; the writ- · same." 
ten section of the regional board 
By Robert A. Rankin, r. · .·, 
Knight-Ridder News Service ~--
WASHINGTON - To get a ~ob 
in today's economy, simply being: 
able to read; write and do arithme• 
tic is not nearly enough. 
Now even entry-l_evel blue-collar 
workers must be able to read dia-
grams and . manuals; be able to 
write memos justifying expenses or 
interpreting graphs; be able to 
maintain numerical records and in-
terpref statistics; be able to reason 
how these things fit together; and 
be able to work with other people in 
applying insights toward solving 
daily . problems in the business 
world: 
America's schools fail to give 
fully half our children these basic 
skills, which they, need to get and 
hold a job in today's emerging high-
tech economy, according to a new 
Labor )2epartment report. 
· Tlie study is the product of a ·. 
one-year survey of employers, man-, 
agers and workers called the Secre-
tary's Commission on Achieving 
Necessary Skills. It sought to identi-
fy skills students and workers need 
. before mastering job . challenges 
posed by an intensely competitive 
global economy. 
"Fifty percent of our childrenj 
are unprepared to enter the world of: 
work, and that is a terrible, tragic 
fact," said William Brock, the 
termer secretary of labor who head-
~ the commission, composed cif 
hliiders from business, education 
/!!ld labor unions. 
:: Many of the report's conclu-
!!i)ms echo other studies issued 
~riodically since 1983's "A Nation 
at Risk" first indicted America's 
~ucation system for multiple fail-
ures, as Brock conceded. 
. T!Jis one emphasizes training in 
hstemng and speaking to supple-
ment traditional lessons. It also 
stresses that students must be moti-
vated to reason critically and to 
d_ev~lop a sense of personal respon-
s1b1hty. · 
. Building on such hard-to-argtie-
with basics, this study declares that 
a successful job candidate also 
must hav~ mastered •~e five com~ . 
petenci~. These include an ability 
to orgamze resources; to work with 
?!hers; t9 acquire, evaluate and use 
mformation; to understand complex 
systems, and_ to ~ork with a variety 
of techno)ogies,, mcluding comput-
ers. 
. _After reviewing the report's rep-
eti~on of these long-acknowledged 
pomts of consensus for almost an 
, hour, Labor Secretary Lynn Martin 
was asked what was new in this 
report. 
"What is new is business and 
labor and educators working to-
gether'' to make these abstract 
points newly relevant in both class-
room education and on-the-job 
worker training, said Martin. 
Math training, for example, 
could focus upon how food-service 
workers might follow inventory 
control techniques to save enough 
money over time to finance restau-
rant expansion, the report said. corporations and unions can work 
Another lesson might illustrate how•· on together to meet clianging· worlt= 
a ~mingly _ro!Jtine job like a place needs, Secretary Martin said. 
hosp_1tal 11:dmisstons cler~ must · The American Federation of 
mom.tor diverse comput~ fi. Teachers, an AFL,CIO union, gave 
nan~al and. health records m· an the report a mixed review. While 
emotipnally mtense atmosphere. · welcoming. its emphasis oo practi-
The report, intended to help cal skills, the federation said Bush's 
flesh out President Bush's commit- program "is short on both" a strate-
ment to become "the education gy and money. 
president," does not propose new • • • 
federal spending or nationwide The study anti related infonna-
standards. Instead it seeks to define lion can be obtainea by calling I· 
skills and challenges that schools, 800-788-SKIU. 
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'Black athletes' __ :·graduate·._. , 
college at ha_lfrate. of-whites 
· . · . ·, . ,- kevfu:-Messenger, sports 'infor-
ey Tom Watts · mation director at University of the 
Associated Press Pacific in Stockton, Calit, said he 
OVERLAND PARK, Kan .. - couldn't comment on the NCAA 
Nearly twice the number of white study but offered some of the 
athletes as black athletes who en- school's own statistics. 
tered college in 1984 and 1985 Among basketball players who 
graduated, according to a· study entered the school between 1980-81 
released yesterday by the NCAA. and 1984-85, Messenger said, three 
"This study is the tip of ice2.., 
berg," said Todd Petr, ·assistant 
director of research for the NCAA. 
"We felt this type of analysis would 
best support what many colleges 
have believed all along." 
The findings are the first part of 
an academic study of 3,288 athletes 
from 85 Division I schools who 
entered college in 1984 and 1985. · 
"This is a unique study. It's a 
comprehensive look at graduation 
- broken down to race, sex and 
sport; revenue or non-revenue," Petr 
said. 
Black athletes graduated at. a 
26.6 percent rate, compared with 
52.2 percent for whites and 45.7 · 
percent with all athletes in the 
study. 
The women's rate was almost 
54 percent, compared with the 
men's 42.3 percent. 
"It's educational literature, a 
sort of learning tool," Petr said. 
"The main finding is simply an 
indexing of test scores and grade-
point averages. The study is better 
than any other single predictor 
we've tested in the past." 
Dropout and transfer rate of 
whites decreased as they pro-
gressed through school, meaning 
55.8 percent of the white athletes 
transferred or dropped out in their 
first two years, the study said. 
But nearly as many black ath-
letes, 38.3 percent, left school in 
their fourth or fifth year as those 
who dropped out the first two 
years. 
: "We found that blacks are less 
well-prepared," Petr said. "This is 
the first time we have' quantified 
diose differences." 
: Black athletes, while posting 
lower grade-point averages in ·cof-"' 
lege preparatory classes and lower 
scores on the standardized SAT 
and ACT entrance exams, graduat-
ed at higher rates than white ath-
letes who scored similarly. 
of nine minority students graduated 
and 19 of 20 white students gradu-
ated: An additional seveq white 
students. entered the school during 
that time but transferred before 
graduating. 
The NCAA study said one in 
four athletes graduated in four 
years, but only 9.2 percent of all 
blacks graduated in four years. And 
while more than half of the. white 
athletes graduated, 28.2 percent left 
school in good academic standing 
and 19.6 percent in less than .good 
standing. . · 
Almost 33 percent of all blacks 
left in good standing, but 42.5 
percerit did not. 
The NCAA also found the grad-
uation rates for white and black 
·men were higher in the high-reve-
nue sports of football and basket-
ball than in other Division I sports. 
One finding relates to the con-
.trov~y over the use of SAT and 
ACT test scores in regard to Propo-
sition 48, which determines an ath-
lete's eligibility for scholarships and 
competition. 
"We felt the 1984-85 sample is 
an important group to look at since 
they were not affected by Prop 48," 
Petr said. "This is a full range of 
potential student-athletes before 
Prop 48." 
The report endorses a less strin-
gent amendment of Prop 48 than 
one drawn up by the NCAA Presi-
dents Commission last week. 
The rule requires at least a 2.0 
grade-point average in 11 college 
preparatory courses, plus a mini-
mum score of 700 on the SAT or 18 
on the ACT. 
The presidents want the gr,de-
point raised to 2.5, the nurrJ" r of 
courses increased to 13 and the test 
score minimum left intact 
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~J5itUL move closer qn policy for prospect publicity 
I \ ',,, • • ' ' ~; ' 
"'y Jerrv Tipton · • Football Media Day next month to 
flli,aid:~~il:Je; !itaff wrltar . seek further cooperation from re- ' Recruitment of North Carolina transfer Clifford Rozier, ' 
> ~11 '>•· • 11 "' ' 1 " · • porters covering its teams. "We can h · d 'th h C d I d · · ~ 
11 Ni,1'.'tCAA rule_intetpretation takeanoiherlookatifasatesult'of w ·o s1gne WI t e ar s, reveae an inconsistency in 
afid f_ax.fec_ ·hnology have moved the the p· olicies of the two schools 
· uhiverslti~'ofKentucky and Louis-' this and possibly take steps.". . , 
vjlle'°tlqse,r!,'fo 'a,,common policy on Last spring's recruitment• of 
·ppbJicitf(,~f oli-calllpus visits by Clifford Rozier made public an in-
'Pf~~r;Y~tl'tyaY• : ., . , con
1
_s\stency in the twb schools' 
·,)i, J:ie{9~e,'11\eetmg,,with Lexington po 1C1es. . • · 
· 1i)lpoi:ter:i,iyesterl!ay. ,to discuss such U . of 'L followed. the letter 'of 
,publiciW,';PJ{,/ifficials faxed a copy Bylaw 13.11.3 which says,."A niem-
of, tlie/nile;jitt:erpretation to U of L. ber institution shall not publici7,e 
A:~i-ii', ~ult; ,Louisville will review (or arrange for, publicity of) a 'pros-
·!~ policy, on publicity of on-campus pect's visit to the institution's cam: 
visits, •sports, information director pus." 
Kenny, Klein said. • , Based on an earlier oral inter-
i, ''Certaiilly; we'll take a look at it pretation, UK also t09k the bylaw 
and see ·,what steps· are in every- to mean schools should try to 
ohe's best interests," said Klein, prevent publicity from happening. 
Who ailded that U of L might use its Publicity becaine an issue after 
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Rozier, .a highly r~garded forward 
as a freshman last season, an-
nounced he would transfer from 
·North Carolina. UK terminated its 
: recruitment after. it discovered stu-
dent-host Sean Woods and Rozier 
had violated a recruiting rule by 
traveling to Louisville during Ro-
zier's on-campus visit. Prospects are 
required to stay within a 30-mile 
radius of campus during an official 
visit. 
A front-page photograph in The 
Courier-Journal of U of L assistant 
• • 41' •. 
Larry Gay welcomtrig Rozier to an 
official visit to Louisville the next 
week prompted . UK officials to 
question whether Gay had attempt-
, ed to prevent Rozier's visit from 
being public~. 
UK's botched recruitment of Ro- · 
zier increased media attention of the 
player's U of L visit, Klein said, 
which made publicity more. likely 
- and more difficult to prevent. 
"The matter of past events real-
ly put a focus on his visit," Klein 
said. "Something happened one 
day, tpen - boom! - the nex.t day 
he's in Louisville. 
"We tell every recruit, 'You 
don't have to (do interviews).' Then 
. we leave it up to them. But we 
never have arranged for publicity 
and certainly don't look to publi-
. cize." 
, . The interpretation UK received . 
from the NCAA said schools should 
"take reasonable .steps" to prevent 
publicity dmjng a visit. For exam-
ple, schools can work to prevent 
publicity when a prospect attends a 
game, NCAA legislative assistant 
Stephen A. Mallonee wrote. 
Louisville already tries to pre-
vent publicity of visits at games, 
Klein said, "because it could be 
construed" as being arranged by 
U of L officials. 
As for Gay's appearance in the 
photograph of Rozier, Klein said the 
school was not· awaiting a ruling 
from the NCAA. "J?.,sically, we did 
not commit a violatie,i1," Klein said. 
Meanwhile, UK's compliance of-
ficer, John Bostick, said his school 
was not anxious to learn if the 
Woods-Rozier trip . to Louisville 
would spark an NCAA penalty .. 
· "As far as we're concerned, 
that's over," said Bostick, an assist-
ant athletic director. "Whatever 
they do, we accept. I don't see it as 
a problem any more than what's 
been done. The big penalty we 
imposed on ourselves." 
4' 
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Views sought 
in search for 
president 
of Mor ·head 
Forums show strength 
of college's tie to area 
By JAY BLANTON 
Staff Writer 
MOREHF.AD, Ky. - The Prestonsburg 
Holiday Inn and a Mount Sterling middle 
school would seem like unusual places to 
get help in finding a university president. 
But at Morehead State University - a 
school with a tight connection to Appala-
chia - soliciting the opinions of the re-
gion's residents is both a symbolic ges-
ture and an acknowl-
edgement of their im-
portance. 
"Morehead is the 
only major social in-
stitution in the whole 
region," said A D. 
Albright, a longtime 
Kentucky educator 
and former More-
head president. " Peo-
ple in the region have GROTE: 
a kind of feeling for Morehead'• 
the institution." enrollment 
Prestonsburg and rose during 
Mount Sterling are his tenure. 
two of six places a 
nine-member presidential search commit-
tee visited recently to gather the opinions 
of people throughout Morehead State's 
service area. The forums are unusual, but 
Morehead has an unusual history and 
mission. The Rowan County school 
serves some of the poorest areas in the 
nation. 
Recruiting students from those areas, 
educating them and perhaps encouraging 
them to put something back into the re-
gion is an arduous challenge facing any-
one who hopes to lead Morehead State. 
Now, after nearly five years of stability 
under retiring President C. Nelson 
Grote, many at Morehead State feel 
that the school is poised to fulfill its 
mission of teaching Appalachian 
Kentucky's young people. 
It hasn't always been that way. 
The school's history often has been 
tarnished- by controversy and in-
fighting. Enrollment dropped during 
much of the 1980s when the school 
-.as immersed in a controversy that 
prompted two presidents to leave. 
But that situation improved dra-
matically under Grote, the school's 
11th president. He has overseen a 
period of tremendous growth, with 
enrollment rising from more than 
6,000 to nearly 9,000 this fall . 
Dormitories were renovated and 
reopened. Faculty and staff salaries 
were raised by 30 percent over the 
past three years, although more im-
provements are needed, said Grote, 
whose last day will be June 30, 
1992. 
Despite his successes, many chal-
lenges remain. 
The school has a long-range plan 
to carry out, and other buildings 
will need renovation. The system of 
faculty evaluations and merit pay is 
fragile and will have to be refined. 
And because of its locatidn and 
close relationship to secondary 
schools in the region, Morehead will 
have to play an important role in 
education reform in the state. 
And now that Morehead has 
grown so much, more time will have 
to be spent managing enrollment 
and improving programs, said Judy 
Rogers, dean of undergraduate pro-
grams. 
"What we've got to do is have the 
kind of leadership that will give us 
the incentive and courage . . . to 
gradually demand more and more 
of our students and enhance the 
quality of . . . the academic pro-
grams," Rogers said. 
A prospective president of More-
head State will have to be aware of 
all that, and understand the school's 
past and its people. 
" I think that a president cannot 
be successful here unless they take 
the time to understand the history 
of the university, to take the time to 
understand the unique culture 
here," Grote said 
"There are people in the same 
family that work here. . . . They 
went to school together. They came 
from the same county. They gradu-
ated together. They came here to-
gether. They play bridge together. 
They go to church together," he 
said. "When something affects 
someone it doesn't just affect an in-
dividual or one family, it tends to 
affect a lot of people." 
An apparently deep sentiment ex-
ists among many connected to 
Morehead State that someone with 
strong ties to the region - or at 
least a deep commitment to it - is 
needed for the presidency. 
Terry McBrayer, a prominent 
Lexington attorney and Morehead 
graduate, believes that the universi-
ty needs a president unconcerned 
with making a name for himself na-
tionally but who instead is dedi-
cated to recruiting students from 
the region. Morehead needs a presi-
dent who is not "going to be chas-
ing Washington, not going to all the 
conferences and the conventions 
that educators can go to, not con-
cerned about national policy, or not 
concerned about NCAA," he said, 
"but concerned about making 25 
commencement speeches a year in 
East Kentucky, working with par-
ents, finding money to pay for their 
tuition." 
That sentiment was echoed in the 
recent public forums. According to 
a summary of the forums by sew 
committee chairman Wayne Martin, 
some mentioned that the president 
should be someone with roots in -
or an understanding of - the region 
and with a commitment to leading 
the institution into the next century. 
Turnout wu generally low at the 
forums, but Martin said they were 
needed to give people a chance to 
share their thoughts. 
"fm not sure other than public 
relations at this point what the re-
sults will be of those," he .said. "I 
think it will help us write the posi-
tion statement of what Morehead's 
needs are at this time." 
Committee members have set a 
relatively quick schedule to nomi-
nate finalists to the university's 
board of regents. Names of six fi. 
nalists are to be submitted to the 
board by mid-December in a search 
that officially began only this 
spring. Grote's successor should be 
named by early March and in place 
by next July. 
The committee for the first time 
has hired a national executive 
search firm, Heidrick and Struggles, 
to help supply candidates. 
Martin said it's important that 
people are confident that "the peo-
ple that are involved in this are go-
ing to try their very best to get the 
best president for Morehead State 
University at this time." 
Such a sentiment sounds obvious, 
Martin said. "But not only is it im-
portant to our committee and to the 
chairman of our board that we our-
selves know we're trying to do the 
best, we hope that we can conduct it 
in a way that others believe that." 
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Herald-Leader staH report 
MOREHEAD - William James 
"Bill" Mack, a retired Morehead 
State University athletics coach. 
died yesterday at St Claire Medical 
Center. 
Mr. Mack, 902 Willow Drive, 
was 75. 
At Morehead from 1957 to 1979, 
Mr. Mack taught physical education 
and worked with a variety of athlet-
ics teams. He was the swimming 
coach for 14 years and in the late 
1950s and early 1960s coached 
wrestling. 
Mr. Mack also was an assistant 
football coach for a few years. 
- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
He was the husband of Regina 
Sturgill Mack. Services will be at 2 
p.m. Tuesday at orthcutt and Son 
Home for Funerals. Visitation is 
after 5 p.m. Monday. 
Tl'le.Sunday Independent, Ashland; K11ntucky July 7, 1991: 
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:of 901 Willow-. Drive, died Sat-;.-'•:.- He was a· memlier of the came under NCAA mv~tigation 
:mday in St. Claire Medical .Christian Church 'in Morehead dtlritig•liis tenure,.RoseUe adopted 
·"center. · and the Morehead Lodge. 654 a policy of complete cooperation. · 
:: Mf,,Miuik was·· bcirn Dec. 8, F&AM, El Hasa Shrine in Despite public skepticism, he stuck 
::191stin·New Britain, Conn., a Ashland, 32nd degree Scottishi to that policy. · 
::soii a(· tlie late Jimmie and Rite Mason and the Order of . ·' A Congressional sul:i&immittee 
:,Josephine Unqaritis Mack. the Ffastern Star. ~ . , held'heapngs last inonth in an 
:: He was" a· retired physical Surviving is his wife Jean attempt, to examine NCAA investi-
:'education teacher at Morehead Sturgill-Mack. gatjve methods. · ·. 
:'.state University, where he The- funeral will be con- ' Two basketball coaches -
:;was assistant football coach, ducted at 2 p.m. Tuesday at Jerry Tarkanian of Nevada-Las 
:;wrestling coach, swimming· the Northcutt & Son Home for Vegas arid Dale Brown ofLSU-
.:i::oach, and a former director Funerals in Morehead by the made high-profile appearances to 
:Of the Adron Doran Student Rev. Harold Tackett and the' . criticize the NCAK"; ' -
:Center, a post he held for 13 Rev. Alec Conyers. Burial will. •·. Roselle, now,Univetsity of Del-' 
;Years .. He retired _in 1~79 after be ~ Lee Cemetery. . a_wru:e.president; testifil'd'oii.beliaif' 
:23 years at the umvers1ty. Friends may call after 5 p.m,, of tl\e.NCAA:.He saichhk'NCAA' ;l 
~ He was a "".orld \Yar II Na":Y Monday 3:t the f~eral h?me. ' treate<! I<ertti.icky fairly despite 
'.Veteran, received h1~ ma~ter s . Masomc service will be_ ~ding,~uta ~tiffi penalty in the 
;degre(\ from the Umvers1ty of conducted at 7:30 p.m. Monday, ~:_,}r,,s.~ .,1,,, i ,c.-,-- • ,. 
;Kentucky where he was a at the _funeral home. . ROSelle urged Congress to leave 
;member of. the UK Trouper In heu of flowers, contr1bu- tlie'NCA'A' eifforcement process 
:gymnastics team. tions may be made to the Wil- atone,.,.· : ": .'; .. ., , 
;; Aft~r graduatio~, he taught liam. J. Mack Athletic Schol, "Its ·tjzhfi½!i be far better 
:Physical e~ucation at the arship ~nd,. c/ of Morehead spent examining the appropriate 
. Frankfort City Schools where State Umvers1tv. role of intercollegiate athletics in 
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told the House panelists. Many col-
leges had lost sight of the ''funda-
mental mission" of big-time sports. UK plan 
seeks new 
campus 
for-LCC 
$25 million sought 
for site in Lexington 
By Jamie Lucke 
Herald•leader education writer 
A new campus for Lexington 
Community College - at an unde-
termined site away from the Uni-
versity of Kentucky campus - is 
among the financing requests UK 
will make to the next legislature. 
UK plans to seek $25 million 
during the next 4 ½ years to devel- . 
op a second LCC campus, probably 
in south Lexington. 
It would relieve crowding and 
parking strains at LCC's site on 
Cooper Drive near Commonwealth 
Stadium and accommodate a stu-
dent population that is expected to 
grow to 8,000 from 4,600 by 1995. 
The LCC project is ranked fifth 
among proposed new buildings in a 
six-year, $1.6 billion construction' 
plan for Kentucky's universities 
and community colleges. 
A committee of the Council on 
Higher Education forwarded the 
plan last week to a legislative 
committee, with a disclaimer that 
inclusion in the huge document did-
not mean a project had been en-
dorsed by the council. Proposals in. 
the plan still will be subject to the 
usual review process. 
Overall, new buildings are 
ranked as the lowest priority in the 
statewide building plan - behind 
campus renovations to protect indi-
• _J_ 1 • ~ . • • • .• • •••• 
maintenance; heating, air condition-
ing and other infrastructure con-
cerns; and equipment purchases. 
LCC is not the top construction 
priority in the statewide community 
college system, however: Chancellor 
Ben Carr said the top .designation 
belonged to Hazard Community · 
College's proposed · student,- per-
forming arts and conference center. 
Ha2ard . has agreed to raise $2 
million for the proj~ and UK will 
seek $12 million ~ from'.. the 1992. 
Jegislature, Carr said<','fhe; center. 
would provide sorely n~l\9 class- · 
room space and a place for students 
to gather betwee'! classes at th~ 
Eastern Kentucky college, earr·· 
said. . -
UK also plans to ask the legisla-
ture for $4.1 million for a classroom' 
building at Ashland Community 
College, $58 million for a new 
library in Lexington and $20 miI-'. 
lion for a rural health facility in 
Hazard that would provide class-
room space and housing for medical 
interns and residents, according to 
the plan. 
Other highly ranked construc-
tion projects in the council plan are 
classroom buildings at Morehead 
State University and Northern Ken-
tucky University and a $13 million 
mechanical engineering building at 
UK. ·_ 
Receiving a much lower ranking 
is UK's plans to seek $12.5 million 
to build a community college in the 
London-Corbin area. The legislature· 
would have to authorize a UK 
community college in the area, a · 
move that probably- would, be con-
troversial. 
The process of selecting a new. 
LCG site is "not very far along," UK 
President Charles• Wethington sail;! ,: 
last week. But campus planners, 
long have recognized that, in the 
long-term,, LCC's location is not the, 
best one for the college or the best 
use of UK land, he said. UK's draft 
campus master, which is expected 
to go to the board of trustees later 
this year, recommends movini! LCC . 
Roselle asked the subcommittee 
t? use the hearings to P,rovide addi-
tional _support for college presi-
dents mterested in reining in the 
excesses of college sports. 
"t, .-i\:n, obvious alternative site 
would" be. UK's South Farm· at· 
.Nicholasville Road and Matf o' War 
'Boulevard LCC President Allen Ed-
wards has said a. south, Lexington 
site makes sense because that -is 
where most LCC students lives. 
UK requires communities get-
ting new communjty colle11es _to 
donate a site. Wethmgton said site 
discussions in Lexington would be 
premature until UK has money to 
build the campus. 
Whether LCC would operate at 
two sites after the new campus is 
built would depend on how fast 
enrollment grows and on· how much 
. money the legislature provides. _If 
UK gets enough money to complete-
ly move LCC from Cooper Drive, 
UK could use LCC's two buildings 
and a third LCC building that is 
scheduled to be under construction 
by the end of the year, officials said. 
LCC-Easl; which is in a convert-
ed · factory on Winchester Road, 
should continue to adequately meet 
LCC's needs fat extra space for i~ •~· 
secon!f year this fall, Edwards said. 
• 
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Program builds bridge 
to college for youths 
at Indianapolis school 
By KATHLEEN SCHUCKEL. 
The Indianapolis News 
CRAWFORDSVILLE, Ind. - Billy 
Adams plans to study computer sci-
ence. John Thompson wants to be Ii 
doctor, and Shawna Footman in-
tends to study engineering or com-
puter analysis, 
They chat about their plans as 
they measure liquids into pipettes, 
gaze into microscopes and measure 
the number of blood cells in a sam-
ple in a Wabash College laboratoiy. 
Thanks to a IO-year-old program, 
those plans have a good chance of 
becoming reality for the three, who 
are students at Washington High 
School in Indianapolis. 
Adams, Thompson, Footman and 
35 other Washington juniors and 
seniors were at Wabash for two 
weeks in June to study biology, eco-
nomics, political science, music, 
chemistry and creative writing in 
the Wabash-Washington Bridge 
Program, Professors from Wabash, 
an all-male private college, pair up 
with Washington instructors to 
teach each course. 
"What we hope to do ls give them 
a dress rehearsal for college," said 
Jamie Watson, director of the pro-
gram, whose aim is to encourage 
more Washington students to go to 
college. . 
Only 18 percent of the school's 
graduates attend college. The na-
tional average is 50 percent and the 
state's average is 31 percent. 
The bridge program wasn't de-
signed to single out the brightest 
students but to choose those with 
promise, Watson said. 
Participants come from a variety 
of backgrounds. Most are from sin- , 
gle-parent homes and would be the 
first in the family to go to college, 
Watson said. Some live with grand-
parents. One student was a mother 
at 15. There are white and black stu-
dents and an equal number of boys 
and girls. 
Each year, about 30 eighth-grad-
ers are chosen for the program. 
This year, 35 to 40 students may be 
enrolled so the bridge class is the 
same size as other classes at Wash-
ington. 
The program, which is free for 
students, includes much more than 
the two-week summer session. Jun-
iors and seniors take college pre-
paratory courses during the school 
year and visit Wabash once a month 
to learn more about particular sub,; 
jects and attend cultural and sport• 
ing events. 
Despite a few reservations, the 
students praise the program and say 
they've become close friends with 
other bridge students - one of the 
program's goals. Organizers believe 
that sharing classes with others who 
have similar goals, interests and 
abilities helps students prepare for 
college, 
Since 1983, lll students have 
graduated from the program and 91 
percent have enrolled in college. 
Only one student from the 1991 
class is not planning to attend col-
lege in the fall, and Watson said 
that's due to a medical problem, 
College graduation statistics are not 
available. 
In the Footman family, the pro-
gram has become a tradition, 
Shawna is the youngest child; her 
sister Stephanie is a senior and 
plans to be a doctor. 
"I'm going to open my own hospi• 
ta! for women someday," she said. 
Their sister Shenia, 21, Is a senior 
at DePauw University, studying to 
become a high school English 
teacher, She's a counselor for the 
program this summer. 
The Footmans and other students 
describe antics in the Wabash Col-
lege dorm such as water-balloon 
fights an_d staying up all night. They 
also groan about the homework and 
dorm food and say they've been or-
dering lots of pizza. 
"We've been telling them that 
dorm food is part of college too," 
Shenia Footman said with a smile. 
Distributed by The Associated Press. 
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Interior 1eacreErLDhOrl'0°i-STUMarfiki ~roject 
Manuel Lujan visits Martin 
farm on coal~mine site 
Eastern Kentucky burnau 
LOVELY - U.S. Secretary of the Interior 
Manuel Lujan visited Martin County yester?ay 
to help honor an agricultural research proJect 
that is helping turn the reclaimed ar~s of the 
state's largest strip mine into productive fann-
land. 
With Kentucky's top political leaders and 
coal-industry officials gathered beneath a large 
yellow-and-white canopy, Lujan presen_ted one of 
the nation's 10 awards for ExcelJence m Surface 
Mining to Martiki Coal Corp. 
"This is one of the of the great examples of 
what dedicated people can do, once they are 
through mining it, to put it back t? productive 
use," said Lujan, a fonner ew Mexico congress-
man who became Interior secretary two _years 
ago. 
In the distance over Lujan's right shoulder. 
cattle grazed in a lush rolling pasture. Over his 
left shoulder, a huge mining machine loaded dirt 
into into the bed of a large truck. 
•·This has been a model program for years," 
said Harry Snyder, director of the ~.S. (?ffic~ of 
Surface Mining. "!t's finally getting its Just 
recognition." 
The Mountaintop Agricultural Complex, an 
800-acre fann on reclaimed portions of Martiki's 
mining operations, is about 15 miles south of 
Inez in Martin County. 
The 15-year project is the brainchild of 
Morehead State University officials, but pwes ifs 
existence to Martiki's cooperation and contribv.-
tions' from the coal company's parent, Mapi;o 
Inc. of Tulsa, Okla.., and Pocahontas Develop-
ment Corp., a landholding subsidiary elf Norfork 
Southern Corp., which leased 18,000 acres of 
land in the area to Martiki in the early 1970s. 
Martiki was one of two Kentucky companies 
awarded the Interior Department's prize last 
month. Rifle Coal Co., a contract operator for an 
Ashland Coal subsidiary, also won the award for 
contour-mining reclamation at Meally in Johnson 
County. 
Barrett Frederick of West Liberty, owner of 
Rifle Coal, did not attend yesterday's ceremony 
in Martin County. "I don't think we're getting 
the notoriety out of our award that Martiki was 
able to muster," Frederick said. 
"We're small." 
Martiki and Pocahontas invest-
ed $2 million in 1983 to finance the 
experimental fann in Martin Coun-
ty. The complex is managed by 
Morehead State's College of Applied 
Science and Technology, which bas 
eight full-time employees and sever-
al part-time student workers at the 
project. 
Under a mountaintop-removal 
permit, Martiki has now mined and 
reclaimed about 5,000 acres in the 
area - removing about 2 million 
tons of coal each year. Slowly, the 
low, razorbacked hills and ~viITeys 
have been converted into a rolling 
landscape that legislators and offi-
cials said yesterday might someday 
be converted into recreation areas 
or industrial sites. 
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky., 
said yesterday that federal surface-
mining officials intended to prohibit 
mountaintop-removal permits from 
the 1977 federal act until he flew 
fonner Secretary of the Inte.rior 
Morris Udall over the Martiki oper-
ation. 
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson pointed 
out that several state and federal 
prisons, airports and other develop-
ments have been constructed on 
reclaimed mining land. 
For now, however, Morehead 
State is attempting to prove that, 
with time, money and ma~ure, re-
claimed mine sites can be converted 
into fann land. 
"After it's graded and seeded, 
it's handed over to us," said More-
head State Dean Charles M. Der-
rickson, who Synder called "the 
godfather of this whole thing." 
Derrickson said Morehead's 
first attempt to launch a similar 
research project in Carter County 
failed because "everything we put 
out, the deer ate it up." Morehead 
- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
was considering locating the re-
search project in Breathitt County 
in 1~ "when Martiki came to us," 
he said. 
Martiki spent $250,000 on the 
project in 1982 before Pocahontas 
joined the effort in 1983. 
The research farm began with 
little more than bare sandstone, 
Derrickson said. Strip-mined land 
has no nitrogen, no humus or or-
ganic matter. Researchers felt they 
could not afford to buy commercial 
fertili.zen; for the project, he said, 
"so that's why we went to animal 
products." 
At this point, manure is the 
project's most important product 
Manure is an integral part of fertil· 
izer used to build topsoil, so a swine 
farrowing facility was built in 1982. 
The operation now maintains about 
4,500 hogs which, along with 82,000 
laying hens, produce 26 tons of 
manure a day. 
The .swine waste is funneled 
through a-gutter to a storage la-
goon. It is liquefied and sprayed 
through. an irrigation system over 
the reclamation area, which is ex-
pected to eventually cover 4,000 
acres. 
Meanwhile, the fertilizer en-
abled researchers to grow clover, 
alfalfa, orchard grass and fescue -
pastures for about 140 head of 
cattle, which also contribute waste 
to the project. Several sheep also 
have been added this year and 
orchards have been started. 
The farm is already operating 
on a commercial basis, selling 
calves, pigs, non-laying chicks and 
bales of hay, Derrickson said. The 
hens provide about 79,000 eggs a 
day while about 1,000 hogs and 
non-laying chicks are sold at mar-
ket each quarter, Derrickson said. 
All income is invested back into 
the project, he said. "We're keeping 
our head above water." 
~ ~ . . 
W.r1JifJ-\76~~ Staff Writ~r 
S£om'1rici ~'M~ County Judge-~ecutive John B. 
Callaham never thought he'd see the day'when cows and 
sheep grazed on an 800-acre farm in his mountainous county. 
That was before Martiki Coal Corp. tore the.top·off-a moun-
tain,,JJulled out its coal and then invited experts from More-
Iieiia·staie University to.build pastures on the' sandstone and 
sliale'. i!iat '.was left behind. . . . _ . 
,,~IIT~w:.mni.years later, !=OWS and sheep 11!,ill around in gr~n 
pastures, and alfalfa and cornstalks stand m-fields near build-
mgs tliat' house chickens and hogs. -
wJL}~~,,lilj._e, i'l.lfoce_ of_ Kanslls has com_~ to visit the moun-· 
.':''-rii;FgWes;ui'flat land," Callaham said.· ''It gives us a ru~ 
i\ln!"fol- iii<Justrial development."· · 
··Toe'l'dattiki siie; which is known as the·Mountaintop Agri-
cultural Complex, was reclaimed under an experimental pro-
grani'establislied by Martiki, Morehead and Pocahontas De-
velop_inent Corp., which owns the land and leases it to Mar-
tikii. . . . •-
'The·plirthership won a national reclamation award for its 
work at the complex last month. Officials with the three or_: 
· · ganizations that have worked on the 
· project celebrated the award with a 
"field day'' yesterday. 
Officials used the event -: which 
was attended by U.S. Interior Secre-
tary Manuel Lujan, Sens. Wendell 
Ford and Mitch McConnell, Gov. 
Wallace WIikinson, 7th District U.S. 
Rep. Chris Perkins and former Gov. 
Bert T. Combs - to trumpet their 
accomplishment. Former Gov. Ed-
ward "Ned" Breathitt, a senior vice 
president for Norfolk Southern 
Corp. - Pocahontas' parent com-
pany - also was on hand. 
"It's no small matter to alter the 
lay of the land - to alter in the 
twinkling of an eye what God has 
built" over centuries, said Arnold B. 
McKinnon, chairman and chief ex-
ecutive officer of Norfolk Southern. 
. Altering the land - a task accom- · 
plished with explosives, giant scoop 
buckets and huge dump trucks - is 
comparatively easy. The hard part is 
getting grasses and crops to grow 
on a denuded plateau that is basi-
cally sandstone and shale, said 
Charles Derrickson, dean of More-
head's College of Applied Science 
and Technology. 
The secret is the livestock. Farm 
workers gather . manure from the 
4,000 swine and 82,000 chickens 
iid~ at ihe'ctlttii,feli!'mii·it'~_ltJ{'J 1"it'fti/e':,exception at tins point, n 
~er;~ sp~jt onlt!1~~~1!§ .!Mf,.2L.lJJ!!!J.i,fi/lg]eJIOrters •. "Biit the pur: 
liave · lieen' tteatea'•witti" poiiisji;. -f,fC~o(the awards is to make sure 
'~ph6spbofou§Jandl jjjfi)!;t¢,!The 'ri{(ffii .. poof>it in the' industry know 
· stilt·js. not, exactly½fra~t,.but it'.s.,,abq_~,tlle; ~ good,;work that's 
fertile;l dll 1-. VU lUl.iHU•.being done/' !-- . 
saiiq~eW'~~V!lias",i~~~:.;;,:~eJ~-~mplex was ?ne of Iii 
ab~iit 800 _lcres''of 'pfoduttively reJl r. :;;i:~lle~~s ~o~=: ~~:1:g 
~ed. mme land. -· . and Reclamation·· awards competi-
'We may have moi:e flat land lev- lion. The competition is judged by 
eled here. th~ Mart_in County had panel. of experts from the federal 
to start with, he smd. . Office' of' Surface Mining, the Bu-
The farm meets some of its -~''reau·of'Miiles and the U.S. Geologi-
penses_through sales of cattle, i>!nil•=cai:s ·· 
0
• • . 
ny, swme and eggs-about 79,oWc ""'.,".•~'•:~ , . 
eggs are produced each ~LNoll!!,-;j : 'c;Mof!lh~d: State Pre_Sident <;:. Nel-
theless, the compJex--does not pay,, son .G}'Ote, also had high praise for 
for itself; Martiki0 al!cFPocanontas1 the work. 1- : • ., 
each contributed'$1\mjllio!i'io..startl; "To go in where they're mining, 
~e-project betw~n11982~1!fid;l~~;;;;;_ancl:th.e!;(step back to where they're 
Smee _ th_en, _the jCO!"Pantes _lja,v1t.-.:fll!ing.m;:jp.9 then: back on farther 
contributed a .£!)mbmed-$300.QQO,..·tO.:the"farm:- it's just amazing," 
extra, he sm•d·,-5-_.,..,.,:::::, ... ,;:_.-~:•-._.....::::-,. ...• ~,-·-.11_- , .. .. , -~~---...~·--"""'--=-------urol,Q.sai •- · · · 
Derric~n ~Cl~t:~farin-:::.:~fw': Craft' tit;· president ·of 
complex JS a reseiircli:aeltlo~--: · - ,,.::r.. In Martiki-·•• · 
lion, not an::attempt to esta6nsh:1i::::.M~-'-'!~ c.,. . . . . s piµ-ent 
profitable farm~-'--:::.::--- . COmJlllllYi:~greed tlil!_t tfi.e reclama-
''We're keeping our 'heait.:!!bove tion work W!l:i amazmg. But Craft, 
water," he said. "That's all we~:l!.~!'_grew up m H~d, Ky.,.before, 
teyingto do." ·. movmg~,to, Mapco s T~, Okl_a.1 
Lujail,'"' VJ4o prese1_1ted_a national h~adquarters, tempered his ~raise 
award to the 'farm-complex partner- with ~e observat1im,. of a slightly 
ship yesterday; .. praised the site as homesick mountam man: 
"a perfect experimen_t that leads the "Just as long as· we don't take 
way for others." , ·, ; - away all the mountains." 
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College to use grant to renovate gym 
CAMPBELLSVILLE - Campbellsville. College will apply a 
$500,000 anonymous gift toward renovating an old gymn~sium into 
a student activities center that will open this fall, President Ken 
Winters said. 
· The gift, the largest in the college's history, was from a Kentucky 
.couple who wished to remain anonymous. 
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Campbellsville college receives gift 
CAMPBELLSVILLE, Ky. - Campbellsville College has received 
a $500,000 gift from a Kentucky couple, the largest amount ever 
given to the college. . 
Dr. Kevin Wmters, president of the college, said the gift would 
help renovate the gym, turning it into a student activities center. 
The college plans to begin using the center in the fall semester. 
The building will have areas for intramural sports, an 800-seat 
auditorium, meal services, a snack bar and a game room. 
UK seeks expansion in Lexington 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - University of Kentucky officials will try to 
relieve overcrowding at Lexington Community College by asking 
the 1992 General Assembly for money to develop a second LCC 
campus. 
UK plans to seek $25 million during the next 4½ years for a 
second campus, probably in south Lexington. A committee of the 
Council on Higher Education sent the plan last week to a legisla-
tive committee. A second campus would ease crowding and park-
ing strains at LCC's'site near Commonwealth Stadium and accom-
modate a student population that is expected to grow from 4,600 
to_ 8,000 by 1995, school officials said. 
-,,· ~.,,t• ·-.:-,... \ ~:,I·',----..... ..l, 
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• PRESTONSBURG'.:'.'. Henry, 
Campbell, described·;as· ·qµe of.'/ 
the nation's. most c,tj_lp1ul. col0 ' i 
lege presidents, lias .given up,1 
his. 27-yBar'·reigiF'at''Pres:.\ 
tonsburg Comnriritify'Collegl:). ·j 
· Campbell,. a· .w1i]je.tfmed; 
chaln smoker, ruis reached the~ 
mandatory . retirement "age of! 
65. But he said he would have ; 
had to give up the presidency '. 
anyway because of failing 
health. . 
"In many respects, he's kind 
of the last of the· old guard," 
said · University of Kentucky 
President Charles Wethington. 
~'He,l;ciirtainl'y can be con--_ 
sidered::laf colorful character, 
bu(;Ji'.ejs also a president who 
has.' led·_ that community col-
. lege- to probably the- longest 
unbroken string· of enrollment 
growt4 re99rds :in the ~ystem." . 
. . ·The: two-year college- has 
prospereq. __ .uhg~r,·Campbell's 
.leadership};' growing from a 
. single building to a campus of 
efglit · buildings on the north-
ern· boundary of Prestonsburg. 
. ·While many college presi-
dents want to appear scholarly 
and distinguished, Campbell· 
"never gets hung up on taking 
hinlself too seriously," Weth0 
ington said. 
Except in off-campus meet-
1ngs where he represents the 
college, Campbell never wor-
ries about wearing formal 
three-piece suits and ties. He 
has been mistaken for a jani- · 
tor, said Robert Allen, ac-
ademic dean at the college. 
Former Gov. Bert T. Combs, 
said at a roast honoring the 
retiring president that - be-
cause of the way he dresseil -
he didn't expect Campbell to 
last three years when he was 
hired in 1964. 
His dress varies from pres-
idential to mountaineer. 
At a recent interview; 
Campbell wore a blue-striped·, 
button-up shirt, with the collar 
open, and suspenders to hold 
up his loose-fitting slacks. 
Recently he attended a 
leadership conference wearing 
a Scottish kilt - and he -en-
joyed the notoriety of being 
the only man there in a knee-
length pleated skirt. 
The same good-spiritedness 
has shone througli even dur-
ing cainpus controversies -
like one that arose during the 
Persian Gulf war. · 
It seemed that the American( 
flag wasn't being flown during 
the first few days of Operationi 
Desert Storm. l 
Students noticed, and called) 
WSAZ-TV in Huntington,' 
W.Va., to do a story· about'. it.I 
They told a television reporter, 
that the college had taken Old 
Glory down because adminis-
trators feared it would· offerilil 
two Iraqi instructors· there."Z l 
What about this claim, the; 
reporter asked Campbell. j 
"Bull," came his reply. . 
Campbell said the real rea-1 
son the flag wasn't being'.
1 flown was that a woman in the~ 
college's maintenance de:::: 
partment who had raised th~'i 
flag each day for years had-.( 
undergone a hysterectomy and:'! 
was unable to do it. " 
No one remembered to covei: ;; 
for her, so the flag wasn't:· 
raised. 
Campbell smokes filterless 
Pall Malls constantly and· 
keeps oxygen tanks in his of-
fice and home for those tinles 
when his emphysema is -es--
pecially bothersome. · 
Besides the emphysema, an-
eye disease has stolen most of· 
his vision. He doesn't see well 
enough to recognize friends 
more than 5 feet away, and he, 
has given up driving. . 
The disease, hystoplasmosis, 
was diagnosed last fall when·. 
he was examined for new.1 
glasses and it has gotten pro-·J 
gressively worse. By the time j 
he received the glasses, he-: 
needed stronger lenses. 
He is now legally blind and 
had to be chauffeured to and 
from work in his last months -
as president. A tough man, 
Campbell seems to take his 
failing health in stride. 
.He has suffered before, as a 
victim of trench foot in World 
War II. Both feet froze from 
standing in foxholes under the 
European command of Gen. 
George Patton in the 87th In- . 
-fantry Division. 
The routine treatment for 
trench foot was to amputate 
the feet. Campbell didn't lose· 
his feet, but he still feels the 
effects of. the ailment when he 
tries to carry heavy items. 
Campbell was born in 
Washington state in 1925 but; 
grew up in eastern Kentucky. 
His father, a coal miner, was. 
from Pulaski County. His· 
mother was from Pike County. 
· . A graduate of Wheelwright 
Higli- School and the Univer-
:-§ity;;of,:;-K!mtucky, Campbell,, 
,.earned-, his- master's. degree., 
- from New Mexico College of 
.- Agriculture and, Mechanical 
.. Arts:··,He earnf!!I•his doctorate 
• 'frtnn,the University of Texas. • 
·: J .. ·Debrii· .. )"loyd;-_ a,. cc,ll~ge ~d-.; 
I :miq[s~ator<fr.oµi•;:Texa,s;:. has 1 
1
-i.been.,liii:ed,;to:_succooi. Camp-l 
···beU:'·She·will"be·ohly the· sec-J 
f;:oidiP.!'!l.~;i:l~~(at_:~stonsburg1 
· Commumcy• College·when she 
, · takes'over JulY.. 291: d ,,. " -
,.. f ' ••• f. . ..... ' 
· '': Cainpbell taliglit:higli schooP 
math·early in Iife;:'.th~n:moved: 
directly into ii college pre, '· 
sidency. He has headed 
Crowder( College in Nesho, 
Mo., Alamo Gordo College in 
Texas and helped to launch 
Hazard Community College. 
Funding never has been ad: 
equate for Kentucky commu-
nity colleges, he said. Growth 
has been: so dramatic since the 
mid-1980s that the schools 
have been spending all avail-
able money on teachers' sala-
ries. 
When Campbell was hired to 
head the Prestonsburg college, 
it had 325 students. Now it has 
2,674 students. That growth 
can be attributed to Campbell, 
Wethington said. 
But the growth is not the 
real indication of how suc-
cessful the college is. Camp-, 
bell points to the- more than 40 
doctors who graduated there 
as the true measure of suc-
cess. 
"One of the greatest success 
stories is that if I go into any 
hospitaj. in tliis area, I'd see 
some of our graduates," he 
said. "And I have utter confi-
dence in them." 
The community college has 
provided the initial post-
secondary classrooms for 
lawyers, judges, teachers, 
nurses, people in just about 
any., .c~reer;field, Campbell 
83.idr;: ,,,,. 
:··Alleri .. said Campbell's pri-
mary, .. concerns truly are for 
the students and the people of 
tI\.eJ3igiSandy Valley. And. he 
s;i.t4f~ a good natured leader, 
Gampl:iell. has won victory af-
teii'0vict6fy for them in higher 
edilcatiori: ' 
-~1x{how,Gampbell boasts of 
h'a;vi»,i the most beautiful 
canipj;is in Kentucky's com-
muru.ty college system. 
~-;;'iT~. 
•·~it gives you a feeling that 
you've really played a part in, 
tne,-",growth of the area," he: 
said. ' ; 
MSU Clip sliiet-,~ 
A 1a111pU.., of recent artlda of lntaat to Morehead ltatc Unlvenlty 
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Martiki Coal 
project receives 
national honors 
Secretary of Interior presents 
fmn with land-management award 
Br KENNETH HART 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
LOVELY - Secretary of the 
Interior Manuel Lujan on 
Monday presented one of the 
nation's top land-management 
awards to a research project 
that's helping to convert strip-
mined Martin County acreage 
into productive farmland. 
In a ceremony attended by 
• lead'-
ter or ~11urr1~~ 
Excellence in Surtaee 
and Reclamation to the 
tiki Coal Corp. 
"One thing we always want 
to do is leave something in 
better shape than when we 
found it. and you've certainly 
done that," Lujan said. 
The ceremony took place in 
a tent overlooking nearly 800 
acres of farmland on rec-
laimed portions Martiki's 
mining lease that had been 
steep mountainsides before 
coal reserves were removed. . 
The gathering's "A" list in-
cluded U.S. Sens. Wendell .. 
ovs. w . 
Breathitt and Bert T. Combs. 
Morehead State University's 
Mountaintop Agricultural 
Complex, a joint venture be-
tween the school, Martiki and 
Poca hontas Development 
Corp., was nominated for the 
national award by the Ken-
tucky Department for Surface 
Mining Reclamation and En-
forcement. ' 
Martiki was one of two 
Kentucky companies chosen 
last month to receive the In-
terior Department's prize. 
Rifle Coal, a contract operator 
for an Ashland Coal Inc. sub-
sidiary, also won the award 
for contour-mining reclama-
tion at Meally in Johnson 
County. 
Morehead State provided the 
expertise and personnel to 
turn the reclaimed acreage in 
Martin County into pasture 
and crop land, but the project 
was funded by Martiki and its 
parent company, Mapco Inc. of 
Tulsa. Okla., and Pocahontas, 
a landholding subsidiary of 
Norfolk Southern Corp. 
Pocahontas leased 18,000 ac-
res of land in the Wolf Creek 
area of Martin County to 
Martiki in the early 1970s. 
Under a mountaintop removal 
permit, some 5,000 acres have 
been strip-mined. 
The companies invested $2 
million in the experimental 
fann, which began with 100 
acres in 1982. The complex is 
managed by Morehead State's 
College of Applied Sciences -
and Technology. 
The farming operation in-
cludes 82,000 hens. 130 cross-
bred cows and 4,000 hogs. On a 
typical day, about 79,000 eggs 
are produced for market, and 
during a good quarter , about 
1,000 hogs go to the slaugh-
terhouse, school officials said. 
"Who could have imagined 
that there would be a produc-
tive fapn w,he,re a 
on~ • co J • 
prodUbtI\'¢ , if 
project is an ind1catiori ; 
what can be accomplished." • 
"I 
Ford, the Senate's Demo-
cratic majority whip, said 
federal officials intended to 
block mountaintop removals 
until he brought former Inte-
rior Secretary Morris Udall to 
see the Mountaintop Ag-
ricultural Complex. 
Wilkinson pointed out that 
other projects, including 
several state prisons, had been 
developed on reclaimed land. 
The governor called the 
project "environmental man-
agement at its best ... a deli-
cate balancing act between the 
needs of the people and the 
needs of the land." 
- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
McConnell said projects like 
the experimental farm could 
help solve one of the most dif-
ficult problems faced by east-
ern Kentucky farmers - a 
lack of flat land. 
"Mapco ... recognized that it 
might be possible to do some-
thing productive once moun-
taintops are removed " he 
s~d. ' 
Charles Derrickson, dean of 
Morehead State's College of 
Applied Sciences and Tech-
nology and one of the founders 
of the project, said the exper -
imental farm was the out-
growth of research begun in 
the late '70s. 
He said the school had at-
tempted a reclamation project 
in Carter County and was 
considering launching an ex-
perimental farm in Breathitt 
County when Martiki officials 
approached the school about 
the Martin County site. 
Strip-mined land has no or-
ganic matter or nutrients, and 
researchers felt they couldn't 
afford to buy commercial fer-
tilize rs , Derrickson said. 
Animal manure was seen as 
the solution. 
The animals at the complex 
produce about 26 tons of 
waste is 
The 
0
_manure brou.ght nutri-
ents to the soil and enabled 
researchers to grow orchard 
grass, red clover and alfalfa to 
support cattle operations, said 
Brent Rogers, an MSU ag-
riculture professor. 
Several sheep have been 
added this year, and corn-
growing experiments are be-
ing conducted, Rogers said. 
Kahn's of Cincinnati is the 
university's primary hog 
buyer , Derrickson said, while 
Agri-General of Kenova 
W.Va., buys the eggs that ar~ 
produced at the farm. 
Inco _ from the sale of 
farm products is used to sup-
port the project, he said. 
j 
.t 
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- Right mix can make mirie reclamation sul'Ceed., 
T o say the state's largest strip mine lies near Love-ly sounds wildly ironic until you consider what 
is happening there. 
time, the farm operates commer-
cially, selJing calves, pigs, non-lay-
ing chicks and bales of hay. 
True, miners tore off the top of 
a Martin County mountain to re-
Con~g the· moon~pe to 
rolling landscape occurred because 
of money, manure· and, motivation. 
move the co\11, a process that . 
scarred the land. But now, after 
nine years of transformation, 800 
acres of the mine operate as pro-
ductive farmland. That makes the 
mine's reclamation a success wor-
thy of national recognition. 
Monday, the farmland got the 
recognition it 'deserved. U.S. Secre- • 
tary of the Interior Manuel Lujan, 
flanked by a host of politicians and-
coal industry executives, presented 
one of the country's 10 awards for 
Excellence in Surface Mining to 
Martiki Coal Corp. · 
The motivation came from 
Morehead State University officials 
who developed the agricultural re-
search· project; from Martiki and its 
parent company, Mapco Inc. of 
Tulsa, Okla.; and from Pocahontas 
Development Corp., which leased _-
land to Martiki in.the early-1970s. , 
.~-~• --: .. I : .., :· ·•-:_· ·t ;: .,. ' ·. ·.j 
The investment' was about_ $2.. . 
'million, ·not excessive when one . 
considers tile value of the coal and, 
coal operations in the area. 
· On what was once shale and 
sandstone, 4,500 hogs and 82,000 
laying hens are busy producing 
manure to replenish the land. They 
produce 26 tons a day. At the same. 
The message from the moun-
taintop is this: With care, a mini-
mal investment of money and a 
maximum investment of nurturing, 
a mine can be reclaimed and made 
useful. The mountain near Lovely 
proves it can be done. 
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IRS coming to collect· on college profit~ 
Proposed taxes, antitrust decision 
could crush athletic departments 
By Ed Sherman 
Chicago Tribune 
Add these combinations to the 
athletic alphabet: 
The IRS, as in the Internal 
Revenue Service, and the FTC, as in 
the Federal Trade Commission. 
Both government agencies are 
threatening to create havoc for 
schools in the NCAA, as in the 
National Collegiate Athletic Associ-
ation, and the CF A, as in the 
College Football Association. 
With college sports relying 
more and more on corporations and 
television for revenue, recent ac-
tions by the IRS and FTC suggest 
that athletic departments have 
crossed the fine line from existing 
for educational purposes to being 
commercial enterprises. Both agen-
cies could spark a major revolution 
in college sports. Such as: 
• A decrease in athletic scholar-
ships, and more sports being cut. 
• A breakup of the CFA's exist-
ing football television contracts, 
which could lead to even more 
conference realignment 
• An end to the bowls and the 
beginning of a national playoff in 
football. · 
Who would have thought gov-
ernment ~ureaucrats in gray suits 
wielding calculators could have 
such a profound impact- on athletes 
in shoulder pads? 
The IRS stunned Ohio State 
when it ruled the school must pay 
taxes on the $1 million in revenue it 
receives from advertising on its 
football and basketball scoreboards. 
The IRS considers the advertising 
to fall under the category of busi-
ness income tax not substantially 
related to the school's primary mis-
sion. Translated, it fails to see how 
giving Wendy's an outlet for expo-
sure isn't being done strictly for 
business reasons. 
Like all other college athletic 
departments, Ohio ~tate -col!sid~rs 
itself a not-for-profit orgamzal:lon 
that isn't subject to taxation. Tl_l_e_ 
revenue from the scoreboards helps 
provide funding for items like 
scholarships, the Buckeyes say. 
However, instead of facing a 
prolonged court struggle, Ohio 
State decided to settle with the IRS 
for years 1985 through 1989, paying 
about $500,000. If it doesn't fight 
the IRS, or does fight and loses the 
battle, the tax will cost the school 
more than -$300,000 per year. 
"That's $300,000 that won't be 
· going into our program," said Ohio 
State Athletic .Director Jim Jones, 
whose program, just like every 
other one, is struggling to make 
ends meet. 
Examining the scoreboards at 
Ohio State reportedly was just a 
beginning for the IRS, which is said 
to be looking at advertising revenue 
in the Big Ten and throughout the 
country. And it may not stop at 
scoreboards. 
"If the IRS continues to tax, if 
could be fatal to these programs," 
said Indiana professor Murray 
Sperber, who wrote a critical book 
on college sports. 
The IRS already is looking hard 
at the Mobil Cotton Bowl and the 
John Hancock Bowl. Both bowls 
exist as not-for-profit organizations, 
but the IRS is examining whether 
the revenue the bowls receive from 
their title sponsors should be taxed. 
IRS could force titre game 
· . If the ruling, expected this sum-
mer, is unfavorable for colleges, it 
could have a dramatic impact on 
the future of all bowls. Almost all 
rely heavily on corporate sponsor-
ship. 
The bowls give 75 percent of 
_t!ieir take to the participating 
schools, and a substantial amount 
of their revenue comes from title 
sponsors. If that income is taxed at 
30 percent, it means less money for 
the schools. That means the schools 
might look at an altemati ve. 
Did anyone say national play-
. off? 
N\Ot2..F ~ 
"Indeed, the CF A's commercial 
activities in pursuif of television 
revenues are so extensive compared 
to the small amount of activity it 
undertakes that could be construed 
as charitable, that the primary pur-
pose of the CF A must be considered 
commercial rather than charitable." 
' IRS has support 
Richard Kaplan, a law professor 
at Illinois, agrees. In 1980, he pub-
lished a report stating college 
sports exist for business reasons 
and should be taxed. Since then, 
athletic departments have leaned 
even harder on corporations as a 
means of generating new, much-
needed funds. 
"I told them (the IRS) to go after 
it 12 years ago, and it was overdue 
back then," Kaplan said. 
"They have crossed the line," 
said Rep. Paul Henry, R-Mich., who 
has proposed legislation requiring 
athletic departments to open their 
books. "They are entrepreneurial as 
opposed to having an educational 
purpose." 
The CF A's Muchmore protests 
strongly, using this arguments: 
With many athletic department fac-
ing financial crises, athletic direc-
tors have to come up with different 
ways to keep their programs afloat 
That college sports relies on busi-
ness marketing techniques hardly 
makes it unique among not-for. 
profit organizations. 
;l'.EXJNG.TON:!-lE'!IA1.'.05t:eAOEICCLEJ@'GTON,JSY.il 
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Let the sun shine 
Universities should inform students 
and the public about campus crimes 
The prospects for increas- · 
ing the public reporting of 
campus crime grew measur-
ably better last week. 
The first positive devel-
opment was the Senate's 
passage of the Wirth 
amendment to its omnibus 
crime bill. 
Proposed by Sen. Tim 
Wirth, D-Colo., the amend-
ment allows universities to 
comply with state open re-
cords laws without coming· 
into conflict with the Buckley 
amendment, a federal law 
governing the confidentiality 
of student records. 
"Universities should not be 
punished for complying with 
state law and trying to pro-
tect the students," Wirth said 
in justifying his amendment. 
The second development-
was the announcement that 
Education Secretary Lamar 
Alexander will seek to have 
the Buckley amendment. 
changed to permit schools to 
open records of campus 
crime. 
This is a significant de-
parture from the position 
Alexander's administration 
took when he was president 
of the University of Ten-
nessee last year. University 
administrators refused to re-
lease campus police records 
when three football players 
were accused of raping a col-
lege student. Despite changes 
in itc:. nnlir-v nn .in-
vestigations, Tennessee con-
tinues to keep those records 
private. 
We hope that Alexander's 
change of heart will improve 
the situation, but we still 
support the Wirth amend-
ment and urge ·the House to 
pass it. The amendment is 
worthy of support for many 
reasons. 
Of immediate importance 
is its effect on campus life. 
Students fully informed of 
• crimes on their campus will 
be better able to protect 
themselves while going to 
school. 
With the free flow of in-
formation, students and their 
parents will be able to make 
intelligent, "free-market" 
choices among schools, fac-
toring safety into their cal-
culations - as is only ap-
propriate in an administra-
tion that advocates "free-
market" ' choice for primary 
and secondary school-goers. 
Likewise, the community, 
informed through its media, 
can be aware of any crime 
problems on a campus in its 
midst and take steps to com-
bat'them. 
Whether students be the 
victims or the accused per-
petrators of campus crime, 
they deserve equal treatment 
under the law. Open records 
will go far toward ensuring 
that 
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Keiitucliyi"alsb:smd•the action might ' votiitg by large majorities for: two 
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filmble. ·But il-~an of the in- , lege loans for those.who taught at 
teiJtii,, johif.' Education Committee private schools. 
~1f9\11•~acf~!pro.,,P~rly'. ·.·,,., ~. However, each ~illp!15sed-\ii'~nly 
. ~ .is§U~.ls;ail2lU CQDIIDlttee,vote one house, then died in. a comnnttee 
Monday' that struck down the Ken- in the other house. Dupre said yes-
tq.cl!yj~~r~.·Ed., !!~tioq,_~istaµce tenl!'Y that that is a familiar patt~~ 
"!l!t/Wj!Yls.wncyipf,,fo!JWll)g col- when legislators tty to score politt-
lege)~ef!!ru!.ea~efll.iWh9,_take 'c~l points by Pl!blicly supporl!ng a 
job~., .iq ., S!!!~~~d.ite4 • pnvate. bill that they pnvately want killed, , 
s~po)s.J(~/J00'1i,:cltange, means At a press conference, Dupre said 
thO~Ie!IJ:he!Jltl!IIJ.rt, repay the full the Education Committee's action 
lo~; ,pll!!!r'-2 1per1;ent annual inter- "w?,ul.d be a very dangerous P.rece<!• 
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for :those wiih irupe_rillt,high school He also said the panel erred by 
~rds. Since the policy took effect amending the rule but then failing 
lwjfyear,'loalis, were forgiven for 11 to vote again .on the amended rule. 
t/iachers· at;ij>rivate -schools; · Dupre But Fon!, D-Cynthiana, said Dupre 
said-two Of• them· are ·at a Catholic was confusing the process for ap-
scluiol:ili,Harlan;,the hometown of proving bills with the-procedure for 
I-:4tication Committee Co-chairman correcting regulations; : 
RogersNlie. y1.! kr ,,- . Dupre said that "state-certified 
J'ioe;ilild\the'i>tlier panel to-chair-, teachers in service to the people of1 
min, iSen..-Ed:,:Fon!; said the policy this·commonwealth" should qualify 
fiil,mliteil, tlie·'loiln ,program's goal· for , loan' forgiveness -whet!ter• their' 
t- ,,,:1 M ,,.,o,·, schools·are·public·or1private; ,, · 
Fon! said that he agreed. ' 
"But I don't believe it's legal, and 
neither does the attorney general," 
he said. . 
The dispute over student loans is 
the latest move in a campaign by 
, Catholic educators to gain access 
for their , students to a variety of 
public-school programs, including 
some created by the school-reform 
law. , 
Last month; the Catholics scored 
a 11hort-term victory with a tempo-
my court onler that opens the 
doors of summer remedial pro-
. grams in two school districts to pri-
vate-school students. 
Catholic educators also claim 
their schools s_hould be eligible for 
centers that will coordinate· health 
and social services for children and 
their families. 
Under the reform law, such cen-
ters must ultimately be set up in or 
near all public schools where at 
least 20 percent of the students are· 
eligible for free lunches - a com-
monly used indicator of poverty. 
Current regulations prevent pri-
vate schools from applying for state 
grants to set up the centers. Dupre 
said yestenlay that Catholics might 
me a court challenge but would first 
meet with officials from Gov. Wal-
lace W"Ilkinson's administration to 
see whether the policy could be 
changed without a lawsuit. 
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lJecision. on loans angers Catholic board 
Break on college ~id for teachers 
in private schools would ·be denied 
Associated Press 
FRANKFORT - A legislative 
committee's attempt to render pri-
vate-scliool teachers ineligible for a 
break on college loans brought an 
indignant response yesterday from 
the Catholic 'Conference of Ken-
tucky, · 
Ken Dupre, who represents' the 
state's Catholic bishops before the 
General Assembly, called it an "act 
of retribution" by Rep. Roger Noe, 
chairman of the House Education 
Coinmittee. 
, · Ahomeys for the Catholic Con-
ference are looking into Monday'.s . 
action by· the joint House and Sen-
ate education committees., . 
The committees, which meet 
together between legislativ~ ses-
sions; voted 12-11 to allow the state 
to forgive college· loans only for 
teachers in public schools. 
The committees amended a reg-
ulation used by the state's student-
loan agency, the Kentucky Higher 
Education Assistance Authority. 
The authority's executive direc-
tor, Paul Borden, said his agency 
had used the regulation to write off 
at least $25,000 in loans to 11 
people teaching in state-accredited 
private, schools. . . . 
Legislation for that purpose ·was 
introduced· in the 1988 and 1990, 
sessions of the General Assembly. 
Noe, D-Harlan, opposed the bills 
both times and neither received a 
final vote. , Borden's agency last 
year began such a program, any-
way, by administrative regulation. 
The interim legislative commit-
tee ,said the regulation violated the 
Kentucky Constitution or the legis-
lature's intent, or both. A state 
attorney general's opinion also 
· found the policy unconstitutional. 
Borden said he . had tried to 
make an honest reading of legisla-
tive intent, but Noe, who asked for 
the atto,ney general's opinion, ac-
cused him of trying to subvert it. 
"I just think there's SO!flething 
fundamentally wrong" with the pol-
icy, Noe told Borden. "The attorney 
general of Kentucky thought there's, 
something fundamentally wrong 
with that, and you come in here 
with some . weak-kneed argument 
saying i.fs OK." 
Noe's committee counterpart, 
Sen. Ed Ford, D-Cynthiana, said 
that "using public money in other 
than a public 'School" was the issue. 
There were two loan programs 
for prospective teachers. One was 
limited to college students prepar-
ing to teach math or science, the 
other reserved for college-bound 
students with superior records in 
high school. The legislature ordered 
the programs merged, which Bor-
den's agency did last July with the 
new regulation. 
Dupre said.. Catholic school 
teachers throughout the state were 
beil)g advised to notify the church 
whether the state made any attempt 
to collect from them. 
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, , ~·)ij~' that.i~f~'white qi~e,,, o~o!1l't} ,,lJ!?P~,.th~re is some lawyer out Glavas1c,. 33, a native ;~t,Y)Jgoslllyi!l, #J.d,.',, '; "For a year l'\'.ll been' put thro~gh an in• 
lio)I and mntende1~/~t. non,whi(\!s, ,, thenl. lil'IOOl.eilough, to take on M!Ulihall Uni• Tuesday his co-workers ti~an .)!arilssmg, c.re<flble ordeal My work at the librmy can· . 
" ' ,., fl<,'~_r. ,' ' . d ,~,"If!.,,._,.... 1" "t" .. ·"''-'_ tl/b_ i/'•"!.-'d "I' bell th t -"- t th ' him afte th co tro' "e..J ,._, t 'd,' ... _ d h_ ·. be' d 'bed 'th rd· te .. h , .. ~l"t~~,1111/- a,-~ peol!e, .. J•9•.~•30.,11,1e,\'!'?,, -~. a.,wu~ ey , .r .e n •.• ..,, "'.'"p,e .,... i.e. , . escn WI one wo . nor, e 
Q :p~¢pl, !'.ha.YI! }Ii>; . t. to eJ\fst," a Jay;e ,~01,1~ yi µlegal, and if it's J!Ot illegal, satd umversity, officials e_ncouraged,.tJ:\eJ!I,,,,;. s,ald. ''.Those people have been allowed to do 
, es,\U~ ~d,)'.estefday. ,, , , ._. ,. ;r., ~el;l.~~ ~,59methirig wrong with our le- "I was anticlpattng. th11f ,would~ to,~;:. ,anything.,they please to harass and intiml• 
., , , fl f{oo#Y D!!R Glavaslc- was sent a ,fot- .. gal ,system.,.,,,". , .. , . . , ure out any way they can to ge~ me ~ •. : . date me. . . 
· ~~Wssa( !?ffectlve July 15 "based.on ., .. Glavasic,created a stir early this year with he told WTCR:FM. of Catlettsburg, Ky. , . Dee Cockrille, director of Marshall's 
;;f ,1, . 'j:fo,n.n#,~,'.' 'Marshall .. ,spokesman ','.Thi!, ~ality_ Ascent," a journal he pub• ''.The~. is simply, no. ~. th~t ~hair Woinen's (?enter, was on vacation yesterday 
C ,' . cliell,saicl, · , , , lished lilinself. Umversity or anyone, else m this uruve~e -andunavallableforcomment.KennethBlue, 
inl' · · 'ell deained to elaborate. He said ., . "White men have the right to own, humil• will silence me. I'm goillg to say it no matter. an associate dean for student affairs, de-
i,f · ', . •·• ;ru1es prohibit public disclosure of iate, violate and dominate white females," what anyone does to me,'' Glavasic said. ... ;_ clined to comment Tammy Eubanks, presi• 
1 . · · 'iuieL 1118,lters and said he confirmed Glavasic wrote in thejournal. On his list of • He said the university gave three reasons dent of the university's Black Faculty Ad· .;p ~e's /dismissal .only because tl_le work- !)lose who ."have J!O right to exist,'' he also !or his dismissal, but, "I don't want to go ministration, was not _Immediately available 
l e PJ>"°8ched reportera about It himself, mcluded people with Down's syndrome. mto them." for comment, Blue s111d, 
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Interest 
high'for 
MSU post, 
official says 
8y JIM ROBINSON 
O F THE D AILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - A consult-
ant helping Morehead State 
University find a new presi-
de nt sa id h e expects the 
search to go smoothly. 
R. William Funk, managing 
partner for Hei dri ck and 
Struggles Inc. of Dallas, an 
executive search firm, said 
there appears to be a lot of in-
terest in the job. 
'' I think we'll have a good 
turnout·• Funk said. " It's a 
stable i~stitution. ft's not in 
trauma. 1t has a fi ne trad it ion. 
J think there will be many 
good candidates." 
Funk is in Morehead on a 
three-day miss io n e nding 
Thursday to sound out people 
connected with the university 
about the kind of president 
they want. 
He is meeting with more 
than 25 offi cials and groups, 
including former MSU pres i-
dents A.O. Albright and Adron 
Doran. 
He also is mee.ting with C. 
Nelson Grote, current presi-
dent who is retiring at the end 
of next June. 
Funk sa id MSU's presidency 
is an attractive position be-
cause the university, with a 50 
percent growth in enrollment 
in the las t fi ve year,;, is poised 
to ''bu ild to the next level." 
''People tlcm't come into this 
business for the money," said 
Funk, who described the MSU 
presidency as "appropriately 
priced" at an annual sala ry of 
$108,600. "They really come to 
build, and I think they'll see 
all the ingredients a re here to 
take the institution to its next 
level." 
Som e obstacles rema in. 
Notable, Funk said, are the 
"lingering image problems" of 
Morehead's location in Ap-
palachia and the fact that the 
university is not in a metro-
. pol i tan center . 
More specifically, he said, 
hiring a pennanent vice pres-
ident of academic affairs 
without the input of the new 
president, a task the univer-
s ity pla ns to complete by 
August, could be a "detractor" 
to the pres idential search. 
The search for a new ac-
ademic vice president, which 
MSU Boa rd of R e g e nts 
Chairman William Sea ton said 
Wednesday has taken th ree 
times too long, has been nar-
rowed to four candidates. 
The sea rch committee is 
conducting final interviews 
this week and should make a 
recommendation to the board 
of regents by August, said 
faculty r egent and sear ch 
committee m ember Alba n 
Wheeler. , . 
While he would not recom-
mend stopping the current 
search, Funk said if the uni-
versity does not hire one of 
the four candidates, he wouJd, 
if asked, advise the university 
not to reopen the search. 
"I think it's a detractor be-
cause I think every president 
wants to have as much input 
as they can to build their own 
tea~ Funk said. 
Funk was to meet with the 
presidential search committee 
this afternoon. 
Then, he said, within a few 
days he will outline his find-
ings for committee chairman 
and regen t Wayne Martin. 
Later this year, MSU will 
formally begin advertising for 
the position in education trade 
journals. 
In his meetings with offi-
cials, Funk said the most 
universal trait sought in a 
president is the ability to "re-
late to the culture and the 
tradition" of what Funk de-
scribed as a ' somewhat 
unique' regional university." 
He said officials had been 
"fairly ambivalent" about a 
preference for a president 
from Kentucky. 
As for what direction a new 
president should take the 
university, Funk _said other 
than a "rededication to teach-
ing" he'd found no great de-
sire to hire a president who 
would change course. 
"There's a clear lndication 
that everybody wants a 
smooth transition" between 
Grote and his successor," 
Funk said. " Since it's not 
broke, people aren't telling us 
how to fix it. 
"Basically, everybody seems 
to be in sync with where they 
want this un1versity to go ... 
As the recruiter, the consult-
ant, I'm pleased to see that · 
harmony of vision. If every 
person I talked to had a dif-
ferent one, I'd begin to · be a 
little worried." - ·· 
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Plan would open campus police records 
Herald-Leader staff report 
A new proposal by U.S. Secre-
tary of Education Lamar Alexander 
would open campus police reports 
but keep academic records private. 
Several campus police depart-
ments nationwide have closed re-
ports to the public, citing students' 
privacy laws under the 1974 federal 
Buckley Amendment. 
In Kentucky, Murray State Uni-
versity and the University of Ken-
tucky have closed records that con-
tain names of students. Kentucky 
State University has closed all its 
campus police records. 
"The Buckley Amendment .. . 
has made it difficult, sometimes 
impossible, for a college to report 
campus crime," Alexander said in a 
statement. "That makes no sense. 
The federal government shouldn't 
keep colleges from making campus 
crime information available to stu-
dents and their families." 
U.S. Sen. Timothy Worth, D-
Colorado, has proposed a bill that 
would open campus crime records 
in states where there is an open 
records law. 
' 
Alexander's proposal differs in 
one regard - in states ' without 
open records laws, school officials 
would decide whether records 
would be released. __ _._ __ _ 
- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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List of hopefulS 
for university . 
presidency fills 
By JIM ROBINSON 
OF THE DAIL y INDEPENDENT 
there's going to be some in-
terest." 
Martin also said the recent 
MOREHEAD _ The ranks education reform movement 
of candidates and nominees in Kentucky makes a univer• 
for the Morehead State Uni- s ity presidency in the state 
versity presidency have swel- attractive. 
led to 21, the head of the uni- ''That has brought very fa. 
versity's search committee vorable national attention, and 
said Thursday. now all of a sudden there is a 
"They range from comical, position open that should be• 
in my opinion. to some ex- come one of the leadership 
tremely serious candidates," positions in that process," he 
said Wa yne Martin, who said. 
chair s MSU's search com- Ma rtin a nd fi ve oth e r 
mittee. "And quite a cross- members of the nine-member 
section in geographic locatio,n search committee met Thurs-
and background." day to hear an informal report 
Martin said only about three on a three-day fact-finding 
of the unsolicited inquirjes miss ion. The reprt was given 
are applications from candi- by a representative from the 
dates. executive search firm hired to 
The remainder are nomina- help the university find a 
tions from other sources. president. 
Martin said the size of the R. William Funk, managing 
unsolicited response suggests partner for Dallas-based Heid-
the job is sought after. rick and Struggles Inc., cau-
C. Nelson Grote will step tioned committee members 
down as president at the end not to "despair early" if the 
of next June. search does not produce at-
" I think we have a position tractive candidates. 
that's very attractive, not only Funk said only one person 
a college presidency, but we're had voiced official interest in 
not in turmoil here," Martin the job in May, but he expects 
said. "The president isn't get- about a hundred before the 
ting fired. We're not in finan- search is ended. . 
cial trouble. I'm sensing that . MSU plans to advertise na-
. t10nally for the position be-
ThP. nr1ilv lndeoendent, Ashland. Kentucky Saturday, July 13, 1991 
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ginning in August. October 4 
is the application deadline. 
Funk plans to present an 
outline to the committee next 
week of presidential qual-
ifications suggested by people 
he's talked to- during his visit. 
The committee will use that 
as an "internal roadmap" in 
its search, Funk said. 
Martin said the search 
committee might discuss a 
recommendation to put the 
current search for a new vice 
president of academic affairs 
-on hold if no one is hired. 
MSU is condqcting final in-
terviews with four candidates 
for the job, currently. held on 
an ·interim basis by John 
Philley. 
But Funk said Wednesday 
filling such a high-level job 
without input from a new 
pres ident could be a "de-
tractor" in the presidential 
search process. 
Martin said filling the vac-
ancy now should not affect the 
plans of a new president. 
"There's no way for us to 
make it a factor now because 
that position is vacant," Mar-
tin said. "I think a new presi-
dent will have the same pre-
rogative whether there is a 
newly appointed vice presi-
dent of academic affairs or 
whether he's been there for 20 
years." 
µovernor appoints _trustees, judgi 
----------- - Layne Collins, off the Univer- Wilkinson's other appoint-
By CHARLES WOLFE sity of Louisv ille Board of ments were: terms are to expire Marc 
THE Assoc1ATED PRESS Trustees. ► Northern Kentucky Uni- 1994· 
William E. Scent, a lawyer versity - Charles B. Lester ► yveScern Kentucky 
FRANKFORT - A batch of from Paducah, was replaced chief judge of the state Court versity - Stephen B. Catr, 
appointments by Gov. Wallace by Steve Bing of Louisville. of Appeals, replaced Elmer B1owldmg Green la wyer . Wilkinson included regents or Larry Hayes, who was secret- Haas of Newport. Robert w. P ace_ Wendell K. StrodE 
trustees of four universities ary of Collins· Cabinet, was Zapp, a Florence banker re- Bowling _Green_. Catron i 
and a circuit judge for Fayette replaced by Burt J . Deutsch of placed Kenneth Luca~ of serv~ u~til April 8, 1997. 
County. Louisville. _ Florence. Wilkrnson also appoi: 
Wilkinson also set the date Wilkinson reapJ?Oi~ted Gene Lester, of Fort Thomas, and stephen D. Milner, a n 
for a special House election in Gardner of Lou1sv~lle, wh~ Zapp are to serve until April torney_ ~d domestic relat 
western Kentucky. repre~e~ts the school s ~umm 1, 1997. comm1ss10ner in Lexingtoi 
Because of delays in making a~sociatlon. The term will ex- ► Murray State University a vacant judgeship in Fa 
the university board ap- PIT~ D~c. 20, 1~ 3- . - James q. Butts of Fulton Circuit Court. He re l 
pointments, two of those sele• . Bmg s appointment will ex- replaced Billy G. Hurt and Charles Tackett who refu 
cted Friday will have terms of prre ~n the same date _because McCracken Commonwealth's ' 
only 2½ years instead of four. Scents term was up m Dece- Attorney Thomas L. Osborne 
Three others would serve mber 1989· But, under Ken- o~ P~ducah replaced Hop-
nearly six years because of a tuckr l_aw, board _members kmsville newspaper publisher 
1990 law that extended the remam m place until the gov- Robert C. Carter. Both new 
previous four-year limit on ernor replac~s them. . 
terms. ' Deutsch 1s to serve until 
Wilkinson bounced two al- June 30. 1994. . . . . 
lies of his predecessor, Martha - A service of the Office of Media Relations-
THE,COURIER~tlflll/.A,,li~~•O,Jl;ll;,'t_;T,l:;;1991' 
.Gow~opr11arn.i1;fiiglJ1 
·to- u· m·~1ier· ·s·· ·•·h,- ~o· a•d·s-'···· ···-..:.. ·~ . ; ;,T. ·' .,. ·- S! J;' :,II~ ·, -~ .. -= ,' . . -~ . .. '"".; -~Tt 
' •,:•·-~-· - "J.-:.. =··· ·'-~,\'!:',!'l'"'it,,'""I -·-···•,--!', .::•·,'\ 
By .MICHAEL JENNINGS -:~l!f~rt:·1111ir Zapp replacing° ·Ken;; 
Staff Writer ·.•neth Lucas· of Florence. · · · · . •· 
· · '· · • NameiniFtlii! Murray state Uni~' 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov. wa1, · ver;my Bomif. · of Regen~ were, 
lace Wilkinson yesterday made a to- James Butts;: a Fulton-J)anker,- and, 
ta! of eight appointments to the gov-· McCracken:;;,,; County '. Common-' 
eming boards of four state universi- wealth'.s Attiirney Thomas L OS::' 
ties, including the University .. ,.of. borne. Both,will serve tenns endipg' 
LoFu'isvillfe.th· . led..; .,. rk. ·,J ,.;J- .JAG • .;Ma,rm_ ,,.i,.l!nf~,~~~~~8d1l,i!!!' 1ve o oseappom wo cu 11Ls. rey·:,Hi4<;,o , tiilwuo • .,,,an .• .,_ 
or contributed to the _recent aborted: botne replllC!lS Robert c; ·carter' of' 
gubernatorial primary campaign of Hopkiitsvilte;'·:·:"-~·-· ··::..:· · ·-> 
the governor's wife, Martha Wilkin•., Named-t1{tli~ We~_!!iil. I(1mtu~J!i:: 
son. · · . . . ·: University Board:-1if''lt"' erits- was'. . . . . . . . ... . . - . ·•·· . eg. . .. ·---
New members named to the U of Stephen 13.Petron, a Bowling Green, 
L board were Steve Bing and Burt J. attorney'tCafroit; whose term wilt, 
_Deutsch, both of Louisville. Bing; . end·ilrApritl~7;-replaces:;wendell· 
who replaces William E. Scent of K. Strode of Bowling Green. . 
Paducah, is president of !CH Corp,· Campaign contribution records. 
a Louisville-based insurance firm. show that Catron, Deutsch, Osborne· 
Deutsch is president of Schimpeler- and Zapp gave money to Martha 
Corradino Associates, and he was Wilkinson's campaign and that. 
Jefferson County chairman of Mar- Butts made an in-kind contribution.-
Iha Wilkinson's campaign. Also yesterday, Wilkinson named 
Reappointed to the U of L board Lexington lawyer Stephen D. Milner 
was Gene Gardner of Louisville. He to. fill a vacancy on the Fayette Cir-
represents .the U of L Alumni Asso- cuit Court bench. ' 
ciation on the board. Bing's and . Miln~r will serve until the end of 
Gardner's tenns will expire in De- the year; -filling the tenn of Judge 
cember 1993; Deutsch's will end in · Charles Tackett, who retired· after, 
June 1994. . . . 1~ years as a· circuit jud~. . . ,: 
Named to the Northern Kentucky Milner was one of three l9eallaw-
Univ~ity Board of Regents were yers recommended to Wilkinson for 
Kentucky Court of Appeals Judge the appointment earlier !bis month 
Charles Bruce Lester of Fort Thom•-- by . a Fayette judicial nominating 
as and Bank of Boone County Presi- commission., . , ' 
dent Robert W. Zapp of Florence. , lnformaUon for !Illa story was also 
Both will serve six-year tenns; with gathered by atatt wrtter Richard 
Lester rep)acing Elmer Haas of. WIison; 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, ll:XINGTON; KY., SATURDAY, JULY.13, 1991 
Milner to fiH vacancy 
on Fayette Circuit.Court, 
Herald-Leader Frankfort bureau he named Steve Bing of Louisville 
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson yester- to replace William E: Scent of 
:day named Stephen D. Milner to fill Paducah; Gene Gardner of Louis-
. a vacancy on the Fayette Circuit ville was. re-appointed; and Burt J. 
Court bench and made several uni- Deutsch replaced Larry Hayes, cabi-
versity board appointments. net secretary under former Gov. 
Wilkinson also re-appointed for- Martha Layne Collins. Hayes was 
· mer Fayette Circuit Court Judge also campaign manager for Lexing-
Armand Angelucci as chairman of ton Mayor Scotty Baesler's unsuc-
the state Worker's Compensation cessful gubernatorial campaign. 
Board. . · At N?rthern KenedtucUkySUnDiyel:'i• 
Milner succeeds Judge Charles ty, Wilkinson nam · . : 1strict 
Tackett, who retired in April after Judge Charles Bruce Lest~ to re-
18 years on- the bench. He will serve place Elmer Hass of Newport and 
until the end of the year, when· . Robert · W. Zapp of Florence to 
Tackett's eight-year term will have replace Kenneth Lucas of Florence. 
expired. · Two -new board of .. regents 
M'l d · · 1 • members were named at Murray 1. n_l:I', a. ~m~lic re ~ttons State University. They were James 
comm1~10ne~ m circuit court, 1s not 0. Butts· of Fulton, who replaces 
l\ · candidate m the Nove~ber elec; Bill J. Hurt, and McCracken County 
t10n to replace Tacke~ ~ C ... · Common'wealll\'s Attorney _Thomas 
Noble,_ B:1so ·!1 domestic. ~lio!15, . f;." Osociiiie: to, replace. .. Robert C. 
~omnuss1oner; faces f01;mer d1Strict. Carter of. Hopkinsville. . . . 
court ~u~ge Do~ Pans In; that race. , . ,Step~en R Catron; a· lawyer 
Wdkinson also- named new_ from Bowling Green,.was named'to, 
~d ~f. regents members at four· the bdiltil ·ai- Western. Kentuclcy 
umvers1lies. . University to rep la~ Wen dell . K. 
At the University of Louisville Strodes of Bowling Green. 
By Anthony K. Gibson . 
Herald~Leader staff writer 
A sta~ ~ltca~on; official tol'.N 
Kentucky State University al wpm, 
that· b!iicksu•must· stop: blamiI)g( 
white America for their problems,: 
and"' do whatever . it' takes to 
strengt!Jen the· black family. 
Karla. D. ·walker, assistant to 
the commissioner of the state edu-
cation department, said blacks "are 
engaged:iri a war" with racism a".d . 
that "our only-defense against this 
war is. to know who we are and to 
educate and love our children." 
"We are in a battle of undeter-
mined qonsequences," said Walker, 
a graduate of KSU with an under, 
graduate degree in English and a 
master's degree in public adminis-
tration. 
She said lack of self identifica-
tion and· education, together with 
drugs and' the economic struggle, 
are the enemy. Only through united 
efforts can the black family conquer 
them, Walker said. 
A family appreciation clay was· 
one solution Walker proposed to·-
improve the situation of the black 
family. She said this would be one,; 
way to celebrate the family and the/ 
roles of J)aJ1!Ilts and children.-. , : : 
. Also, Walker suggested _that· 
successful black men should orga-
nize fellowships with young black 
males to teach · them the positive 
role of the black man in the family 
and community. · 
As part of the conference activi-
ties, alumni returned to their alma 
mater to reminisce. 
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' ' i' K-'•"=-Sto--:ven: lia<1Ta":'difliruff' 
-iirife~{~~liiil_ w{&cain_''· - ·_. '<With} 
'all' .'th'' ~it1~~:.,:;_.t'·f·~;t,l,_.ii~:~:/-,:,1, . ,. _._•w.aa.,aag~,·, -~~ .1 -h ~l, • . -
' .. :_.!jjrdi, •.i.!, ,,,!;1/t;•i!;--:t>t~li·"" ·'~to"''~v 
; '· C Wl t,e.ven•.AUUW{ OW ·.j!CL 
';-....-,:. ... _ ··~;.;"(•-,,.,.1-,·· .... ~ .,,,,•.-·ha ,·_·- --~(. '\nto · Ute , plii_ce;•i ~fy"l'_ veJ."l~4 
~~·•the:. whole:'·thing,'' "said . 
Stovelfa•\1959 graduate. who· ma-' 
jored· iij;~bme econo~cs."~ am just. 
overwlielmed; l"i:annot beheve that; 
it is so, beautiful'.'. · · 
Jt1 had' .. been 30 · years since 
Sfovell'had seen the campus, which 
she describe(fas-she remembered it. 
·-.. ·-''The Carl Hall Center is where 
we': used . to play. basketball," she 
said., !'And I-know the administra-
tioil'-;oiri!ding. was the library be-
ca#)ihe- only way we could get 
out past _theJO p.nl. CJ;!rlew was to-
~ ·to,the library:•.- • · . 
-r;Sfovell.visited the campus with 
her.son· in hoffes· he would decide to 
attend .KSU. '": . . . 
. Jnfa close({ executive committee 
meeting yesterday; the alumni assq-
ciation passed a resolution support-
ing !lie administrati9n of KSU pres-
·ident John T. Wolfe. 
• C. Vincent .Bakeman, president 
of the alumni. association, said it 
was necessary to have such a 
resolution to end rumors that Wolfe 
was not the best selection for presi-
dent of the university. 
Ashland couple's awards help 
'average' students shine in college~ 
'A whole new llfe' .· --- . She earned an undergrad_uate 
· · · tliree years and 1s a By Jamie Lucke · ---.------ i degree m · litical science 
Herald-Leader education writer The winners include young- I graduate studU~t m \X)ty . H ti"ng 
• · h· sters, such as Julia Lucas, 20, who. ' at Marshall mvers1 m un , 
· ASHLAND - John I!tedenc shouldered unusual family burdens; ton She is making plans to apply to 
was an averai:~ stu_dent who grew For four years starting when she la,,; school, and if slie is admitted, 
up to be a milhonarre. was 14, Lucas · helped her gra11d,, the Diederich trust will pay her 
When he died in 1974, he hoped mother dialyze her· grandfather;' way. . · · . 
his wealth would one day educate who was dying of kidney dis~:, "I still can't believe it . • • 
average students - not brilliant She also worked two jobs while They've given me.~ "'.hole new life, 
overachievers, but those he called -attending· Greenup County High" really. It means a lifetime of accom-
"diamonds in the rough." •School. · " 
· Ada d"ed plishment 
By the time his wife, • 
1 
''Juiia's been an adult since she · · Jenny Templeton, the former 
five years ago, she had-arranged for was about 8 years old," said her high school counselo~ ~ho runs the 
his wishes to be carried out. mother, Beki Adams of Greenup. Diederich program, said o,:ie of the 
Since then, the Diederichs, who She is using the award to _study joys of her job w~s s~mg ~?w 
had no children, have been_ as good nursing at Sha',V11ee State Umvers1- appreciative the wmners famthes 
as fairy godparents to 93 wmne;s of ty in Portsmouth, Ohio. were . 
ali-expense paid college educal!ons. Many winners are the first in Templeton said the reaction of 
The awards are made annually their immediate families to go to Phyllis Sammons, whose son ,;van 
by the John T. and Ada M_. Dieder- college. One of those, Sherry Staple- this year, was farrly common. She 
ich Educational Trust, which ?per- ton, 21, the daughter of a plant always knew he was wonderful; ~h~ 
ates on the income from 
th
err $
3 
maintenance man and a homemaker just didn't know other people dtd. 
million estate. . - in Ashland, ·was in the inaugural Denver "Denny" .Sammons, 18, 
- The trust's rules are a btt u,:i- group of Diederich winners in 1987. is a champion barrel racer who 
usual. Anyone with great grades ts. "I felt like. I was a nobody showed up for the first round of 
automatically out. wandering around high school," she Diederich intervie:,vs in c?wboy 
Under the guidelines approved said last.week. "There was no one· boots and a bolo tie. The Judges 
by Ada Diederich, the a"'.ards ~e at my high school saying, 'You'· were especially im~ by 0e 
reserved for students With high should go to college.' They w~-: way'. he, came to . the rud of his 
school grade-point averages of ?·0 pushing the other kids." • '-- elaerly neighbors. · . 
to 3.0 (and not a decunal pomt H t "th a dyi"ng man and 
Q seal · During her senior year,. a,:i ~--. e sa up WI · • 
higher) on a 4. e. nouncemimt came ov~.: the mter-:1 then helped_ the widow, Mary Gtl-
Recipients must exhibit good com. "They were announcing schol- !um, cut her rnl:Y and run her farm. 
character and a strong work ethic. arships, so I wasn't listening." Then He once organized a benefit horse 
The awards are available tq the Diederichs were mentioned. "l show.for.a friend's mother_ who had 
residents of five northeastern Ken.; said, 'That's ine.' " . cancer .. He was a leader m Future 
tucl~y___solll!!i~-:- _i391'd, Carter;. Still, she was baffled when tlie ~ Farmers of Ame_rica at Boyd_ Coun-
Greenup, Lawrence and ~n - board chose her; "I thought, 'They"' ty High School and·wants to study 
because that is where John Dteder- must be crazy.' ,, · 
ich made his fortune in gas, oil and 
real estate. 
/1wfttDS) 
ltni'J. 
.. at-tfie, Universitii of' Keritticlty:,arid! 
beet:ime](~Hr~~·-,· ·:t:tfi~:~J\i:1 
. · :liis'}ncithlir; Pliylij~/i§'}!'teifcti:1 
er's:aide and·.h;s father. Ray,~a·.truck 
driver. The'y¥:ilve. on.,,~''sma1i°Q 
have twoiotheitchildren'ruic! truse: 
· quarter li'm:s,es/~d ·oth~_ ltyestiick)l 
"Words'iffuuJdn't' say-:·what"it; 
means to.:/tis;J"Phyllis Sammons 
-said. "Tliere ate'. scholarships, and 
then theriis tliii; one.'';·.,.. . , . -• 
Diederich awards pay for tu-
-· itfori, room, board; fees. and books: 
for) as long a:ii' a student stays in 
school. "IJ;ithey qm get into Har-
vard Medical School, if they want to 
get then- Phl>,, they can," Temple-, 
ton said:.- , · · · 
"The scholarship board has 
.been, truly -exceptional in· what 
they'IJ:- pay;" ,.'.A:dains -said. "When .. 
you' telf'peopiii :your child· has a·' 
scholarship that: wiU- pay all her 
.schooling far "as inany years as she 
'wants to go !o ~hoot for as long as 
she's bettering herself - that's 
hard to believe. It's a once-in-a-
lifetime opportunity, and I'm real 
thankful she was· one of the chil-
dren who was chosen." 
About 85 percent of the winners 
still · are in college or graduate 
school or have earned degrees, in-
cluding Jud Anglin of Ashland, who 
is studying at Cambridge Universi-
ty in England this summer, and 
Kevin Jordan of Olive Hill, who is a 
dental student at the University of 
Louisville. 
Why 'average' students? 
Templeton' said the high 'suc-
cess rate was a surprise, "We were 
expecting to maybe lose as many as 
half of our students because these 
are C and B students coming out of 
high school. We find, given the fact 
they have outstanding chara~er, 
and have an opportunity, they do 
better in college.'' By relieving- them 
of the financial pressure to hold. 
down a job, the award allows many 
to concentrate full time on studies 
for the first time.· 
· . The feature that most distin, 
guishes the Diederichs is the insis-
tence on average. They are called 
awards, not scholarships, because it 
is· promjse, not scholarship, that is 
rewarded. 
. Other scholarship programs 
might disregard grades. But few, if 
any, specifically exclude applicants 
who have superior grades. "I don't 
know of any," said Bobby Halsey, 
UK's director of financial aid. 
"That's pretty neat.'' 
Why was it so important to 
John Diederich to help average stu-
dents? His former law partner, Da-
vid Hermansdorfer of Ashland, said 
· he thought it was because Diederich 
never forgot the generous act that 
changed his life. · 
"He was a very poor boy who 
grew. up on a farm in Greenup 
County and someone helped him go 
through Centre College. At· that 
time,- Centre College had a law 
school. Life treated him well, He 
made a lot of money and had no 
children: He decided to return the 
money to the children in the coun: 
ties where he made a substantial 
part of hi,$ fortune .... 
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at 86 of leuk~mia. He Ibved for ~ '<. i:i' g:" .. m,o' in ,:L ;;;"'_ !f::i '" @'. .~-! 
people to call him "Uncle John," and <D !'f:;; ::,·~;Ri:t-,§:'8,5: e:,;, "'.Si S;Bt :!!j , · · ,. · ..... 
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ed among~ 15-member advisory o ~ cr-g.:z::f!rm f ·sJ:s:S"m·g,l!?.5·: ~ 
board that includes college profes-· cl.«: ~ <D a S (D,... ~'< .... !:>. ~- ..., " (Ill I =-· ~ 
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guidance counselors. This year, "' g §' _ g. !:- S' g_ §' 'en G' "' [ oe g ::s ~ 1 
there were almost 300 applicants, [ :El ~ g''< ~ £ =E ::!.~ ~ ~'<@ =i: S: = 
97 of who1!1 were c~osen for per~on- .,· ;:;: S:., g, ;; ~ ;;i J6 [ § ':<l O ,a· g <D ~ 
al mterv1ews. SIXteen received S :;;_ 5·@ g:;; S :z: er ... > ::!. ;:;: §" ... 
awards, ~ S::,;--PJ ~ E.::c:~ ~ ~ gg_~ ~P..g s 
:scr-:SQ P.~SlJP. roOO 
The board once made an excep- "' <D <D g_ ... er a ., :;; l!?. El'::;: :J = ? ~--
tion for a student who fell short of ~ S ;§ @ o <D '5l ::;: S .., ~ ~ 5· 5· ' ~ ~ 
the minimum qualifications. But <D :;; C ~ :: ,g ::S: 'C '? en <D "" S: .,- r-- I 
Hermansdorfer will not budge on ~ ~ ql ij. g it ~ ql § p ~ ~ 1); <D S t-+--
the upper end, 
He said he feels sure he is ~ ~ ~ ~ ~- ~ g ~ ~. ~ ~ § g· g & 8 ~ f ~ ~- i-3 ~ ~ 
,.carrying out the wishes of his old ,g : S:: ~ ~ ~ P :s a.~ @ ~ P. ~ 00 ~ ~ ~ g-g. ..... ::r 8: en, 
:· friend, who had a special affinity ~ :s n· .. ~ d rn·aQ ~ '< ri3 ~ o·! ~ =; ~ :s (t) ~ ~-
tfor ordinary people. "He called them e,·"' ~f 8 ., ~ s:i. 8 i [,1l c S:P <D !:; g'"' S: ~ g;: g"' p,, 
diamonds in the rough. They were ~ g" rn ~ ~ ::r ·S.: c:: ,..,. ;.J ~ f!;_ ~ ::;: ~ "d i ~ g .. al t=: O : 
the peo(?le who were going_ !O be ~ ~ § 8 ,. ::;: ;'. [ 0 g- ~ @ ~ "' go g ~ S :i :;; @ J6 ~ 
good neighbors· a~d good citizens. ~ oo c. a ;- ,..,. g" ~ s, ~ ~ @ ~ ,..,. ~ o g ~ c: ,g 
That's what he was jnterested in," :..,. g n ~ ~ ~ ~ ::- g ~ ,..,. w P!I Sll ~ ~ (i) ~ 8" ::s '< 3 ;" 
Hermansdorfer said. g° ~ ~ §" ::r ~ _: ::,;- ~-~ ~-§ g g ~ ~ ['< 5: 8> ~ ~ ::r ·' ,..,. :3 ..., ;:,- · .., ,... .. ctl ,..,. ,..,. C. .., ,,., Sll O 
Every year the new and old ., ,8 oe ., ~ <D ;;,. =: erg-"-:;; ~ ~ ::i' ~ " 3 ::I-,.. ~ 
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And they say ·they can turn to <0~,nS or S 8 :;; cg"':"'" s:"";:;'"' :,:i r 8' ~ oe o..., !"- g' 
Templeton, the trust's· only paid 9 ~ ~ § ~ ~ S.=~ ~- ~· ~' § g ~~ 8' :. ~ s::: ~ g. : §. 
employee and the wife of Hermans~ OO (i) ' O'Q Cf' (i) t::::,: ' w OO (i): C, ::S"" (i) cp 1-'f ,..,. 1 OO • '";""' 
dorfer's current law partner, for 
more than money. 
"If you ever have a problem; 
you just have to pick up the phone," 
Lucas said: "They are willing to 
help you with anything you need." 
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• ~ A lesso1(iljt f0~~!).ess 
. ' 
new E.- . 
Hcrald-Lead~r staff report 
Virginia Gaines Fox, a 
Campbellsville native 'with ex-
tensive experience in-public tele-
vision, wi11 be the new executive· 
director for Kentucky Educa-
tional Television. 
Fox's appointment was an-
nounced yesterday at KET's 
"Futures Conference '91," a two-
day planning session in Lexing-
ton. 
Fox, 52, will take the posi-
tion now held by 0. Leonard 
Press, who will retire next year 
after 28 years on the job. 
In 1968 Press hired Fox, 
who was then a teacher, and 
promoted her until she became 
deputy executive direct~r in 
1975. 
Later he encouraged her to 
gain national experience, and in 
1980 she accepted the job of 
president of the Southern Edu-
cational Communications Asso-
ciation, the nation's largest pub-
lic television and radio 
association. The move made her 
the first woman CEO in public 
broadcasting to serve beyond 
the local level. 
Fox returned to KET in 1988 
as executive vice president of 
the KET Foundation and in a 
variety of other roles. Yesterday 
it was Press who announced her 
promotion to the top. He said 
the KET Authority, the net-
work's governing body, "could 
not have picked a more qualified 
person in the entire country" for 
the job. 
Fox described Press as her 
mentor, her friend and a sup-
porter of women in general. 
"Len does not consider gen-
der except in the positive," she 
said. 
Fox is the fifth woman to be 
named director of a state public 
television network. Thirty states 
have statewide networks. 
She holds a bachelor's de-
gree in elementary education 
from Morehead State University 
and a master's degree in library 
science from the University oi 
Kentucky: She has served ~ 
numerous national committees 
involving public television. · 
KET, which is based in Lex-
ington, broadcasts from stations 
in Paducah, Murray, Madison-
ville, Owenslxro-Henderlon, 
Bowling Green, Elizabethtown. 
Lotnsvine, Lexington. Owent°"' 
Covingtort, Somerset, HazartJ, 
Pikeville, Ashland and More-
SHOUID Kentucky. fo~ persuaded cpDeagues to make sure college loans for gifted itu• that from now on loans are forgiv-dents, an.4 those specia]jz- en only ff the students teach in ing in math and science. if' .. public schools. But before the dust-
they end up becomi.ni plT(ate- up died down. 11 students who 
school teachers? 1 took jobs in private schools had at 
A legislative committee says no. least $25~000 in loans forgiven. 
After all, the,se loan programs ex- ~ ,t\re tliey crafty characters who 
ist to encourage bright people to hoodwinked the taxpayers? Hard-
commit to teaching and are a ly. All of them wanted to teach in 
means of strengthening public public schools, but couldn't. In-
schools. Many people believe it deed. each one was tu.med down 
would be unconstitutional for the for a teaching job by no fewer 
state to forgive the loans of stu- than three public institutions. 
dents who become private-school That's what's wrong with the 
teachers, but their position is law: It doesn't make room for 
weakening. promising young teachers who 
For various reasons, the Ken- can't get a job in a public school. 
tucky High Education Assistance That's hardly good public policy. 
Authority last year operated under Legislators should find a way to 
the impression that it could forgive tailor the law so that students are 
loans for students who became pri- encouraged to pursue careers in 
vate-school teachers. A legislative public schools but not left in a 
heavyweight became exercised and lurch if there's no room for them. 
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KSU alumni urged to aim 
for strong families wheel In.. rtmc hJcber educa-
r tion and ~~ to enhance the AMoctmct Pl'III. ;41;,e ';;Vf,. I •• black ~";~'\-being. 
u ' . Too often. Walker said. whites 
(JOONGTOtc. ly. - Btackstmuit' ''try ta •~ the plfgbf of the 
stop blUubg whites for the!{ prob-., bladt family fot u1/' without fully 
lem.1 and ~ work on strengtlt• undentandfng the problems. "We 
ening their fimWes, a state edtica~ who know the problems must bei?in 
tion offlclal told a weeken<J confer- identit'yiq steps to solve (them)!' · 
ence of Ke!l~ State University' ~ alar-proposed a family appre-
alumnL ciation day u a way to celebrate the 
The enemies·of black people are family and the roles ot parents and 
drugs, poverty, lack of education children. 
and self.identffication, said Karla D. She also suggested that success-
Walker, assistant to state Education tul black men org. anize fellowships 
Commissioner Thomas Boysen. with young black males to teach 
Walker, who is black and a them the positive role of the black 
graduate of the historically black man in the family and community. 
school, spoke at the Alumni Associ• In other business the alumni 
ation's 12th National Conference on ~up•~ executive co~ttee, meet-
Saturday. African-Americans "are mg pnvately, passed a resolution 
engaged in a war" with racism, supporting the administration of 
Walker said. "Our only defense KSU President John T. Wolfe. 
against this war is to know who we The resolution was aimed at end-
are and to educate and love our Ing rumors that Wolfe was not the 
children." best selection for president, said the 
In workshops, alumni dJscuaaed alumni association's president, c. 
how they could become nt0re in- Vincent Bakeman. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
•.• 
Il:IE:C0UfllE04i:>,UJ;UllAl.,J\ffi$.QA'f1.~)\113<1m1,, :-n~ :'lil~gj(t~:,'.'fiat'll"l!a!~ef.!l·s· ~'.1. 
'l. 'l::wi"' •S.,_ ' r ··· t .l:.l'.IA' ' . ' 
c t~3:r-1u •- 1i91Vlt ,,__-i,.. ;..e. ' ; '} ~-, 
cna~:J~ng~~1\ I •-~ 
()f'orovmg.:/ 
s'~lf '8gai~:--:_,,>, 
By.DAVE ANDERSON . 
c NewYolk Times News Service 
i 
NEW. YORK - When the New York Gi-
ants'put''iinithelr shoulder pads tomorro"'., 
the best quarterback in the history of the 
franchise will have to prove himse)f- Agaili. 
Phil Simms, from Louisville Southern 
High School and Morehead State Universi-
ty, had to prove himself in 1979 as a rookie. 
By midseason he was the starter, but shoul-
der, knee and thumb injuries disrupted his 
development. 
He had to prove himself again in 1983 
when Bill Parcells, then 
a rookie head coach, 
chose Scott Brunner. 
And now, in a duel 
with Jeff Hostetler, who 
helped the Giants win 
Super Bowl XXV while 
Simms leaned on 
crutches near the 
bench, the 35-year-old 
passer has to prove 
himself to Ray Handley, 
another rookie head Simms -: 
coach. ' 
Not that Simms agrees. 
"I don't have to prove myself," he said, a 
jagged edge in his voice. "I've showed for 
12 years what I can do. It's nof, like two 
rookies. It's not like baseball where you 
each get 10 swings. I've been there 12 years, 
and now they're going to make a decision 
in two weeks?" 
Those are blunt words, stubborn words, 
tough words. But what else would they be? 
In good times and in liad, Simms has al· 
ways been blunt, stubborn and above all, 
tough. That's why he's been the best quar-
terback in Giants history. 
Better than Charlie Conerly. Better con• 
sidering his long career than two Hall of 
Famers, Y .A. Tittle and Fran Tarkenton, in 
cameo Giants appearances. But in the cele-
bration of Super Bowl XXV, many Giants 
fans adopted Hostetler, as if they had been 
waiting all along for the chance to shelve 
Simms. 
During a showing of the Giants' highlight 
film to fans at Manny's restaurant in Moon-
achie, N.J., not long ago, the narrator's 
voice told how Simms' damaged· foot in De• 
cember had deprived the offense of its 
quarterback. Hearing that, one middle-aged 
fan nodded knowingly and said, "We had a 
better one." 
.. •Q.Y';';:"d.,i-~ ,_ JlOW;,'UUI.' WCI ._-~ ... "'1ooio!jfil-k.....-11,'1it~~i'ltl 
.... •'--···'£e·il'c~· -· • . .. ·~ .... ~ .. _ .... ,!.,'"l;.;.', ~""""i --~ r ,r:, ... ;-;~~__;r..::;... , _,., "'U&0&-::-1l'PSII•:..,~·, 11ro......, 
:::Aij:1;: !;frt,\i;;~hhd fn '·~·,r,;...,?'~<~-t: ecfiesf!tbloi.il\iii~ha' 11"'1!>"' 
<Tlllillsto 10-0· · ·~gytd~-t- mew,,,. ·"· •· ~,,.~,,PP! ~l'Y, 
. if $imms~d·n~mp1~8:J'.'~,of';,' ~~bi ~eaidli:'l'sfiiirns~ r&~ 
24 passes for·three touchd<!W!!lflil' ·fured the··thumb''on'.hls, passing' 
the 39-20 victory over tJie'.i:ienver • hand against an, opposing hehnet. 
Broncos in ·Super Sowl XXI:'..~:.. : · The Giants finished with a 3·12·1 
For all his. suci:ess,.'Slmiils' -hllli: record,: · ;-- ·. · 
never ~ fully~ appreciated. by, . "If I had been'the ~erback; 
many Giants fans. BuCno matter, that,whole year,'.'. he. S8ld, "I don't 
which· quarterback starts • against '. know, if J could've survived here. I 
the 49ers in the season OP'lller .at think they.might have traded me,!' 
Giants Stadium on Labor Day'night;, _ Simms who will be 36 in Novem-
the ~ time the ~iarits punt; some · lier, holds virtuallY.. all of the Giants' 
fans will be!i:hanting for;,~,9~,- career,passing records: 2,164 com-
quarterback.• . . ... .-,, , pletions; 28,519· yards,.,20 games 
"The prevailing -feeling-. now;,.· with 300, or more yards; lowest in-
Simms said, "is that Jeff won. (he terception percentage. ~ more 
Super Bowl, and that's OK;. I know~ toui:hd~. passes and he will sur-
the mentality of the fan. I cons/der' . pass Conerly's; I 73, . . 
myself a tremendous fan of,. all,- But with all Simms has accom-
sports. The average fan l09ks at the· plished, he· now has to prove him-
surface of the situation. You can't self again in· a training-camp duel 
expect him to know the variables. with Hostetler, who scrambled 
. Look at the Mets. Two weeks ago through the Super Bowl playoffs as 
they were bums. Now they're no other backup quarterback ever 
great." had. 
As a rookie, Simms competed "Another thing,'' Simms said. 
against Randy Dean and Joe Pisar- "I'm not going to say, 'I'm going to 
cik, the quarterback involved in the win this job."' 
1978 "fumble" (a last-play fumble Maybe because blunt, stubborn 
that allowed the Eagles to beat the and tough Phil Simms thinks he 
Giants) that triggered the eventual never lost the job. 
hiring of George Young as general 
manager. 
After emerging as the all-rookie 
quarterback, Simms suffered two 
shoulder separations and needed 
preseason knee surgery i1) 1982 as 
Brunner moved in. Now the 30-
year-old Hostetler, whom Simms 
expects to be signed by Monday 
night, will be the other quarterback 
taking snaps in the offensive drills. 
"I know one thing, I'm not going 
to root against the guy; that doesn't 
do any good," Simms said. "I re-
member at training camp in '83. al-
ways being on edge. Every day in 
practice .I wanted ·to throw it better 
than Scott did. 
"And when Bill Parcells told me 
that Scott would open the season, I 
was wild. I was young and fros. 
!rated) told Bill how I felt, loudly, 
q /Ai~-2>-$ 3-JO MSU AKOIIVES 
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~orehe"id0ndmay•Y·c1tange 
tax policy 
W oll1.d affect some MSU professors. 
By JIM RHINION 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - The city of 
Morehead is considering 
changing its occupational tax 
refund policy for some More-
head State University profes-
sors. 
The change, to be proposed 
at the city council's August 
meeting, primarily would af. 
feet MSU professors who teach 
class out of town. 
Under current city policy, 
the professors calculate the 
size of their refund of the 
city's 1 percent occupational 
tax based on the portion of the 
class load that they teach out 
of town. 
Under the policy being pro-
posed by Charles Stansbury, a 
Morehead accountant who 
administers the city's occupa-
tional tax program, refunds 
would be calculated based on 
the portion of a 40-hour work 
week the professors spend out 
of town. 
Stansburg said between 25 
and 30 MSU professors would 
be affected by the change. 
'Tm just trying to get it on 
an even playing field on time 
spent out of the city," Stans-
bury said. 
For instance, under current 
city policy a professor who is 
carrying a nine-hour class 
load, three hours of which she 
teaches in Olive Hill , is 
claiming a refund of one-third 
of the occupational tax she 
paid. 
Under the proposed policy, 
the same professor would be 
allowed to claim only three 
hours plus travel time out of a 
40-hour week. In this case, it 
would reduce the size of the 
refund to which the professor 
is entitled. 
Stansbury said the change 
may not reduce the size of the 
refund for all professors. A 
professor who teaches a 
course in Pikeville, which re-
quires more travel time, may 
actually increase the size of 
his refund under the proposed 
policy. 
It will go into effect' for tb,ei 
1991 tax year, said Stansbury, · 
who also administers the tax 
for the county. 
Councilman Jack Bizzel, an 
MSU professor, said he wasn't 
familiar enough with the pro-
posed policy to comment on it. 
But Bizzel plans to have 
MSU personnel attend next 
month's counci l meeting, 
when Stansbury will lay out 
his plan, to analyze the pro-
posed policy's potential ef-
fects. 
Rowan County, which also 
levies a 1 percent occupational 
tax on g r oss wages, has 
adopted the refund policy 
change Stansbury is propos-
ing. 
The occupational tax is the· 
largest single revenue pro, . 
ducer for both Morehead and: 
Rowan County. · 
The city expects the tax to 
provide $740,000 in fiscal 1992, 
nearly 30 percent of the city's 
revenue. 
The county has budgeted 
$744,000 from the tax for fiscal 
1992, almost 34 percent of its 
revenues. 
Changing the policy appar-
ently would not substantially 
affect either entity's income 
from the tax. 
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Morehead receives $782,95Cf grant 
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Morehead State University has received a 
three-y_ear f~eral gran_t totaling $782,950 to help disadvantaged 
~du.Its identify and attam post-secondary-education goals, accord-
ing to a press release. 
The grant, from the U.S. Department of Education, will enable 
the univ~rsity to establish and staff four Educational Opportunity 
Centers m Boyd, Floyd, Morgan and Rowan counties. 
With first-year funding of $242,947, the program will be 
launched in early fall and will serve 20 Eastern Kentucky coun-
ties, according to Dan Connell, director of Morehead's Academic 
Services Center and project administrator. 
"We will identify adults interested in furthering their education 
and ass~t them in obtaining ~ose _goals - whether they be a 
commuruty college degree, a uruvers1ty degree, vocational-techni-
cal training or a specific college course," Connell said. 
The Daily lndeper:1_9ent. Ashland. Kentuckv Tuesdav. Julv 16. 1991 
Grant to finance have at least a high school 
education centers education about how they 
MOREHEAD _ Eastern can pursue ~ ~dvanc~d 
Kentucky residents de~ or trammg at e1~er 
interested in furthering a university, a co~mun1ty 
their education soon will college or a vocational 
get help from Morehead sc~ool. 
State University. . These are one-stop 
MSU announced Monday information c~nters where 
that it has received a people can collle to find out 
$783,000 federal grant to what ~ucat1d!ial programs 
help area residents go back are av~ila~le and wha~ . 
to school. fi.1~ancial aid opportum~.1es 
The three-year grant will m~t be open to th~m, 
pay for four "education said D8!1 Connell. d~or 
opportunity centers" MSU of MSU s academic services 
plans to set up in Boyd, cen~er and head of the new 
Floyd, Morgan and Rowan proJect. . 
counties. Each center will employ a 
The centers will dispense ~r counse~or ~d ~tors. 
information to adults who The potential lDlpact of 
these centers on people in 
- A service of the Office of Media Relations- our service region is 
immeasurable," said MSU 
t>-...,,;,a.,.._._ rt 1t,,T _ 1 _ - - ,... • 
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UK attorney urges task force 
not to change open-records law 
By GIL LAWSON 
Staff Writer 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - An attorney 
for the University of Kentucky told 
lawmakers yesterday that the state's 
open-records law doesn't need to be 
changed because it might create 
more inconveniences for public in-
stitutions. 
John Darsie, UK's legal counsel, 
also complained that "lots of nuts" 
use the law to seek information 
from the school and that "these 
people can drive you absolutely 
crazy." 
Darsie, who appeared before the 
Task Force On Open Meetings and 
Open Records, said the media be-
1 lieve "open equals good. That, in 
my view, is not necessarily so.'' 
The task force was formed by the 
1990 General Assembly to suggest 
changes in the law after several bills 
to strengthen it, including two 
backed by the Kentucky Press Asso-
ciation, failed. 
Darsie said several of the pro-
posed changes being considered by 
the task force were not needed be-
cause they would impose hardships 
on public agencies like UK. 
l For example, one change would 
/ limit the preliminary documents 
that public agencies could keep con-
fidential. Darsie said this would 
make it harder for agencies to share 
advice before a final decision is 
made on an issue. 
He also criticized a proposed 
change that would require public 
agencies to accept records requests 
by maiL 
UK requires people requesting 
documents to appear in person to 
~ fill out a form. 
"You don't have to deal with a lot 
1 of nuts. You encourage these folks" 
by allowing them to mail in re-
quests, Darsie said. 
But David Green, projects editor 
for the Lexington Herald-Leader, 
told the panel that such a require-
ment imposes hardships on small 
newspapers outside Lexington and 
that other public agencies routinely 
accept open-records requests by 
mail. 
Darsie distributed an 11-page let-
ter written by a UK official to some-
one who had sought information 
about a visit by Supreme Court Jus-
tice Antonin Scalia to UK in 1988. 
The request was denied because UK 
determined it placed an "unreason-
able burden" on the school and was 
an attempt to harass and disrupt op-
erations. The letter described other 
incidents and disputes involving the 
letter writer and the university. 
Darsie, who said this was an ex-
ample of some of the people who 
seek public records, marked out the 
names of the person seeking the in-
formation and the official who re-
sponded. 
Darsie later suggested that per-
haps the law should distinguish be-
tween requests from the media and 
those made by private citizens. 
But Steve Lowery, publisher of 
The Kentucky Standard at Bards-
town and a task-force member, said 
the legislatten•s purpose is to en-
courage public disclosure of infor-
mation to improve government 
"It's simply not a bill to sell news-
papers . It's a bill for everybody in 
the commonwealth," Lowery said. 
Another task-force member, Rep. 
Albert Jones, D-Paducah, told Dar-
sie that be believes changes are 
needed in the records law. 
"I don't think we need to back off 
this legislation and say we don't 
have problema." Jones said. , 
Another proposal in the draft bill 
being considered by the task force 
that is expected to draw fire would 
define corporations that use public 
money to carry out a "traditional 
government function" as public 
agencies. This is an effort to make 
public certain records of businesses 
like private prisons. 
The task force has completed 
most of its work on the open-meet-
ings law, but has not taken a vote 
on a draft of the legislation. Rep. 
Wllliam Donnermeyer, D-Belleview 
and chairman of the panel, said 
there is "pretty good agreement" on 
the meetings law plan. 
The proposed changes in the 
meetings law include: 
■ Prohibiting public bodies from 
having a series of closed meetings 
in which less than a quorum is pre-
sent to avoid the open-meetings 
law. 
■ Requiring public bodies to pro-
vide an agenda in advance for spe-
cial meetings. Discussions and ac-
tion would be limited to items on 
the agenda at the special meeting. 
Currently, anything may be dis--
cussed at special meetings. 
■ Requiring the attorney gener-
al's office to issue written opinions 
on alleged violations of the open-
meetings law within a IO-day peri-
od. The opinions could have the 
force of law. Currently, the attorney 
general's opinions carry the force of 
law only in open-records cases. 
■ The draft law also says that 
"the formation of public policy is 
public business and shall not be 
conducted in secret •• • even though 
open meetings may cause inconven-
ience, embarrassment. or a losa of 
efficiency to public officiaJJ or oth-
ers." I ~- L 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
f ••• 1~ • , 
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Lindsey 
Wilson gets 
$1 million 
donation 
By Anthony K. Gibson 
Herald-Leader staff writer 
Cal Turner Sr., co-founder of 
Dollar General Corp. in Scottsville, 
donated a $1 million challenge 
grant to Lindsey Wilson College in 
Columbia yesterday to kick off the 
school's $14 million building funds 
campaign. 
The gift, the largest in the 
school's 88-year history, will be 
u~ · to build a new dining hall, 
said George Kolbenschlag, vice 
president for development. 
"A new dining hall is a critical 
need of the college," Kolbenschlag 
said. "The present dining hall is in 
the basement of a classroom build-
ing and only seats about 250 peo-
ple. But we are feeding about 500 
during lunch." 
The school, affiliated with the 
United Methodist Church, already 
I had raised $640,000 of the $3 mil-
l lion it needs to begin building. the 
I 
dining hall, · 
Kolbenschlag said the new facil-
ity would benefit the community as 
well because it will be able to to 
accommodate large gatherings, 
,"! _College President John Begley 
·praised Turner for his contribution, 
·'· "It's satisfying to have a person 
witi!Cal Turner Sr.'s business repu-
-talion. see Lindsey Wilson College 
as a place worthy of his financial 
support," Begley said in a state-
ment ·- ._ _, ;,;+ 
, .. r~ ··.:1,1-_•,1;:._' - , . ..!''. ,,.._. ' . -~:·:~ ... ;,.,_,;~ 
• 
The matching contribution· will 
be in the form of Dollar General 
stock, which will be placed in 
escrow, Begley said. · 
. Turner, who also helped build 
the school's $1.2 million J.L. Turner 
Leadership Center that is named 
after his father, said, "I am glad for 
an opportunity to invest in Lindsey 
Wilson. What better way to express 
. our gratitude to God, . . . than to 
· invest in the lives of young people?" 
. All other money donated will be 
used for the new dining hall and a 
new residence hall and classroom. 
Turner's son, Cal Turner Jr., is 
chairman of the college's board of 
trustees and also president, chief 
executive officer and board chair-
man of Dollar General. 
1 
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Lindsey Wilson gets $1 million gift 
Lindsey WIison College in Columbia, Ky., has received a com• 
mitment for a $1 million matching gift from a co-founder of Dollar 
General Corp. 
The gift from Cal Turner Sr. is the _l~est in the college's 88-
year history, President John Begley srud m a press release y~er-
day, It will come in the form of Dollar General stock,. and will be 
placed in escrow and go toward eventual construction of a $3 
million dining hall, according to the release. _ · . . 
Turner· a Scottsville native, founded the chatn of stores with h!S 
father, J'. L. Tomer. A previous gift from the y~unger Tomer 
helped to build the J. L. Turner Leadership Center on campus, and 
his son, Cal Turner _Jr., is chairman of the college's board of 
,trustees.--- . ·. - .- .• , · · , · .,. .-
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EKU plans 
permanent 
extension in 
Manchester 
By Eric Gregory 
Herald-Leader education writer 
Eastern Kentucky University 
yesterday announced plans to de-
velop a permanent "extended " 
campus in Manchester. 
A second-floor area of the Man-
chester Square Shopping Center on 
the Daniel Boone Parkway will be 
converted to handle the nearly 200 
students expected to enroll in 32 fall 
classes this year. 
"A lot of our students are non-
traditional students who have jobs 
and families," said Mary Jane Clark, 
the university's extended campus 
coordinator for Clay County. ·'For 
them to be able to leave, it's just 
impossible. 
"The fact that they can stay at 
home, take care of their families 
and do their jobs - and still get 
their education - is very reward-
ing." 
Manchester, population 1,634, 
joins the T ri-County Center in Cor-
bin as the only permanent exten-
sions of EKU's main campus in 
Richmond. T he Corbin campus 
serves Whitley, Knox and Laurel 
counties. 
',fbe university also offers class-
es in Beattyville. Danville, Hazard, 
Lexington, Liberty, London, Louis-
ville, McKee, Paint Lick, Pineville. 
Somerse~ Stanford and Stanton. 
EKU spokesman Ron Harrell 
said the Manchester campus would 
offer a variety of classes, including 
courses in business, sci~ mathe-
matics, English, literature. nutrition 
and sociology. 
Eastem·s facultv teaches more 
than half of its off-campus courses, 
said Marion Ogden, director of 
EKU's Division of Extended Pro-
grams. 
Last fall. 146 students enrolled 
in 16 classes taught at the old Clay 
County High School. In the spring, 
the enrollment grew to 16-1 stu-
dents. Ogden said. 
"The growth has been steady." 
he said. "But part of our problem in 
growth has been the una,·ailability 
of space for da)1ime classes. 
·• ow, when we lease our own 
space there, we'll have more room 
to expand our programs." 
While the shopping center is 
being modified, classes will be 
taught at the Clay County Middle 
School's H building. 
EKU expects to open the 8.255-
square-foot facil ity by October. It 
will feature a computer laboratory, 
six clas.c;rooms, a large multipur-
pose classroom, a conference room, 
faculty and administrative offices, 
and a learning resource room. 
Other programs also will use 
the facility, like EKU's Economic 
DeYelopment Center and the Small 
Business Development Center-Som-
erset. 
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'Wilkinson named top education leader 
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson was one of five governors chosen as lhe 
top education leaders in a survey of the nation's governors by USA 
TODAY. 
The paper noted in yesterday's edition that Wilkinson and the 
legislature created last year's sweeping education reforms after a 
state S~pr~e Court decision declared Kentucky's school system 
unconst1tutwnal. 
The other go".emors chosen were Bill Clinton of Arkansas. Booth 
Gardner of Washington, Carroll Campbell of South Carolina and Roy 
Romer of Colorado. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
,f76-Sfh"OOTS-faCe"'t>an"f rOm student IOan-prOgrarn 
. . ' ' 
Louisville college listed ' collectively to the Stafford Loan, 
· · Supplemental Loans to Students, 
over high, def;:i.ult: rate ' Parent Loans. for Undergradu:ite 
'A· . d P ·· . • , .' :. · • · . ,: Students and the Consohdation . s.~c•ate ress ·:1, , , , Loan Pro 
year 1989 and who failed to pay on 
their loans in fiscal year 1989 or 
1990. 
The federal student financial 
aid program includes Pell Grants, 
Supplemental Educational Opportu-
nity Grants, College Work-Study, 
Perkins Loans, Income Contingent 
Loans and State Student Incentive 
Grants. 
or more borrowers losing eligibility 
to participate in the. student loan 
programs. A 30 percent cutoff will 
begin in 1993. 
• Showing inaccurate data wa: 
used to calculate the default rate. 
• Showing significant improvE 
ments in the default rate over th 
years. 
,_,. ·, , grams. 
lii:r ASIIlNGTON - The ~u~- ' Farrell said that as of fiscal year 
ition, Department yesterday 1denti- 1990, about $104 billion had been 
,fil;d · 76 trade schools and_ colleges · provided to students since the pro-
:~th default rates so high they gram's inception, of which about 
might .be_ ban~ed from all federal $52.9 billion is still outstanding. 
The department has authority 
to limit, suspend or terminate from 
all federal student aid programs 
those schools with default rates of 
more than 60 percent. 
• Showing they serve main! 
economically disadvantaged younE 
sters but are producing results. 
student fmanc1al aid programs. · Th d f It t b d d t ._,,,,_, . . . . . e e au ra es, ase on a a 
:. The post-secon~ary mstitutions provided by guarantee agencies, are 
had def'.mlt rates m excess of 60 the percentage of borrowers whose 
1)1,Tcent m fiscal year 198~. first loan payment was due in fiscal 
''''- The department also hsted 178 
July 1 marked the beginning of 
a congressionally ordered program 
cutoff of schools with default rates 
higher than 35 percent and with 30 
Regulations will be published in 
the Federal Register and will allow 
institutions to appeal based on one 
or more of mitigating circum-
stances, which include: 
Historically black colleges am 
universities, and Navajo and tribal 
ly controlled community college 
are temporarily exempted from th 
regulations. 
institutions with default rates of 
more than 35 percent in three con-
secutive fiscal years beginning in 
1987 and might no. longer be eligi-
ble to participate in the Guaranteed 
Student Loan Program. Twenty-
nine of the 76 schools were among 
this group too. , ' 
The only Kentucky school on 
the list is Phillips College in Louis-
yille. It _had a def:!1.\1~ p1te, of 46.6. 
p_ercent m 1989. ,. ·"':. · • ;. · · · 
• The institutions.' may appeal to 
show "exceptional mitigating cir•: 
cumstances"; ~pelle<i{ gut';·ip .nevi; 
federal regu)abons.•;r,.";t ·, ·: · •1 
;? . "This is ~e first \tep toward~·: 
taking care of taxpayers' money : 
and protecting students,!')iaid: Mi-.' 
i:hael J. F3V~ll.::a<11ng' ~istan( 
=~tary fo~ ~t;~~tt~~~\' 
;/'; The overall defatilti'rates 'nave· 
increased from 17.2 percent in fiscal 
year 1988 to 20.i percent in 1989. 
,The defaulted student loans ·:will 
cost taxpayers an ·.estimated ,$3 
billion in the: current fiscal • year, 
ff.J.ITell said.· :,_,;_..~• 1,'.\f~t ,.f:f~: ('-~; 
f' ·The GU¥3-nteed,, Student Loan 
.program has made higher education 
possible for.:more than;22 million. 
Americans since Congress created it'; 
'in 1965. It is used ,when referring 
• 
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.Schools·could lose.loans due to default rates·-
Associated Press : . . years beginning in 1987 may no longer be eligi-
., ble to participate in the Guaranteed Student 
· · w ASHINGTON - The Education Department Loan Program. The only Kentucky school on that 
yesterday identified more than 200 trade schools list was Phillips College, of Louisville. Twenty-
and colleges that may be banned from all federal nine schools were included in both groups. 
· student firuincial aid programs or declared ineli- Michael Farrell, acting assistant secretary for 
gible to participate in the Guaranteed Student post-secondary education, said the defaulted stu-
Loan Program .because of excessively high de- • d~~t lo~ will cost taxpayers an estimated $3 
· fault rates. . \ . , , •. •· · billion m the current fiscal year. Overall default 
;. Seventy-s_ili: post-secondaty institutions had de- rates have increased from. 17._2 percent in fiscal 
fault rates higher than .60 percent in fiscal year year 1988 to 20.1 percent m fiscal year 1989, he 
1989 and could be. banned from aid programs said. _ 
including Pell Grants, Supplemental Educational The Guaranteed Student Loan program, which 
Opportunity Grants, College Work-Study, Per- includes Stafford Loans, Supplemental Loans to 
kins Loans Income Contingent Loans and State Students, Parent Loans for Undergraduate Stu-
Student In~entive Grants. dents and the Consolidation Loan Programs, has 
. A total of 178 institutions with default rates made higher education possible for more than 22 
above 35 percent in three consecutive fiscal million Americans since it was created by Con-•· 
gress in 1965.Farrell said as of fiscal year 199( 
about $104 billion had been provided to studen1 
in guaranteed loans, of which about $52.9 billio 
is still outstanding. 
The default rates, based on data provided b 
guarantee agencies, are the percentage of bo1 
rowers whose first loan payment was due in.re 
cal year 1989 and who failed to pay on thei 
loans in fiscal year 1989 or 1990. . .. 
A congressionally mandated program to c:ut ol 
schools with high default rates began July 1. 
Institutions can appeal a decision by the ed1 
cation department, which has the authority t 
limit, suspend or terminate federal student . ai 
programs. Black colleges and universities, an 
Navajo and tribally controlled community co 
leges are temporarily exempted from the cutof 
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UK attorney says broadening 
open-records law not good idea 
Associated Press 
FRANKFORT - The Universi-
ty of Kentucky's chief attorney has 
told legislators that broadening the 
state's open-records law might in-
convenience public institutions. 
gest changes in the law after S::!Ver-
al bills to strengtlten it, including 
two backed by the Kentucky Press 
Association, failed. 
change that Y1ould require public 
agencia. to a:-::ept ,·ecords reyuests 
by mail. 
UK requires people requesting 
documents to appear in person to 
fill out a form. 
There are "lots of nuts" who use 
the law to seek information from 
the school and "these people can 
drive you absolutely crazy," attor-
ney John Darsie said. 
Darsie said several of the pro-
posed changes being considered by 
the task force were not needed 
because they would impose hard-
ships on public agencies like UK. 
"You don't have to deal with a 
lot of nuts. You encourage these 
folks" by allowing them to mail in 
requests, Darsie said. 
The news media believe "open 
equals good. That, in my view, is 
not necessarily so," Darsie testified 
Thursday before the Task Force On 
Open Meetings and Open Records. 
The task force was formed by 
the 1990 General Assembly to sug-
For example, one change would 
limit the preliminary documents 
that public agencies could keep 
confidential. Darsie said this would 
make it harder for agencies to share 
advice before a final decision is 
made on an issue. 
However, David Green, projects 
editor for the Herald-Leader, said 
that the UK requirement imposes 
hardships on small newspapers out-
side Lexington and that other pub-
lic agencies routinely accept open-
records requests by mail He also criticized a proposed 
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About those nuts 
They pay UK's bills; give them the inf onnation 
I f you want to obtain a docu-ment from the University of Kentucky under the state open records law, you have 
to show up in person and fill out a 
form. Requests by mail just don't 
get it. . 
John Darsie, UK's legal counsel, 
wants to keep it that way. He told 
a legislative committee Thursday 
that changing the open records law 
to require public agencies to accept 
mail requests would simply en-
courage "a lot of nuts" who pester 
UK for information. "These people 
can drive you absolutely crazy," 
Darsie said. 
Well, now, we wouldn't want to 
drive Darsie crazy. But we do tend 
to think the public's business 
should be as open as possible to 
public access. And it isn't unrea-
sonable to think a Kentuckian far 
removed from UK should be able 
to obtain information through the 
mail, rather than making a pilgrim-
age to the ivory tower Mecca 
where Darsie hangs out. 
Besides, these "nuts," along 
with all other Kentuckians, own 
the state's public universities, in-
cluding UK. Their tax dollars pay 
for Darsie's position at the public 
trough. If he doesn't like respond-
ing to their legitimate questions for 
information about UK operations, 
maybe he should relinquish that 
spot to someone who understands 
the r sponsibilities of a public ser-
van. 
- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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'Bi9.fllsh' near for community college , 
Committlilputs campaign in motion 'it.s ,list_ of prospective _projects for tion to the UK C?~munity colleg6 
.. ,•,i\{'~~~'" , . which 11 will seek fundmg from the system. But admm1strators for the 
to get $Cl;\eol In London-Corbin area 1~2 General _Assembly. A commu- financially strapped institution, 
· · :,.;;& •·,~r, · mty college m the London-Corbin which is privately owned and affili-
By Slephaniil!'" ·,i'!i,' Higher Education) report in August, ~rea, which wou_ld cost ~12.5 mil- ated with _the United Methodist 
Herald-Loader 
1
~ ;., • ,.,}•, . and then we really dig in." ho!', . ,yas not high on 1t.s hst of Chll!'ch, ~'? they would rather 
The "big.~li!fcilj°~Jg in the Leaders from six southeastern pnonl!es. retam their mdependence. 
battle for· 3: cti~tJmty. college in K~ntucky counties formed the com- . Bullock, wh? served ~s a pu!Jlic Ken James, chairman of the 
the London,,gilt!;i~~ea, but a m1ttee about three mo~ths ago, informal!on officer and Journahsm committee, thinks the proposed col-
group of :· cohl~~t{:\ · \eaders is afyer Sue Bennett ~olle~e m London mstruc(or at Sue _Bennett bef'?re she Jege could work even better. .. 
ready. 
1 
.. _ ijl\&!;l,f.'i'.. : reJecled. t~e _Umvers1ty of Ken- was ~1sm1ssed m ~une, said t_he 
"~e're try~f~itevertthing tuckfs mVItalion to become a com- committee _had kept m contact with 
orgam~ /orJlir,~Jg,piish this fall, mumty college. UK admm1strators. 
contacting .J~-·  >';as well as The c~mmiitee is waiting ·for "I don't get the impression that 
fortifying otir,'s.·u_· ·.' . ' . "_'-bri a grass- the council to determine whether a this college is not important to UK " 
roo~ l~veJ,:•.J;iijji, ~u'sie Bullock, community college in the area · is . she ~aid. "Th~y've assured us th~t 
pubhc mfo~~9,!k;iifficer for the feasible. Later in the fall, the council they re determmed to get the college 
Kentucky Souineft(:;Regional Com- will decide on endorsing plans for a here." 
munity Collegl!j,Comiiilttee. community college. 
"We'll hefil'ii@tCouncil (on A few weeks ago, UK released Ben~~~t ~:~~\~
1
1~~k:!.:!/~J~i 
"We're going to be able to reach 
a vast. number of people that pres-
ently can't take advantage of other 
educational opportunities," he said. 
Students in London who want 
to attend community colleges now 
have to travel 35 miles west to 
Somerset or 60 miles east to Haz-
ard. 
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Nunn's support 
amid strife 
Alumni criticize 
board chairman's 
involvement 
By Jamie Lucke 
Herald-Leader education writer 
FRANKFORT - Kentucky 
State University President John 
Wolfe received a ringing endorse-
ment from KSU board chairman 
Louie B. Nunn yesterday as KSU 
alumni leaders said Nunn should 
butt out of the day-to-day running 
of the university. · 
A confusing chain of events 
unfolded over the past week amid 
rumors that Wolfe. KSU's president 
for one year, might be running into 
opposition from faculty members, 
according to alumni leaders. 
The events culminated in a six: 
hour, closed-door board meeting 
yesterday that apparently failed to 
resolve all the personnel issues 
facing the board. Nunn said the 
regents would meet again within a 
month to complete the largely un-
finished agenda from yesterday's 
meeting. 
The KSU alumni association 
last Saturday passed a resolution 
supporting Wolfe. Nunn said yes-
terday the alumni show of support 
was welcome but unnecessary. 
Wolfe. who is black, thanked 
Nunn, who is white, for his support 
and called for a halt to "the racial 
antagonism and tension that has 
permeated this previous academic 
year." 
"I'm putting everyone on notice 
in this community that I will not 
tolerate dissension, the fomenting of 
dissension by anyone regardless of 
their . station or position," Wolfe 
said. 
"Ladies and gentlemen, there is 
too much at stake here for us to 
continue to bicker and wallow in 
the sadness of the issues that have 
permeated this community in the 
past year .... 
"I've been a kind man; I've been 
polite. I've taken a lot of abuse this 
past year. I probably will take a lot 
more. But I want you to know and 
to understand clearly what has 
gone on this past year will not go 
on in the ensuing year." 
Wolfe said he had been bom-
barded by faculty members, stu-
dents, staff members and a wide 
range of individuals who interjected 
race as an issue where it had no 
bearing. He said more was being 
made of the racial strife at KSU, 
once the only Kentucky university 
open to blacks, than was warranted. 
The Rev. Louis Coleman, a KSU 
employee, graduate and civil rights 
activist, said he had heard that 
some white faculty members were 
contending that Wolfe had discrimi-
nated against whites in hiring. 
But Coleman and Shelby Lanier, 
president of the Louisville branch of 
the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People, in 
a statement submitted to the board, 
said charges of reverse discrimina-
tion at KSU ''were difficult to be-
lieve." 
Coleman said 29 percent of 
KSU's faculty members were black 
though federal desegregation guide-
lines would allow up to 40 percent 
of the KSU teachers to be black. 
KSU is at the upper limit for black 
administrators - 69 percent -
under the state's desegregation 
agreement, Coleman said. 
KSU alumni association presi-
dent Vincent Bakeman, who came 
from his home in Chicago for the 
meeting, said in an interview that 
Nunn was undermining Wolfe by 
circumventing his authority. Bake-
man said Nunn had encouraged 
employees to bring complaints di-
rectly to the board rather than to 
Wolfe. 
"We're concerned about the uni-
versity. We want this Board of 
Regents to be a policymaking board 
and_ not an administrative body." 
Bakeman said Nunn dominated 
the board and questioned why the 
regents did not operate in commit-
tee but as a committee of the whole 
always chaired by Nunn. 
Nunn said the board was sim-
ply exercising its oversight duty 
under Kentucky law, and Wolfe 
echoed his statement. 
Nunn said his statement of sup-
port for Wolfe was in response to a 
"dastardly" rumor that the board 
would entertain a motion yesterday 
to fire Wolfe. Nunn bl>..r,ed an 
unknown individual who wanted to 
make trouble for Wolfe for the 
rumor. • 
Nunn said Wolfe took the helm 
of a campus in turmoil a year ago. 
"I would be remiss to say there is 
not turmoil on this campus today." 
f ;~iWJSU star Swartz intends ~g~i~1~~~~i~i~~~ 
•~<><s•'l~qi>F,,,., .,, "'': • , call. He thought he might go in the 
, "Both of the rookies are swim-
mmg, and they'll be overwhelmed 
by the pace. They're just trying to 
keep their heads above water but 
theY'.11 get their chances. 'Sam 
Wyche was a free-agent quarter-
back who made it. There's your 
example.'' 
taf/l'kl;~e himself with· Bengals ~~Y.~~n:~~~:~?::~•g: 
,: .. ~:,L~ttJJ~i~i,.: j · nfi:Z"'~•:r-.=:,•·- -·-=;i,-,,,1,. "~,. ;___ _ _ ~ "A lot of timf$/:teams·Mn take i,~;.,,~iml~JS~(-:i, · 1 ·. Acco ,,'!lt~~'fS\\:~.· .. H1§' ;r ~d while he ended his college someoneinthe12th(ilhdlast)round 
, l••sm<':, .. ,.,,,.,Y,~;,;,:-,·r. ; , cHances stn~ly,de~ild,,on,,howi ~ hy leading Morehead to a as just a camp player,".Swartz says. 1
~'~
1-~~~!!1!,</..~!•.~~~1~P,'~ I he does du9ng,summer,t:an:i1:i;,-.:;.:.! lstunriing upset over top-ranked and "I wanted to ~vea shot.atlllllking 
•'-·•~~§!Q~;:9~i~ --'-Th.e 
1 . •"It will co!'le down I(! ·wh~·· ;(!nbeaten Ea~t~ Kenlt!cky! the t~e team and, ~.a free'agent;,I could 
~q;~,!'.11#\~lir~~'- went th!s : plays ,?etter m the pre-season!t ;11:os were losmg mterest m h101, pick and c!ioose. ·.', _.· '•·.' _., 
,Pl'i_')g'(ji_!!l!gl,Ws1,~1l;.Pf Chris I games, . Swartz . sar~, "h hope ~-'.· It started, Swartz says, at the "I knew; Cincinnati •pianned to 
•~-e!!).e~l]C9.~t8$ffing qua;. _th~e . ..y1U be no .pohtics be~tise, ~ginning of his senior year. bring four •quarterbacks;,_to camp, 
erc.a.~Ja.!;<~~1;;,~tilte,. was Dim was a fourth-roun~ cho1ce·lf · ;! '.'They (NFL, scouts) looked at The. Bengals told meltdiey• were 
ey~w~@fti':i!1:J{:¥;;',~ ({ . . . . I run extremely better m the pre;<,, ,t;lie .1!1. the first .few. games,'' he says. going to sil!h one ·tree 1ll'gent, and 
,r~'l!tfilf~litil'_shimld•hlive bee_ n . season; I ~hoU!d be here,_ But you 'r,'i'i was. _itlllt coming off shoulder they wanted iUo be me. I knew New 
l~i'i'?f~fs~: was say- ~e;_';, kn?\\'.·" . . . ,,·, ,$!irgery,- and I didn't throw .. !Hat I Orleans and New England would 
1*..i\!fi~jli;/irst'pJaf(ice:wiih the' , · ... ease<!. Wlth'p,;ogress· :' ., )~.) ·was a whole different quar-
1 
Have five quarterbacks ii) camp. My 
:el_l!lt'~H}~~1Ffidlay. "I '.,.,_Sq:Swartz was on th~-Ben; ! •m,,b;~ therestfothf th~ sea_son. I athgaetntM(loimndRayan~beganht,·-·ndeglo~tioedns 
l•J..)<'f<!l!:,Jlist11816 ,,,,Jas p ayers· · :gals' practice ·fi' Id . ( ;.;;.;, ., . J. ·''. ,, rnen one o . e scouting agen- Y mg an . s1g11 
hatft_e.i)mjigli;_ifi•,lli_ ..M)ra~ I-still I tilmington Coiieg· YE:5 ei~d'· aft ' (.,~.;.!<1111e out in Novem~ ot De- with Cincinnati the-next morning, 'I 
eel•tliat'way.:1;-i."~'.1:1.; I . ,. , e ms ea <;> ·~bef and had me hsted 15th decided to: stay in toWN· and_ I 
-Afit11;'~·a~;'.~ h the ' ttendmg the ~era! ' of, h!s' ·I :IBllorig quarterbacks in the nation. thought this wouid be iny best shot 
~\i~l~tli!Swartz ug.· He be- ·, ~dmo/her, Patilme McCarty, 10 ' <tthey:. also had me running the 4().. to make a pro team." 
· -c· · · ' · · .. - · Owingsville Ky 'td da h . 52 hi h . s· h 'eviis~;be::,§hoiifclmilive ireceived '. · ' · , . . s m . , w c _ 1s pretty mce e signed, Swartz Has 
~or{~1JpfifiheJif98 for ~is L ~e woul? be t~mkmg of his . ovi. ! don't know where they got worked out and attended the Ben-
o,ll~ge··~;J!!)~J.'M: -t>otenl!al, !ly, he satd, but ~IS parents, ~ 'that time because I run a 4.9, even a gals' mini-camp, He left. his account-
nd•n~tl)iifheJlaif/i 'cliimce,,he ' ~d Peggy .~wartz, ,made the dea- ?t.84 once. But that hurt I'm a better ing job two weeks before summer 
~ll'·Wo~~',thii::ildiuts,;,combines : ~ for me to s~y 10 camp for the .:athlete !Han some people think," camp "to try and get a jump on 
nd,;.ev~~y;1,etse,, ~ng ·for · 1';''".nd day of drills., . , ' . · Swartz was bypassed in the things." . 
~gl~~i.!iiJ~nf an~ creden- k . For now, Swartz IS pl~ With jpost:~01_1 all-star games and , "Eric Wilhelm Has been my 
1!]s;:7it\_t•t'i::i/"1'<t-'JJ.,:'[~ .i ',. . . . IS progress. He has_ gamed 10 -wasn't mvited to NFL workouts. He teache~.' He and ~mer both have 
(.!'"t\:\l:,ffii~~~\ii:~Swfutz . Has· . l>?unds, up 10. 210,__and 11 has ~elped ;also wasn't ranked by the National taken time to explam what's going 
igne\t~·~~agerltrronti-act with·,, E~ ~ S!ren~. Tha! was impor- :SCou~ng Combine, which had Ho!- on,'' Swartz says .. "It's a lot better 
1~ ~$;'kl_~ #.,il,Dq!f:Hollas, a ' f;t, .~e says. 11 Hasn I slowed me •,!'as hsted. as ·the N?. 3 quarterback when you h~ thmgs from a_ play-
,~~{<.?!l!'Jl~:~1~¼\~\lll;!! fr?m · 
1
,t alt · . , .'bospect m !he natmn. er's standpomt. They tell you how 
lce,:/U.m:111!!S1ty;;:are',¢mpeting h After four Y~ of _stardom !n , ,Meanwhile, Swartz was working I I? tak1; shortcuts and how to memo-11s p'fe'.;seas'dti)to,!ie&>i:iie Cincin- college, S~ _is.,stamng over m l" d living in the Cincinnati area nze thmgs better. · 
a.t_ i'~)lWl'_'.,~f;_~_~rb/i§~'. behind L_ e 11~08- d.l. ~ldn 4 get a lot. ·_of ·ehile his bride, Kelly, was attending. "Don ?Jollas) is a. good quarter-
:arter/Booijler,,Eimisotl'llnd·back• ~titians. ~ng e fu:st practire,, :· Hase Law School at Northern-Ken-!. back. Hes personable, and we're 
p F;~r,~illl~i- :'t·• ,°'' <'. , • d .~II this is ~ , learmng ~- ;, cky University.A few days before !(ood friends although we're compel-
., ~cciiaj_i,i\lfto'.<itiarterbai:k i:oa- ,jmce, ~e says., 1 m not. gmng_ to Jhe draft, he was conta~-- by f 1!1&· We both unders\3nd the situa-
1 Dafui-B1ble.rSwartz and Hallas , force th1~· If 1t, h~ 1~ be a short I Wyche and asked to ~ out at lion, and we try to help each other. 
ill)receive1;/selei:nve. chances" 1 J!pu~, I II take It. I II Just do my Spinney Field, the BengaI~;,pta,ctice There's no back-stabbing. We go 
llri~~jtlfel~e,,xlij~iti&!) ciiinpaign. I ~t. . complex. Later !0 the,/w~~11., he I out and do the best we can.'' 
:, .A:ccoro111g:to herufcoacli Sam ',, NFL lost Interest worked out for Bible. ,;·,{t.;,;e:,<r,W' .. : Wyche set an example 
cycli.~VSwlitt:zi'lias,.two:c1mi11:es ,,; ' . . . . "Sam said he liked whilftitil::iw ·11•· -.,_;;...---------=--
1.i.,~.·-1•·.;._,;,·;1<- .. ·•••"· r"·"' . -f' Swartzs best durmg his senmr ., d I talked 'th h' '•1···•••'•·•"· ,: Although Swartz wasn't drafted .uu=., o. 'l!P'..il .!!.~I-'-""!ll, g1xen year I M eh d ,1 h an w1 1m a, · . e, , . , lias§i1'.s1ei4tlt€d7sta~•li\jtiries; L i • ak ahimordraftea hwi!8n lethnough hto Swartz says. "The ... ,, 'ere , q~erback coach Bible knew about 
r "·jju•·.•·~d''_•'·'··''lcl. · --1i--· · · h m e a c mce a oug e I · b k'J-r/'· ~··• -him even before the pre-draft work 
l,yd~s.Jan}.~,/1'!1h,.coe~., •·_sU!ortd ~~ ,t le set countless school and conference osmtgta qCulartelrartadc 'P\,, ,,Sol'd.. outs. "We liked some things and w~ . ,.. u,:,YV uu.CO UC vu. ieco d d virtuall 'peel t Ph.I wen O eve as. I· th h ' irabier'.<l~ie\lWo:y~:with $imr ~ an . fr YtWlh Eago,u' 'I tional free agent) and tlffi;;··:·-"tliit _oug the shou!d have an,opportu-
~ _DZ.k;;J.,~ .. ~·<J'·.!~~t.'i-1:~:.::,:)ti. •· _ ms name om e ,es re-. 1 try 1" ' ·,;i:d~ -i~jt;i mty to make this club," Bible said. "" .,,~•,i\'i/!-,-,,,. ,. 1:ord book me o ou. , ... ,.,, ,, "Th t' h h ' h , . ·· a s w y es ere. 
Yes, Wyche agreed, but his situ-
ation was different, he says. "I went 
with. an expansion team (the Ben-
gals m 1968), arid I had a little better 
opportunity, Chris is with a veteran 
team, 
''.Before we make a decision, we 
want to see him in an 11-on-11 
s\tuation on the field, We can give 
him a cHance to make a few mis-
takes early and learn from them and 
see l)ow far he goes.'' 
Wyche was impressed with 
Swartz in the Spinney Field workout 
and sirice then. And he is uncon' 
cerned that Swartz wasn't drafted.' 
, /The draft bypasses a lot of 
good players who are,in camps right 
now;" Wyche says, 
Help from Simms 
The mental aspect figures to 
enhance his chances, Swartz says 
Bible says Swartz knows footbali 
and is a good student of the game. 
And Swartz has been helped by 
his mentor, Phil Simms, the More-
head quarterback who was a first• 
round draft pick by the New Yark 
Giants in 1979. 
''Phil told me what I needed to 
. do as early as_ niy sophomore year 
at Morehead," Swartz says. "He 
taught me about learning defenses 
and how to tlirow the ball on time 
things like that. It helps to hear it 
from someone who's there.'' 
But even though he eclipsed 
Simms' records at Morehead Swartz 
· was ignored in· the draft. ' 
"Phil was in the right place at 
the right time, and someone saw 
something in him," Swartz says. "I 
guess I wasn't in that-right place at 
the right time. 
' 
"Our first scrimrru,l(e is Satur-
' ~ay, I don't know how many repeti: 
1 lions ,I'll get, but !Hat will be the 
first lime I'll get tested in live drills: 
I want to show them they shouldn't 
.have slighted me." 
LEXINGTON; Ky. - In 1952, a Bostonian 
moved to Le:ti11gto1_1 after the University of 
Kentucky hired him to teach television 
.courses. -
: The '.'trouble was, the universiif iacked'a ' 
television camera and studio: Realiiin1f this • 
would make his job difficult, O. Leonard 
Pres.s set out to acquire equipment. 
· He eventually got the camera and the stu-
dio. ~~ also got KET, Kentucky Educational 
Teldv1,:o~,; Press now. calls the origin of 
~'F;.vlru.t,1,,we.nt _on the air 23 years ago, a·: 
' natural progrll6s1on." . · 
"We were thinking, how do we teach 1Y 
if we don't have an~g, and so I started· 
to work toward gelling a studio at UK," he 
said. "I thought, wait a minute, what are we · 
goin~o do with it when we get it? I thought 
abo~t having a station, like a college radio 
station. Then I thoughi-it should be more 
than just Lexington." 
So it is. 
KET is a statewide television network, the 
largest state network-
in the counlty in terms 
of equipment. It is the 
legislature on 1V. It is 
some of the most in-
ventive educational 
programming in the 
nation. It is the adult 
GED series. It is Ken-
tucky arts, and public-
1979 PHOTO :n'f airs programming, it 
PRESS: ''The JS many •other things as 
people of well. 
Kentucky ere But next July, KET 
• • • Indebted to will no longer be under 
hlll!," the wing of the only 
. executive director it 
~as ever known. Len Press is retiring effec-
tive June 30, 1992. ' 
"I look at every new experience in life as 
an adventure not to be missed, and if I had 
had. my druthers, I would have retired 30 
years ago for three or four years and then 
come back to work," said Press, 69. "But 
they don't give you that option. So I want to 
ret_ire while. I still have enough vitality to 
enioy whatever that experience is going to 
be."· -
Press wants to travel, read and pursue 
painting and photography. But he promises 
to keep his hand in at KET. With the 
changes the next few years promise to 
bring, Press' · successor probably 
will be glad to have him around. 
KET ls building a 67,000-square-
foot addition, scheduled to open this 
fall, that will more than double its 
studio arid office space;. The .new· 
center carries an $8 million price,; 
tag. for the building and: slightly; 
more than that for equipment.::i: •. ,:~ 
"I think it is an awfully'goocftime ! 
to let someone younger and more ' 
vigorous come in and take' us'-to the-
n~ stages of development,'! _Press~ 
said. · ~- ._:"-..• ;·~-~ "-~.:,1 ~-·_ .• 
1
.r, 
It has seemed as if'·th'at -time:" 
mil!llf.::Pever ,come; .. Although· Pressi· 
ins~many midwives helped .deliv-. 
er KET, he ls its only- tnle father,~ ; 
Press came to .UK in 1952 with a·. 
background in radio and· television 
at Boston University. · · · 
"Part of my job in the early days 
was to kind of barnstorm the· state 
to talk to people and tell them what• 
it was we were trying to do,'' Press . 
said. "A lot of people caught that 
vision, starting most prominently 
with Bert Combs." 
Combs said that, as governor, he 
dragged his feet on the KET concept 
at first because many teachers 
"thought it would displace them." 
"Len Press kept coming and com-
ing back," Combs said. "He. con-
vinced me it was an important edu-
cational tool for Kentucky."'. 
With Combs' support, the legisla-
ture in 1960 directed the Legislative 
Research Commission, to study edu-
cational television for; Kentucky • 
Then Ned Breathitt became gov-
ernor, and he said, " 'Show me the 
support for it. I don't want to field 
something that stands there idly,' " 
said Press, who remained on the 
faculty at UK until he was put on 
the state payroll in 1963. 
The barnstorming , intensified. 
Press talked to college groups, 
teachers, the PTA, women's clubs, 
school board meml!ers - "anybody 
I could talk to." By 1966, Press con-
vinced Breathitt that the education 
community was ready to make use 
of a statewide, educational televi-
sion network. 
Breathitt backed an $8.6 million 
bond issue, That plus $2.1 million in 
federal grants built the basic micro-
wave network that still carries 
KET's signal across the state. 
When Louie· Nunn became gover-
nor in 1967, Press' lack of an oper-
ating budget forced him to persuade 
a third governor to support KET. 
Press eventually got his first oper-
ating budget, $1.8 million, and KET 
went on· the air in 1968. 
Nunn said recently that he decid-
ed to put "a considerable amount of 
money'' into KET· because he envi-
sioned,that Kentucky would one day 
have a·, centralized school system 
and'the.'network could be used for 
iristruc!fon. The annual budget now 
tops $20 million. 
In a state as political as Kentucky, 
Press has managed to survive eight 
governors and has generally kept 
the network. above the fray. 
"I really think that we have a 
good project and that we're thought 
of as more of an educational agency 
than a television station," Press 
said. "I think KET has been per-· 
ceived by the political structure as 
being outside the political struc-
ture." 
· Whether it's for raising KET from 
its modest beginnings or keeping it 
free of political influence, Press 
draws widespread praise from those 
who have worked with him. 
"He deserves a great deal of cred-
it," Combs said. "The people of 
Kentucky are deeply indebted to 
him." 
Distributed by The Aasociated Press. 
James· Alexander Still Jr. was 
born in 1906 on · a · fann outside 
l:3fayette, Ala., into a fa_mily of five 
sisters and four brothers. His father 
was a "horse doctor.' - a veterinar-
ian with no. formal training - and 
! .. , ' a cotton farmer, ..... , ... •.•, . . . .. 
};.;·' . "Here lately," Still ~ys, "I've 
\:::.' . ~ wanting to write about my 
·J , childhood ~·all these uncles an( 
aunts and 8falldpas and cousins by 
the dozens; and all these getting- · 
togethers ·and barbecues. It seems 
like we 'never had ahything to do 
'with anybody_ but kinfolks." 
·. After, high school, he enrolled in 
Lincoln_·· Memorial:: University in 
. :re~n~_Whfn: lie worked as a 
Jamtor: ffi;. the· hbrary. There he, 
disco_v~:The Atlantic, the most· 
;,_prestigious.literary publication'. of 
(!its.day;.~ devoured every issue he.i 
t;could_ ]i~d, learning composition,; 
(from its lJ&i~ 3_!ld decid~ ~ write;; 
•. for the magazme. It would eventuilk• 
'·1y··publish. 10· of his stories andi1 
,: three · ·· hat hi calls '.'verses " · -;'. ... , .,._ . . ··., . . ...... 
~{:: . · i .. '.: · .ft,:school at Van,;. 
• , derbilt ·, . . _ ity arid the. Unlvetsiii;; 
; ,tY.,of Hfi • 1 Still row\d himself in:•: 
f; the. Q\i_dst;of the Depression with no 
~ 1WQ pri:>spects. .·• : , , · .: , • 1;', -~::-. "i .. , :• 
rlt,!i'••Jtraveled ()~~ ~''5oujffooit:', 
. 0=·wir1.'i ;...:-- '·•· "I · ·· 
· U"l'i'> . ·""'·•-''S, says. .... ,rode, 
trains, freight cars. I remember 
being on \me with some people from 
the Bonus Army going to Washing.' 
ton. Somehow we got word that a 
·railroad detective was up at the 
next stop waiting for us. and we 
jumped off that moving train. I 
picked cotton in Texas. I was in 
Atlanta trying to get a job. and at a 
factory where they made stoves in 
Rome, Ga. The man laughed at me. 
I can see him doing it. It was a very 
humbling time." 
Finally, Still found. a job as a 
librarian at Hindman Settlement 
• 
School in Knott County He wor~ed 
there ior six years -· the first three 
for only room and board. During 
this time, Still began to publish 
' poems and an occasional short sto-
. ry in magazines throughout the 
country. In 1937, Viking Press 
,. brought out . his poetry collection 
Hounds on the Mountain, which 
received excellent reviews: 
In June 1939, Still moved into 
the two-story log house on Little 
Carr Creek. Built in 1827 - or, if 
the state historical association is 
correct; in 1840 - the house was 
owned by woodworker and dulci-
mer maker Jetliro Amburgey, who' 
had iaught at the settlement school. 
Still had intended to stay a few 
weeks, just long enough to finish 
the manuscript of River of Earth. 
"But soon," he remembers, "I real-
ized this was the place I'd been 
looking for all my life!' 
At first, his neighli:,rs looked on 
Still with some suspicion. "He's quit 
a good job and come over in here 
and sot down,'! one said. Another 
called him "the man in the bushes," 
and_ a. third. suspected that the 
stacks" of books:. in Still's house 
contained_ "devilish writing." -:. • · ., 
. But ev~~tually Still became-~ 
of the scene, keeping bees, chatting ' 
. in . churchyar~ . ad!! courthouses, 
:: altef)ding stocl("sales·_and bog-kill-
' lngs;; swapping tall tales in• the . 
• ,_country ;.sto~;tYou talk smart," 
: bne, ma:t.,: saiif,_j'.'but, ~u•~-: got 
·\ ~!billy wrote il.f bver ~~~-❖- '.' 
, , , ' , · • 'Facing the time•'' < ' • · r.~'·.':·,•,·- . •. - \~_~,·: 
:,1,-!f.:'Much of the material fut Riiier'· 
: of Earth came from Still's work as a 
'· relief worker foi-· t~ federal Erner-. 
gency Relief ~dministratiori. 
:,;.'. . :•1 ~orked the entire summer in , 
; ,!hese little, liack""."009 places. Visit- . 
.\. .!llB ~!t~. ffl lZ-,~.._lnr!_~_QOO,, 
Mof:..c-'> 
,j A,1,,\ [s ~ 11 LL 
( C,>id 1J..) 
• only,---;; fd count the chickens, how 
many eggs they laid. if they had a 
cow, how much milk they got, what 
the garden was like." 
He also came to· know the re-
gion's grim coal camps, where fam-
ilies who had sold or lost their 
· farms in the coal boom of the 1920s 
migrated from camp to camp, hud-
dling in shotgun houses and breath-
ing coal dust and the fumes from 
burning slag heaps. 
"l took all. this at face value," 
Still savs. ·•The novel became the . 
story ui one family facing the 
times." 
River of Earth, the story of the 
Baldridge family - which shuttles · 
between the coal camps and subsis-
tence farms in Eastern Kentucky -
appeared in 1940. It received rave 
reviews - Time magazine called it 
·•a work of art" - and was sold to 
the &ok of the Month Club. 
· Narrated by a small boy, the 
book uses -precise, poetic descrip-
tions and dialogue that employs 
native Appalachian rhythms best 
represented by the book's most 
famous passage, a sermon by 
8rother Sim Mobberly. 
"These hills· are jist dirt waves, 
washing through eternity," he says. 
"My brethren, they h'aint a hill 
standing so proud but hit'll sink to 
the low ground o' sorrow. Oh, my 
children, where air we going on this 
· mighty river· of earth; a-boming, • 
begetting, and a-dying ....:0 the living 
and _the dead riding the waters? 
. Where air it sweeping us?" · · · 
Some readers "didn't get much 
out of the book because they didn't 
meet me halfway and they didn't 
have any feeling for the area or the 
type of people I was wnting about," 
Still says. "I had letters asking me 
why did ·.I write. about those old 
hillbi[lies?" · . 
But today , the novel is often 
compared to John Steinbeck's TM 
Grapes of Wrath as one of the great 
books of _the Great DepressiotL'· /:. :· 
', .. "It's reai1y a-bettet book thah.: 
.· Thi Grapes' ol w;ath,. says Fred. 
. ChappelL an award-winning North 
Carolina writer and critic: ."It has ii·. 
. much surer .design,'fiif'ane thing;: 
· and The Grapes of Wr~th is tpeme-
ridden in a way that River' of Earth 
is not." · . l ·,i. ,.~ .. _. · 
... H.R. Stoneback,' \Vho hali writ-
ten scholarly . articl,i, about Still's . 
, _Wll£k, ~ Ri.ver,,of1¥irth at the.: 
State University of New York at 
New Paltz. "It's an extraordinary. 
book, certainly the finest book ever 
written about the Eastern Kentucky 
coal country." . 
Still says he feels no personal 
connection with the book anymore 
- ''There's not a cell in my body 
that was there when I wrote it" -
but he's pleased by its• success. 
"There's a politician in Pike 
County, a big:rough man that I was 
introduced to a few years ago in 
Whitesburg. He was told I wrote 
River of Earth, and he said, •you 
. know, I read that book not long 
ago, and wheti I finished it, I felt 
funny.' I said, What do you mean, 
funny?' He didn't want to say it, but 
fuiallr he said, 'I wanted to ciy:,.:- . 
-t 'Ideas In my head' ··:::·-:_' 
-U,' -------- : .. __ 
·• After being drafted for 3 ½ 
years in the Anny Air Corps during 
World War II, Still returned to the 
house on Little Carr and set about 
writing stories. . . 
. With remarkable economy of 
language - an editor at Viking 
once accused him of .. trying to 
eliminate all the words" - Still 
produced stories that reveal, often 
simultaneously, the hardship and , 
humor of Appalachian life. . . . .. , 
A few of the stories rise to the 
level of tragedy. Notable among 
these is Still's most moving tale, 
."The Nest," about a young girl who 
gets lost in the mountains and ends 
up dying of exposure to the ~Id.:_ 
"That's the only story tha(i 
ever got really emotional about," he-
says. "When l got that child close to. 
the end of the story, I couldn'Cgo,: 
on.. I stopped, and about three' 
weeks later I finished it See, whe1i 
. I'm writing these things, I'm living· 
them I'm not just somebody think, 
ing som~thing up and putting :jf: 
down. I ltved. ~U my wo~k. • , <;~?Jff 
·, . Still prefers not to d~. lit 
detail the way he writes, except to. · 
. say that if happe1:9 only. wbel( ttj; 
becomes psychologically ~~ 
He descnbes the .PT00:'58 tlµ,.'11Y.~· 
, ''There's these }tttle. ideas m • mfi .-head 'anil, they keep"'....;;.,;.;·;,;, . IF.'. 
P. ·• • ''8lll4,bd .. '~.,,-:~'.!la .. 
~~ be- ,. ~~It- ·";. 
·~Jie asked wlii;'~ ~ I 
j[eejie bothering me. I keep thinking ' 
-
it'lc · . ._. .. . t,W~. . ,~-,:'·fl'" , ..... ,.-·. J. •. 
~'.~wi~~'_"-'± 
Mleii.:was ... ' •, . -
wrote tt to get rid of it." -
'It must have hurt' 
Although his stories and poems 
were being published in such maga-
zines as The Atlantic, Esquire and 
The Saturday Evening Post, and 
winning top literary prizes, in the 
I 950s and '60s Still was all but 
unknown in Kentucky . 
"l went 20 years when nobody 
ever told me they read anything of 
mine," he says. "But I didn't expect 
anybody to - they weren't reading 
anybody else, either." 
When a major Appalachian 
writers conference was held in Be-
rea in the '50s, Still was not invited. 
"I-decided to go-anyway, and I was 
never even introduced, to stand up 
like other people," he says. "At that 
moment, I felt something that hurt 
me. In a moment, 1 knew that 
nobody would ever touch me again. 
1 hadn't felt neglected before, and I 
never did again.'' I 
But some of Still's friends be-
lieve he _continued: to feel neglected. 
"He'd say he didn't care, and yet 
you could see that he did care," 
says poet and publisher Jonathan 
Greene. "If you asted him if he was 
bitter about it, e would never 
admit to ·it, but h was." 
• · . There were se · eral reasons for 
Still's lack of recognition in his 
adopted state. One was that his 
literary output, though of consis-
tently high quality, was small. "I 
don't have a lot of writing like a lot 
of people," he freely admits ... You 
could never call me prolific." 
:,; . : Another fact<r 1in Still's lack of 
; renown in the_ staul was Kentucky's 
. tendency· to iflll(lre its own literary 
.. · artists. "We produce writers all out 
'of proportion to the population," 
,• Miller sayl!j "but we are not known· 
f as a state of great readers." 
":;,\ :· ~tuckians who did read their 
: own authors tended to gravitate 
.!Qward Jesse Stuart, Still's old class-
/°dte .. at Lincoln Memorial, While 
,'Still '.)Vlli crafting a few gemlike 
,'. · stocies;' Stuart;° was churning out 
/more than 75 l;iook&. . •. 
~"t;;;,,, •~esse. ~viis''oot always kind,•. i')>,,,;., Lo I~ ..,,_~_ f Berea ; sa,D ya ,u .. ...., u.ua.wr. o · 
,~•,;;.t,,!-JlP!iaC~ . Center.: 
~~ :were very. 1mportant to 
(lnll(f'and•, hfd':·say, 'What about' 
: Still? He h::sn't published a book in 
several years now.' It must have, 
: hlllt Mr. Still" • f o2~. 1:'5iden. t John Stephen-
.., -._says;~- Stuart was a self-
promoter in '.a way.ihat Mr. Still 
never was and never will be." 
In any case, Still was destined 
to outlive Stuart - in more ways 
than one. "You hate to get into 
comparisons," Stephenson says 
"but in the long run I have no doubt 
that Mr. Still's writing will hold up 
better than Mr. Stuart's." 
. The turning point came in the 
mid-1970s, when Greene's Gnomon 
&oks published the short-story col-
lection Pattern of a Man. The event 
started a revival of Still's work that 
continued as the University Press of 
Kentucky reprinted River. of &rth 
and published a second story collec-
tion, The Run for the Elhertas. 
These books allowed new read-
ers to rediscover Still. One of those 
readers was Stephenson: "I became 
aware of Mr. Still when someone 
gave me a copy of. Pattern of a 
Man. I cackled and cried and car-
ried on, and finally said, 'Where is 
this man?' " · · 
In recent years, Still has experi-
enced an avalanche of honors: Ste-
phenson named UK's James Still 
Fellowships; Morehead State Uni-
versity has a James Still Room· the 
Hindman Settlement School · will 
soon dedicate its James Still Leam-
ing Resource Center for dyslexic 
children. Graduate students and 
other scholars, writer Garney Nor-
man says, "are all over his work.''. 
And even though Still continues 
to work on writing projects, which 
he declmes to discuss for publica-
tion, he has embarked on a second 
career as a teacher and literary 
ambassador, speaking at elemen-
tary schools and colleges in Ken-
tucky - "Children are especially 
drawn to him," says Jana Everage 
of the settlement school - and as 
far away as Rome. 
But as ever, Still always comes 
back to the log house on which he 
h_as a lifetime inheritance. He wor-
nes about what will happen to the 
house at the time of his death. when 
it will return to the Amburgey 
family: _"After me, the deluge." 
One thing' wh~ fate he isn't 
worried about, Still says, is his 
literary reputation. "In 20 years I 
expect to be a footnote bok at 
these writers, big ones - they die, 
they're gone, you never hear of 
them agaitL From the moment of 
my death, whatever happens to my 
work - that's it It's none of my 
business. I'm just living · in the 
present" 
MSU 
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5 offer land for community college in London 
Associated Press 
LONDON, Ky. - Five area resi-
dents offered yesterday to donate 
100 acres of land to the University 
of Kentucky for a community col• 
lege. 
"It's a nice gesture on their part," 
said Ken James, chairman of the 
Southern Regional Community Col• 
lege Committee. 
The prospective donors are Lau-
rel Circuit Judge Charles R. Luker, 
Melvin Vaugh, Baxter Bledsoe, and 
brothers Cloyd and Glenn House. 
The committee made the announce-
ment at its monthly meeting. 
UK announced a proposal last 
year to incorporate London's Sue 
Bennett College into the 14-school 
community college system. Sue 
Bennett's board of trustees initially 
approved of the idea but rejected 
the merger in January after United 
Methodist Church officials objected. 
The church owns the two-year 
school's buildings and grounds. 
But area residents haven't given 
up hope for a community college. 
The land offered yesterday sits in 
a hilly area outside the city limits, 
between the Daniel Boone Parkway 
and old U.S. 25. James said that he 
had gotten word out that the com-
LEXINGTON ~1ERALD-U:AOER, LEXINGTON, KY .. TUESDAY, JULY 23, 1991 
Education panel 
approves Hazard 
medical degree 
By Glenn Rutherford 
Herald-Leader Louisville bureau 
LOUISVILLE - A committee 
of the Council on Higher Education 
has approved an associate degree in 
medical laboratory technology at 
Hazard Community College as part 
of state efforts to improve health 
care in the region. 
The Programs Committee rec-
ommended that the council approve 
creation of the two-year degree 
program at its next meeting in 
August. 
According to Larry Fowler, a 
member uf the council's staff, there 
is a shortage of medical laboratory 
technicians in rural Kentucky. 
The 1990 General Assembly 
called for creating a Center for 
Excellence for Rural Health Care. 
Fowler said the associate degree 
program would be a part of that 
center, which is at l lazard Commu-
nity College. 
"At present there is an 18 per-
cent vacancy rate in niral Kentucky 
for medical lab technologists," 
Fowler said, "and over half the 
vacancies are in the southeastern 
part of the state." 
Fowler also reported that Haz-
ard Community College already had . 
identified "a substantial number of 
potential students" for the associate 
degree program. 
'At present there is an 18 
percent vacancy rate in 
rural Kentucky for medical 
lab technologists and over 
half the vacancies are in 
the southeastern part of • 
the state.' 
- Larry Fowler 
member of education counc11'1 11111 
"The fact that there has never 
been such a program in the area, 
that there are jobs available and 
that potential students in the area 
have fewer career alternatives avail-
able to them" should result in an-
adequate demand for the program 
for the next four or five years, 
Fowler said. 
Other new programs recom-: 
mended favorably to the council by 
the Programs Committee included: 
• A new bachelor of science 
degree in aircraft professional pilot-
ing" at Eastern Kentucky Universi-
ty. The program would consist of 
classes in aviation, management, 
physical geography and meteorolo-
gy. Basic aviation courses would 
include air transportation, flight · 
_safety ilir ~Cfi~JX@iQn 
mittee was looking for land arid that 
the five approached hmL : . 
Susie Bullock, a former public In-
formation director for Sue Bennett, 
said the committee was soliddng 
more offers from which UK would 
choose a site. , · 
The location of a community co\• 
lege in London would have to ·be 
voted upon by the Kentucky ~di 
on Higher Education. Bullock, said 
the panel is due to meet in N09eDl-
ber to consider the matter. . • ; 
None of the prospective donor, 
have ties to UK. • · , 
"We just wanted to do it for the 
community," Glenn House ~
.legislation and aerodynamics. 1 
Students in the program would 
also take courses in mathematics 
physics, ~nomics, psychology: 
computer soence and communica-
tion. 
Flight instruction would take 
place at the Madison County Air-
port in aircraft provided by Sports 
Air Inc., which wwld also provide 
flight instructors. Graduates would 
have accumulated 250 to 300 hours · 
of flight time and would have , 
earned commercial pilot, multi-en-
gine, instrument and flight instruc-
tor certifications and ratings. ~ 
• A new master of science in 
nursing degree at Northern Ken- t 
tucky University. The program . · 
would include a "fast track" provi- ; 
, sion that would allow undergradu-
ate nursing students with a least a 
3.0 grade point average to take 12 
hours of graduate 1leveJ rourses . 
during their senior year. • 
Those courses would apply to · 
their masters' degrees, and would 
leave the student with only 29 
hours of graduate work to complete 
toward the master's instead of the 
usual 41 hours.~ l ... ::...-.· -~a.11.r,... __ ........,.' 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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New degree favored at Hazard college 
Associated Press 
A Council on Higher Education 
committee has approved an associ-
ate degree in medical laboratory 
technology at Hazard Community 
College as part of state efforts to 
improve health care in the region. 
The Programs Committee recom-
mended Monday that the council 
approve creation of the two-year de-
gree program at its next meeting. 
Larry Fowler, a member of the 
council 's staff, said there is a short-
age of medical laboratory techni-
cians in rural Kentucky. 
The 1990 General Assembly 
called for creating a Center for Ex-
cellence for Rural Health Care. 
Fowler said the associate degree 
program would be a part of that 
center, which is at Hazard Commu-
nity College. 
Other new programs recommend-
ed to the council by the Programs 
Committee included: 
■ A new bachelor of science de-
gree in aircraft professional piloting 
at Eastern Kentucky University. The 
program would consist of classes in 
aviation, management, physical ge-
ography and meteorology. 
Flight instruction would take 
place at the Madison County Airport 
with aircraft and instructors pro-
vided by Sports Air Inc. 
■ A new master of science in 
nursing degree at Northern Ken-
tucky Uruversity. The program 
would include a "fast track" provi-
sion that would allow undergrad-
uate nursing students with a least a 
3.0 grade-point average to take 12 
hours of graduate-level courses dur-
ing their senior year. 
Those courses would apply to 
their master's degrees and would 
leave the student with only 29 hours 
of graduate work to complete to-
ward the master's instead of 41. 
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Misspelled 
slogan misses 
colleges (118rk 
Associated PreH 
BLOUNTVaLE, Tenn. - Bill-
boards advertising Northeast State 
Technica1 Community College don't 
quite convey the message the 
school wanted. 
More than a dozen billboards 
say: "A good college doesen't have 
to be expensive." .. 
• • 1-- ;.x 
Patty Hurley, the school's direc-
tor of public information, blamed 
the misspelling on the billboard 
company and said the C001pany 
promise.d 'to fix the signs. ( : I • J 
,. ,. f ' ... ;...., 1' • ~ .. 
'II it gets us talked about,· I 
guess it could be a good_~t1 w 
I said. 
- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, WEDNESDAY,_,J!,JL 'I' 24L 1891 , , . u· of L dismisses· coullselor;\··,-:.'. 
. . •' .. ~ 
who improved players' grades 
By JIM TERHUNE 
Staff Writer 
Ellen Ross, dismissed Friday by the Uni• 
versity of Louisville after being ~ted 
with improving motivation, study habits and 
grades by U of L br.sketball players and its 
coaching staff, believes she was the victim 
She named Tremaine Wmgfield, Kip 
Stone, Dwayne Morton and Greg Minor 
(the latter two Proposition 48 non-qualili• 
ers) as four who made the honor roll in the 
first semester and Cornelius Holden as one 
of a program with new guidelines designed 
to eliminate her. . 
"They took over the program and said 1t 
succeeded but wanted someone else to nm 
it," she said last night. 
Ross came to Louisville when her hus-
band Gordon, was hired to head the micro-
biology department. She was hired as a 
temporary, part-time employee last fall as a 
tutor to begin a U of L pilot_ prollf!UD focus• 
ing on improving the leammg skills of the 
school's basketball players. 
, U of L says she does not have a master's 
or a bachelor's degree. It decided to make 
the program permanent by creating two po-
. sitions under Steve Mil• 
; · ·· ··· • , i burn, the director of 
' academic athletic serv• 
ices. Both require a 
master's degree in edu• 
cation or counseling. 
"My senior year (at 
North Carolina) ·· I 
dropped out and took 
home-study courses;" 
Ross said. "I was a few 
credits down and am 
. taking seven hours (at 
1 U of L) now. So in essence they are correct. 
, But when I came here, I felt I had every• 
~£n: "~rder, and_ ,that the d~ -~ 
In the application she filled out she 
marked a space indicating she had a bache-
, 10~i 1~ii~." ~he ~d.; '1 ho~estly be-
• lieved everything was in order. If someone 
~ I lied, that stinks.".,,-.,~- . ''"" c:-,c 
After news reports about academic Iliff!. 
culties U of L athletes were having, the col-· 
Jege strengthened its requirements in ~ 
area and hired ROSS,·• :'>,I{":.; ···1,.~'·',,.~:, .,.,c[. 
"The real story has to: come from t1!!!-c 
players," she sald.'"We had Dine playeJS !'!!a 
it when we took over. About half were faih-. 
ing. The first semester seven made the ath~ 
letic honor roll· (at least ·.:a· 3.0 grl!de-JJ'!lll{; 
average); Coach· Crum (head coach Denily)f, 
and (assistant coach) Jeriy'Jon8$ liked whatJ' 
we were· doing so well they put 24 i!1 tlil!;_ 
program;including managers and traine:s,, 
Eight of those made the h_o~or rqll.~j~ 
ond semester." ;~•1!J-'."~ fu~.~fil~~.'.':·I~--
who made it in the second. She also 
said that U of L had the highest 
grade-point average among Metro 
Conference schools in 1990.91. 
"She motivated me to put in the 
time to study," Morton said last 
night. "She'd tell you it would pay 
off in the future and made us think 
about getting eligible. I don't like it 
(her dismissal) because her pro-
gram was doing well. If it's going 
good, it should be continued." 
University spokeswoman Denise 
Fitzpatrick said the tutoring pro-
gram will become full-fledged and 
continue to be overseen by Milburn. 
It is managed by the department for. 
student ;iffairs and funded by the U 
of L Athletics Association. 
No one from the university would 
comment on Ross' job performance. 
Milburn was on vacation and un• 
able to be reached at his office or 
home. Katherine Amos, Milburn's 
' immediate supervisor, refused to 
: comment and referred all questions 
to the public relations office. Dennis 
Golden, dean of student affairs, was 
out of town at a conference and un• 
able to be contacted. 
Athletics director Bill Olsen, 
whose department is directly con• 
cerned only with the financial as-
pect, said he's been instructed to re-
fer all questions to the public rela• 
tions office. Crum told his secretaiy 
he was headed out of town and 
didn't have time to discuss the situ• 
ation. 
, Ross said she received notice of 
her termination by certified letter 
last Thursday. Asked if she thought 
the program's teaching require-
ments were being structured in a 
way to keep her out, she said,. "I 
really did... . ' . :, ... ,.,..., 
But she wouldn't discuss whether 
there were any internal problems 
that might have led to the decision. 
The advertised description of the 
two jobs,'c:alled "academic counsel• 
or one,~. states that each position 
. ,.;.~~ ~, '·· . - . '· ,.,. ..:: ~..: :. 
pays a minimum _of $20,560, 
The first is for the "planning and 
implementation of academic sup• 
port seIVices in the intercollegiate 
athletic program. It requires a mas-
ter's degree in education or counsel-
ing and guidance, plus one year of 
related experience, or an equivalent 
combination. 
The second is to provide aca-
, demic advice for members of the 
. men's basketball team, supervising 
study halls, and requires a master's 
in college student personnel or 
counseling and guidance or related 
educational fields. 
Ross noted the people who 
helped. 
"No. 1, Denny Crum supported 
me 100 percent and Jerry Jones was 
· instrumental in helping this pro-
gram succeed," she said. "My assis-
tant, Karen DeVries (a writing spe-
cialist), did a marvelous job." 
Said DeVries, "I really have ho in-
formation and I would rather not 
say anything at all. It's tough, hard 
:· on the young men.,.. - -.,,,..;.:,,.;;~ 
In December, guard James Brew-
. er said he raised his grades froni Cs 
and Ds to Bs and Cs. "She'~ very . 
tough," he said. ''When she gets 
: mad, you know it She really gets 
after us." . . 
· Only warmth and fondness was 
on Ross' mind yesterday when she 
• talked about the job. · • ;,.'.':' , ' 
"The main thing 1 want to: say' is 
that I want the program tc;, continue 
because these guys now hllve the 
tools to be successful," she said; "I 
loved these guys, and together we 
had a great learning experience'.'' 
. -~-· .. ,,:-!.i,..~\t.;1 
. · cy ·I A1.2 -!,-33 ~ 
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·· WASHINGTON -'- Leading college offi-
cials and sports figures told'a congressional 
committee yesterday that there is no need 
for the federal government to intervene into 
the affairs of intercollegiate athletics. 
''Where is the role of the government in . 
all of this?" asked George Raveling, head 
basketball coach at the University of South-
em California. "Very simply, it has no role. · 
The fact that we pay mailmen more to deliv-
er our children's magazines than we do the• 
school teacher to teach our children to read 
speaks directly to the source of our educa-
tional problems in America." 
"It isn't the business of Congress to pre-
scribe what needs to be done in this area," 
said William Friday, president emeritus of 
the University of North Carolina "If we in 
higher education are given the time to put 
much c,f what we want into effect, it will 
resolve most of the problems we . now 
have.? . . , 
"If anyone questions whether the presi-
dents_ a,,.-:e in.£11~ o.f intero.!l!egia\e ~!h!et-. 
ics todfy, Jliey bilvifoot done a good •Joli of 
keeping up with what.Js-.g9ing.,Qn;, ~!;AA, 
executi";e· director Dick Schultz added.a a 
The three were among a chorus of ¢tics 
of federal intervention wllo voiced • t!J~ir 
concerns as-federal Jawmllklirs held a hear-
ing on the issues of intercollegiate athletic . 
reform.; . . .; 
The session by the House subcommittee 
on commerce, consumer protection and 
competitiveness was the second of a series 
to be conducted during the next several 
months on the possible need for congres-
sional action to reform major-college athlet• 
ics. 
The threat of likely federal intervention 
became clear yesterday with the introduc-
tion of legislation that its sponsor, Rep. 
Tom McMillen, D-Md., said can restore 
"education as the primary goal of our insti-
tutions of higher learning" and reform ath-
letics "by getting a handle on the pervasive 
influence of money in college athletics. · 
"Eighty percent of the American people 
believe college sports is out of control, and I 
agree; with that," the· former professional 
and· college basketball star said at a news 
conference,. ''They also . don't believe the 
NCAA can reform itself. Neither do L" 
McMillen said he hopes The Collegiate 
Athletic Reform Act would speed reform· by 
milking a number of major changes in the 
==,gf a,iUes.,e ~rts,~d:~e way ~·is 
• Under the radical measure,. NCAA mem-
bers would be required to reduce spending 
on major sports programs, comply with fed. 
ei'al equal. opportunity laws and distribute 
television an1I bowl revenues equally among 
"I'm not sure there are any mem-
bers who would be interested in 
that," he said. "Schools won the 
right to negotiate their own con-
tracts in 1982-83, and they are pret-
ty happy with that." 
McMillen conceded that his pro-
posal might be considered radical, 
but he said it would reduce the 
pressure on athletics directors. and 
coaches to cheat while also provid, 
ing enough money for schools to 
sponsor comprehensive sports pro-
grams.' 
''I think you can have it bci.ilf 
ways if you take the commerclaliia~-
tion and the emphasis. on money:~l!ti 
of It," he said. ., 
But Schultz, Friday, co-chairmiu)., 
of the Knight Commission on· Inter-; 
collegiate Athletics, and; University.; 
of Mississippi chancellor•. Genlld, 
Turner said. they have no real biter~ 
est in supporting the bill or Bil¥· leg~ 
islation. .:. 
"I simply don't think It is wisl! to. 
push this type of approach;" said' 
Turner, who also is chairman of the 
NCAA Presidents' Commission. 
·"We presidents are in this for the 
io ""''GauLJn'd"we"'''" · ·.to Jie.the:; .c1Jl:·iocaimct :our =n)biems;"'. 1· _______ -_: __ -•- ·. .. ' . -
,· I jfe;al89•;aatd/lie:~ Cf?llege 
, ofiicials'·H&ve: clone"li;pqor.cjob of m::, 
:to~ feclei'aljl~~~· a~out. 
t the .. ~eps_th~ ~.~ to IDlprove\ 
: the''acadenuc•:performance of ath-; 
· ' le~-and · red9~-~es violations, ·; 
li,~L_~if;~...., i.t:;1ll~t'"~.u~ --t .th,,..,: : . 
~ ~1 ,:mndQoare, 4'! 0 r uweren art, 
· · . 8Y'yil%!_baa(1nJiui 1970s· 'and' 
: 1980t;>buf-we:Jiayen't communicat-
~ ed~tlllit;·,veryj;"'.ell;'' Tomer. said. 
"Back then, we·pteSidents didn't do 
a very good]ob'.'of overseeing our 
athletic departments. That has 
changed dramatically in recent 
years." 
Schultz added that presidents al-
ready are exerting greater influence 
over the conduct of their athletics 
departments. "There is no doubt the 
Presidents Commission has been 
able to develop a power base that 
has been obvious at the last two or 
three conventions and is growing 
annually. They have all thei power 
and control that they want.'' 
Federal lawmakers appeared un-
convinced about the protests. 
"Back in 1972 when we had hear• 
ings;,we heard-the same. thing from 
the NCAA," saicl•Re~, Cardiss Col• 
!ins,, D-ill.,'; cl!alrmmj)f~the House 
subcommittee. "But you didn't act 
then·. as you said yoli would. I won• 
. der how serious the NCAA is about 
reforiii.and helping the student-ath-
lete.'.' 
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NCAA. wants parts of UK reply closed 
The NCAA has asked the Kentucky Supreme Court to allow it to 
file a brief in a legal dispute over whether the University of 
· Kentucky's entire response to NCAA allegations should be open to 
the public. . 
The NCAA 'says. that parts of the• response should be closed. 
~ attorney for, the NCAA fendered the brief on Wednesday. A 
motion panel of the Supreme:Court will'decide whether the brief will 
be filed and made a part of ·the record in the case: -
The }5entucky Court of Appeals ruled ·in December that the 
· public has• a: /ight; \o, see-~ 4;098-pa~ report, 'CM prepared in 
response to NCM, allegations abQut its:ba.sketball p.ogram. That· 
ruling reversed a Fayette Circuit ,Court ruling that ·parts of the 
reports were not public documents. • · · 
The Herald-Leader; The Courier-Journal and The Kentucky Post 
suf!ilJK, arguing that UK's.entire response is a public document UK 
said that parts of its.response were not subject 1o·the Kentucky Open 
Records Act. 
all of its ~em1?ers, Other ch~ges mandated -A service of the Office of Media Relations-
by the legislation would require NCAA offi• . 
.,.,:,..1- •- ____ .,:.,1,.. A.II .. _:_:_,., ..1 ...... ---- •-
f A ,\ :?~-3-j3,-;3 . 
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MSU halts search 
for vice president 
By Jlliil-ROll!INSON . 
•. Or-TMr' DAILY INDEP~~!')•.NT . ,., 
MOREHEAD - Morehead 
State University will let its 
next president hire a new vice 
president for academic affairs 
. and dean of faculty. 
The university on Thursday 
announced suspension of the 
ongoing search to fill the 
$75,500-a-year vice presidency 
after narrowing the field to 
four candidates. 
The suspension followed a 
suggestion last week by a 
representative from a com-
pany MSU has hired to help 
find a new president that fil-
ling such a key. vice pre-
sidency without the new pres-
ident's input could be a ''de-
tractor" to the presidential 
search. · __ _ 
MSU President C. Nelson 
Grote plans to retire at the 
end of next June. The univer-
sity hopes tci name his suc-
cessor next spring. 
R. William Funk, managing 
partner of Heidrick. and 
Struggles Inc., a Dallas search 
firm, said some presidential 
candidates might shy away if 
the university filled the vice 
presidency such a short while 
. before hiring a president. 
"It was determined that it 
was in the· best interest of all 
parties involved to suspend 
the search process at this 
time," said Porter Dailey, vice 
colleey, of;art.11 and_ sciences at·; 
president -for adminiSiration Soutlieastern Massachusetts J 
and fiscal services and University;!/CJU!lith S. Trent, 1 
cha; tmim of the committee/ - associate• vice president and·' 
sear•:hillB fr,:, th-; new ac' associate dean of graduate·. 
ailemic affab:s vice president. , , 
"We had some excellent studies at the University of-~ 
candidates in this search, ~ut~· CiI1~~ati;_. Sue· A. Schmitt;J 
the timing just was not prop- s associate vice ch~c_ell~r and 
itioUs." _. · · professor of ~J,iiil!!litation· at_ . 
. . . · · the Univeri,ity of''·W,isconsin-
The _vice-presidential sear_ch stout; and Thomas D, Moore, 
com!'littee ~onducted fin_al m- provost and vice president for · 
terviews with four candid~tes academic and student affairs 
last week, at ~~ s~e tim~ at Kent State University. 
Funk was meeting with uni- · 
versity officials to hamme~ John c. Philley; who has 
out a mold for the new presi- served as. interiin vice presi-
dent. dent for academic affairs and 
According to MSU spokes-
woman Judith Yancy, the four 
vice-presidential fmalists were 
Joseph C. Deck, dean of the 
dean of facuity since Stephen 
S. Taylor resigned last Sep-
tember, will continue to · fill 
the position. 
The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky July 28, 1991 
Morehead State is wise to allow 
new president to hire vice pres_ident 
Morehead State University - such important matters a~ 
officials are wise to dis- establishing academic stan-
continue the search for a vice- · dards, creating new pro-
president for academic af- grams or discontinuing ex-
fairs and dean of. faculty un- isting ones, and hiring and 
til the next MSU president is promoting faculty, the vice 
chosen. president for academic· af-
T he search to fill the fairs is· the president's im-
$75,500-a-year vice presidency portant assistant. It is critical 
was put on hold on the ad- that the two share the same 
vice of a company MSU has educational philosophies and 
hire_d to help find a new similar management styles. 
president. The company con- - MSU President C. Nelson 
. .tended .. that filling sue!?-. ·,r,~- .. ,.,,, ~;;;z,~.f-•. ,:,ill., ,rcti::-,.:;;., n2xt lnr:.2 
imp<?rtant position without 30. As important as the vice 
the mput of the new presi- president for academic af-
dent co~d be_ a "detractor" to fairs is, it is more important 
the presidential search. that the university wait that 
. Beyond that,. the nex~ pres- long so the new president can 
ident should have the ~1ght to play an active role in choos-
choose such a key aide. On ing a key aide. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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H~!~i<l,-l.SeQ~~,,~J.!1~,tV!dle!;;ffftc~,,x,i~.ll · About 30 percen~of!g'_K'. fcliem• . "cliemical eilgiiieermg;'.": , i: ·;','.';:';/ 1 
'.f'i"'i1?\W~oot'~tu&'iif;~~;1i ical engineering majors:; are:-swo- · :: · Ward's laboriitciry haifreceived, 
~tw.'af!i:n#11\!/I{~~;j~ctly)i1 me'!;that figure is higlier:J?llll( the , federal f:unding for lO"full-expense' 
what engineers dlo; except that 1t national average, Lester said .. · feUowsh1ps .for female doctoral _stu-
involved _math and science, her "I think that her pr~nce, 1_n the dei)ts. . . . ·· · . 
academic strengths, . departm~nt has really 1 ~ a · .. The fellowships -:-- sev«;n fi:om 
••f·didn't even know what e~gi- marked. impact_ on !hf:: nlll!1~ of the U.S. Department of Education, 
neering was," Ward - now assist• w'?"1en m chemical engineenng, he iliree,. from the National Science 
ant.,professor Kimberly W~d :-- said.· • . . Foundation' - pay·•· fot" t11ition, 
said;_m her office at the Umvers!ty Judy Cezeaux, 29, a postdoctoral books, and living expenses for stu-
of Kentucky. It is crowded with student who works in Ward's lab: dents, 
evidence of. the hon01;1 she has won oratory and has jus1 accepted a~ Lester said ilie presence ·of sue· 
in chemical engineering. assistant professorship at the Um• cessful scientists like Ward helps 
-But.a full-tuition scholarship in ve~itr, of 1:ennf:SBe". i~ Knoxville, combat th~ hig;h attrition rate· ?f 
. •ng to· Youngstown State said, Workmg m ~tms la~ gave female engmeenng students. "This 
u:;':?ty persuaded the East fal-, . me a lot . ~f. C?,nfidence m \11Y is a problem nationally:• Thete is a . 
esline Obio riatin to· pursue engi, · research abiltti~. grel!ter 1?55 offema!e_sfudents,from 
neerihg instead of.medicine.· · Cezeaux said. research and. su• engmeenng and.'SCience and matlt 
, . , .. • . . • pervisory expenence she gamed than there is male'sttidents;.• Lester. 
In· May, Ward, 32, accepted ~ working for Ward will be· _iriva!U· said ... · ~-.J .• · ,:-·,;. .' ": ,._, · 
coveted-Presideiitial.Y1>un~ InyesSci~·. able as she sets up her own _labora- . · ''Role ~odels,;lik~on!iriarl•,: 
gator award fyom the Nationa . · tory at UT. ly important," he-said'.";:. ; . 
ence Foundation for her teaching . 
and research in cellular bioengineer·· 
-ing·and membrane science. 
"The. awards- are very, very 
competitive," said. College of Eni;i· 
neering Dean Tom Lester, who said 
that 3,000 scientists a year are 
nominated. 
· The award, which program di• 
rector Michael Frodyma said is 
given to 200 scientists each year, 
comes with a potential $500,000 
total in research grants and match• 
ing funds. 
"It's a real national recognition 
that Dr. Ward is one of the pre• 
eminent young engineering educa• 
tors in the United States," he said, 
Ward's teaching was recognized 
this year when she received the UK 
Excellence in Undergraduate Edu• 
cation Award in May. · 
"I encourage class participation. 
f don't try to humiliate students," 
she said:. · 
· Ward, a graduate of a doctoi:aI 
program at Pittsburgh's Carnegie• 
Mellon University, interviewed for 
positions at John,s Ho_pkins U1:iv~r-
sity and the Umvers1ty of Ilhnms, 
but chose UK. · 
. "I guess UK .really impressed 
me because it seemed like a really 
. friendly, supportive place," she 
said. . 
When Ward was hired in 1987, 
she was the only female prgfessor _ 
1n the· UK College of Engineering. 
This• fall, there will be four female 
professors .in the college. 
She said that she thinks that 
universities are trying to recruit 
women ·in science because of a lack 
of fel)laie role models. . . 
"In my.first engineering course, 
I was the only female. I remember 
sitting. there wondering 'Should I 
.even be here?' '' 
Ward has also done the ground-
work for starting a Women in 
Engineering chapter for undergrad-
uates. The group's activities, which 
include assigning junior and senior 
students as mentors to freshmen, 
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NKU· dorm cheap, .. ;after all 
A
. s such things go, it . ::on ·a ~nd round of proposals, 
wasn't much of a legisJa: butfost _it ~hen Pulliam charged 
tive hearing when four favoritism and it was revealed that 
of the five people sub- Graves/Turner received a copy of 
poenaed declined to answer most . Pulliam's proposal from Johnson. 
questions about the awarding of a. Finance Cabinet officials in-
contract to build a dormitory at volved-in the bid decliiled to an-
Northern Kentucky University. , · swer committee questions because 
The one who did testify said · the.issue is bei.ng~investigated by a 
enough to make a convincing case grand jury in Lexjngton. 
for what everyone has suspected· • Rep: MarshalrLong, D-Shelby-
all along - the Finance Cabinet , ville, the committee's chairman, 
had a decided preference for said, "No matter what anybody 
awarding the contract to a Lexing- testifies to, the damn thing went 
ton company whose officers and wrong." · 
employees were major contributors True. "And the fact is that no 
to Gov. Wallace Wilkinson. one would have known how wrong 
Winston Johnson, a utilities ex- the process went if a South Caroli-
ecutive, was one of two citizen ' rta developer had gone quietly 
members of an evaluation panel home and accepted the dark reali-
that reviewed bids for the dormito- ties of doing bu!!iness with the 
ry contract. The decision came state that is open for business. 
down to either Grytves/Turner De- . How many other losing contrac-
velopment of Lexmgton, the source tors have done exactly that over 
of ~t.least $58,000_to th~ governor's,. the years?.We'Il never know; but 
pohti<:al causes, or ~!ham Invest- the circumstances will lead surely 
... rnt!tits of South Carolma. to a better :system, a clean system 
Johnson told the Capital Pro- for awarding non-bid contracts far, 
jects and Bond Oversight Commit- far away from the money men of 
tee, "During the process, it was. future administrations, 
obvi_ous the ~ people were for. In that case, the NKU dormitory 
Pulham and 1t was somewhat obvi- will be the cheapest building the 
ous the finance people were for · taxpayers ever financed. 
Graves/Turner." - The Frankfort 
Graves/Turner got the contract State Journal 
t;t!i:1.~t \ f" ' 1 ~ ~1~~- ,~::.·--'~ .~ :· 
tc1;\".:. i; /; r. I' 1s~,uu:1 ~ _'. - ~t:;JB.;1,~ . 
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·- Mart~} P!"PJeGf~prqve.§: wl)at::~t.. , ... ,·~, -~ 
·o--<,,-t~ •••X~" J~S: : •~-v-- .. ' , •:tr•·/- .. ••-.' 
achieved' by respqp~ible· reclamaitJofi:1q 
Some 82,000 hens, 130 c~o:~J 
bred cattle; . and 4,00Q:, hogs" 
now share. 800 acres of Mar~ 
tin County farmland· that 
onc,e was a nearly in-' 
accessible. mountaintop, The. 
change-- from mountaintop to· 
farmland is a prime example, 
of what can be accomplished; 
with responsible surface-
mine reclamation: 
The success of the exper-i-
mental farming project has 
earned Martiki Coal Corp. 
one of 10 excellence in siu--
face mining and reclamation 
awards from the U.S. De-
partment of Interior. But 
Martiki must share the suc-
cess of the project with oth-
ers. 
Morehead State University 
has provided much of the 
technical expertise on the 
project. The university's 
Mountaintop Agricultural 
Complex has provided MSU 
faculty and students with an 
unusual learning laboratory 
for practical experiments in 
turning poor, surface-mined 
soil into. pasture and crop 
land. .. 
• . Funding for the project has 
come from Martiki and its 
parent company, Mapco Inc. 
of Tulsa, Okla., and Poc-
ahontas Development Corp., 
which leased 18,00Q' acfys;.9f, 
land in the Wolf Creek·'aieii'i 
of Martin .Cqunty-tcifMaitiio.1 
in the early 1970s ... ~.;..,:1t; __ ,,/i5.:~~ 
To date·, tlie. co·nipafiiesJ 
have invested $2 million,. i.J( 
the experimental farm, .whichJ 
began with 100 acres in 1982., 
Under the guidance of MSU's' 
College of Applied-·ScienceS: 
and Technology; theI,,fec~ 
lamation .workJ.:qntiJ.\u~:~~'\'r* 
- -- ~':?,::· •. ;~?~:~: ;tµ/i2J~;~~ 
In a,.counfy not knowns:for. 
farmil:1g, the inoutailifop; 
farm• now prod·uc::es·.-_79,ooo· 
eggs a day and sends about, 
1,000 hogs to, market· ea.di' 
quarter. Income is used to 
support the project, and 
manure produced by the 
livestock is used to further,. 
enrich the soil. · ',l 
In many parts of Kentucky,. 
surface mine reclamation has 
earned a negative reputation 
because of a lack of com-
mitment by coal operators to 
do the job right. Martiki, 
Pocohantas and Morehead· 
State are proving in Martin 
County that reclamation can 
more than just return the 
land to its original con1ofu; it: 
can make the land more us-
able than ever. Congratula-
tions to Martiki on· its· des-
erving a ward. "'' 
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Foundation not subject to records law 
FRANKFORT - The Kentucky State University Foundation, 
which was created by the school and exists solely for its benefit, is 
not subject to the Open Records Law, the Court of Appeals ruled 
yesterday. 
Th~ decision overturned a Franklin Circuit Court ruling that the 
foundation must reveal some of its financial records to The State 
Journal newspaper in Frankfort. 
In a unanimous ruling, the court said the foundation did not fall 
under the definition of "public agency" that is contained in the Open 
Records Act · 
The. decision written by Judge Joseph Huddleston said the 
Kentucky Open Meetings Law, which has a slightly different 
definition. of a public agency, might require that gatherings of the 
foundation might have to be , open because the foundation is 
composed entirely of the KSU Board of Regents. 
Huddleston noted that some financial records of the foundation 
have to be filed with the State Investment Commission, but did not 
say whether those records would have to then be made public. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, SATURDAY, JULY 27, 1991 
lCSU Foundation not public agency 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The Kentucky St~te University Founda-
tion, which was created by the school and exists solely for its 
ben~fit, is not subject to the Open Records Law, the Couit of 
Appeals ruled yesterday. 
The decision overturned a Franklin C'Jl'CUit Court ruling that the 
foundation must reveal some of its financial records to The State 
Journal newspaper in Frankfort. In a unanimous ruling, the court 
said the foundation does not fall under the definition of "public 
agency" that is contained in the Open Records Act. 
Ttie Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky July 21, 1991 
public atrairs, programmiil.g .. It 
is many other' thmgs. :, ) ,. ;. 
But next. Jul:,:, KET, Yf.ill no. 
'longer . be under the , wmg of 
the only executive ,director. it 
has ever. known .. Len. J'>ress _is 
retiring, .effective June 30. · 
•
1 
"I lool(.at every nevi ex-
perience ,in . life, iis. itii ad-
venture not to be_ missed,, and 
if I had had 'tt1.y druthers, I 
would have retired 30 years 
ago for three or four, years _and 
then come back ,to _work.'.'. said 
Press, 69. "But they, don't give 
you that option. So I want to 
retire while I still have 
enough •vitality to enjoy 
whatever that experience is 
going to be." . 
Press wants to travel, .read 
and pursue painting and pho-
tography. But he promises to 
keep his hand in at KET. With 
the changes the next few years 
promise to bring, Press' suc-
cessor probably will be· glad to 
have him around. 
1S0111eone younger' 
KET is building a 67,000-
square-foot addition, sched-
uled to open this fall, that will 
more than double its studio 
and office space near UK's 
Cominonwealth • Stadium. 
'Press calls the new' facility -
:which carries an $8 million 
. price. tag for the building and 
· 'slightly more than that for 
'equipment - the· "most ad-
vanced, state-of-the-art educa-
tional technology structure in 
the country." 
Press said the time is right 
· to move ·on, .given the chaJ-
lenges the ne\l( facility will 
bring• and the "integral role" 
. KET will play hi. the fledgling 
education reform by televising 
courses and professional d_e-
velopment seminars. , 
"I · think it is an awfully 
good. time to let someone 
younger ahd more vigorous 
come in and take us to the 
next stages of development," 
Press said. 
It has seemed as if that time 
might never come. Although 
Press insists many midwives 
helped deliver KET, he is its 
only true father. 
• 
Dreamer to salesman 
After coming to UK in 1952 
with a background in radio 
and television at Boston Uni-
versity, he began dreaming of 
ways to teach television in 
Kentucky. The dreamer be-
came a salesman, a task at 
which he excelled. 
"Part of my job in the early 
days was to kind of barnstorm 
the state to talk to people and 
tell them what it was we were 
trying to do," Press said. 
"A lot of people caught that 
vision, starting most promi-
nently with Bert Combs." 
Combs _said that, as gov-
ernor, he dragged his feet on 
the KET concept at first be-
cause many teachers "thought 
it wouid displace them." 
.. , ·•rLen Press kept coining and 
c\Jin:in(: back," · said .Coinbs. 
. "He .. COl}Jinc.ed . me it was . an 
important educational tool for 
Kentucky_· .. · · . · · · 
With· Coinbs' support, the 
·legislature in .1960 directed the 
Legislative Research. Com-
mission to study educational 
television for Kentucky. 
"We didn't have it far 
enough along to actually im-
plement it before Bert Combs 
left office, so then it became 
Ned Breathitt's baby," said 
Press, who remained on the 
faculty at UK until he was put 
on the state payroll in 1963. 
"And Gov. Breathitt said, 
'Show me the support for it. I 
don't want to field something 
that stands there idly."' 
Gathering funds 
The barnstorming in-
tensified. Press talked to col-
lege groups, teachers, the 
PTA, women's clubs, school 
board members - "anybody I 
could talk to." By 1966, Press 
convinced Breathitt that the 
education community was 
ready to make use of a state-
wide, educational television 
network. 
Breathitt recommended that 
the legislature appropriate 
money to float $8.6 million in 
bonds. That plus $2.1 million 
in federal grants built the 
basic microwave network that 
still carries KET's signal 
across the state. 
When Louie Nunn became 
governor in 1967, Press' lack 
of an operating budget forced 
him to persuade a third gov-
ernor to support· KET. Press 
visited the Capitol on a snowy 
January day soon .after Nunn 
took office. 
Press eventually got his first 
operating budget, $1.8 million, 
and KET went on the air 'in . 
1968. 
Nunn said recently that he 
decided to put "a considerable 
amount of money" into KET 
because he envisioned that 
Kentucky would one day have 
a centralized school system 
and the network could be used 
for instruction. 
Whether it's for raising KET 
from its modest beginnings or 
keeping it free of political in-
fluence, Press draws wide-
spread praise from those who . 
have worked with him. 
."He deserves a great deal of 
credit," Combs said. "The 
people of Kentucky are deeply 
indebted to him." 
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I ~~~!0m~n°~1ll:;:s::s =~w~~i~P- - -;·ailitw ~~1::s:d~~Ji~_-; __ t:K~~deregulate Tom McMillen has come up with one. college spo~.-Jfyou like what deregulation has done The Democratic congressman:ffgm Mary.;.. . . ~or,tl}e a,irline;~<!}lx.l~~.~!i.:!~~Wc!ustries; . 
land wants the federal government to regulate college -· -unagme·what' would oe'm store,.for,coU~ge sports .. 
athletics. Send in the· G-men to clean up big-tiine college 
Almost:ev:~body agrees that ther~'s an~ t9;:-.?;(('-· §P9rt.s?~1i~~ b~t-~~~Ilff,,Re~c~~m~v, 'Y}leri 
clean up big-time college sports. And it's worth · .:• •,i 11:tt-,comes tg'.A'~rnnng college athletics/we'll fuke:our" 
paying attention_ when McMille:J speak_s on the sµb-.. -_.,. ,~~' 1UYt~~- llll,Hg~;t~tJ~g~~~~~1~,~~--; ., . 
Ject He.has considerable expertise, havmg been one of'. .,. : , , _,, .. ,,,,;1,,.,-,:k,, ·. , ...... ,;.,4>.;.,.'-,·~,:lf,";::o~.,;,.· __ · . 
th 
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It's hard to argue with the aim of McMi!Ien's bill, · 'W?fie,w~·re;on the subie_ct;,•her:~s:~11iexample·of 
which is to get colleges to put education first But no .. the ,km,ds. ofobs!acles CClllegf~r~1denti; face m 
matter how great the need, the mind reel,; at-the : , --ffi,onrung-athleti~ pr?grams;i-i ':<"'? '. · . 
notion of bringing in the federal government.·.· . -;· ..,·. -. Out ~t the_lTmvers1ty-of K~'!t:l!clfy-, President . 
· Imagine, for instance, the bureaucracy that:.Wotifd';' • C~~~J.Wethmgton and· Athl~tics Dn:ector C.M. N~w-
result. The Athletics Enforcement Administration· • - .ton have.done excellent wor~ m-cleamn~ up the 
would be just a start. Then would come the Bureau of basketbal\ program. ~ow/ :VJth UK commg off a good 
Athl , Aff · d th Co · · · S 'd season and once agam eligible for the NCAA tourna-
' e~es airs an ~ mmission on po~ an ment you might think folks would be happy with th 
Leammg - not to ?lention the General Athletics . situation. · e 
Office, the co:1gress1c:mal watchd?g agency. Calls to · But just last week, a bo~ Lexington TV commen-
elevat~ athletics affairs to a Cabmet-level age?cy tator was flapping-his mous_tache on the air about the 
couldn t _be far down the road. . state of UK's basketball recruiting. He even suggested 
Imagine, too, what would happen if the federal that UK would have to cheat to sign big-time basket-
government's eff?rts to clean ~p college spoi:J:s ,were ball players. :_ · 
as successful as its efforts to fight d~gs. W1t?in a That's the kind of thinking·thilt got UK into 
decade,, the taxpayers .w~uld ?e spendmg 10 times_ as trouble in the first place.:Turning .the joh over to the 
m!-lch mo'!ey. The natio1;1 s _Pnsons would be bursting . feds.must sometimes seem appealing to the people 
with convicted sports cnmmals. And mo.re college who head the nation's universities .. 
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MSU professor get~ 
to work in .politics . 
from both arenas 
He's thinking about writing 
a textbook on Kentuck)'-.ov-
ernment after he retires next 
July. 
Raised b¥ politically active 
parents, Bizzel credits years of 
political observation for his 
smooth transition to real-life 
politics. 
By JIM ROBINSON 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - If there's 
one thing Morehead State 
University government pro-
fessor Jack Bizzel regrets, 
it's that he didn't get into 
politics earlier. 
Now preparing to retire 
after two terms as a More-
head city councilman and 24 
years teaching government 
at MSU, the 64-year-old Bizzel 
says being a politician makes 
it easier to teach politics. 
" If you're trying to teach 
modern or up-to-date politi-
cal reality, I think you really 
need a little experience," · 
says Bizzel. 
Bizzel's descent from the ' 
ivory tower to the political 
gridiron has been admired : 
by both his political and ac-
ademic colleagues. 
Fellow councilman Her -
man Brown said that while 
Bizzel "doesn't know how to 
tell somebody how to repair 
a street, he's got a lot of 
knowledge about a lot of 
things. He's pretty brilliant. I 
, hate to see him go." 
"I respect Jack, and as as-
tute as his observations are, I 
can't help but believe they 
were h el ped by his par-
ticipation in the process," 
says J ohn Parker, head of the 
department of government at 
Western Kentucky University. 
"I think it ·has a verv sie-
nificant role," he adds. "I 
think it should continue and 
probably be a little more po-
litical and diplomatic but 
never forgetting that they are 
a security institution .... " 
The son of a Illinois farmer 
wiped out in the Depression, 
Bizzel began his career as a 
manager for a D10Vie theater 
company. 
But a fter foreseeing the 
demise of theaters with the 
advent of television, Bizzel 
decided to go to college. 
He received his bachelor's 
degree from Southern Illinois 
University at Carbondale in 
1957, his master 's degree in 
1958. 
For the next s ix years, he 
taught at Southern fllinois 
while finishing his Ph.D. in 
government. 
Then he took a teaching job 
at MSU. Three years later he 
was named chairman of the 
department of government, 
where he remained until 1985 
when he returned to teaching 
full-time. 
Some of his most significant 
research has dealt with lobb-
yists in the !tate legislature. 
Bizzel surveyed legislators to 
measure ·which special inter-
est groups wielded the most 
influence in different sessions 
of the !~gislature. 
He said he didn't encounter 
any surprises when he first 
began serving on the city 
council in 1987, when he was 
appointed to till out an · une-
xpired term. He has since 
gone on to be elected twice. 
His secahd term expires this 
year. I 
"I think there would be a 
world of difficulty if you were 
not an astute observer," he 
says. "I don't think that it 
really bothered me when I got 
into the practical politics be-
cause I had been an observer 
... I used observation to relate 
to textbook experi~nce._"' _ _ 
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PAO FOOTBALL 
Bengals cut ex-Morehead player Swartz 
Quarterback Chris Swartz from Morehead State was among six players 
cut from training camp yesterday by the Cincinnati Bengals as the team 
prepared for its exhibition season opener Friday night in Detroit Others 
released on waivers were tight en'd Ken McKay of Louisville; nose tackle 
Branko Vincic of Eastern Michigan; wide receiver Travis · Vallin of 
Kearney State; wide receiver Howard Dell of McMaster; and defensive end 
Arthur Walker from Colorado. The Bengals now have 67 players in training 
camp a_t Wilmington (Ohio) College . . . . The New York Giants' quarterback 
situation is still unsettled, but Phil Simms seemed to score a point yesterday ' 
in Florham Park, NJ. For the first time since Ray Handley became the head 
coach in May, he called Simms the incumbent and said Jeff Hostetler would · 
have to unseat him. Last season, after Simms had led the Giants to a 10-0 
record, he suffered a season-ending foot injury in the 14th game of the season. 
I Iost~tl~r took over, and he led the Giants to victories in ·that game, the two 
remammg regular-season games and the three playoff games, including Super 
Bowl XXV. Handley said the two remained even and that Simms would 
probably start Monday night in the Giants' exhibition opener against the 
Buffalo Bills in Giants Stadium. __ ~ - ----
A - - - . • - - - l &..L _ n tt• _ t a a 1• "" I • • 
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State led South last year in riseJti!/ 
• • ; ····' ·.,1,., ........ 
1n public college faculty salan~~-----
' Associated Press regional averages of $49,020 and· · and $38,152 for the regioii: '. Ken-
$47,374, respectively, but.it was 10.2 tucky was sixth among 11 states In 
FRANKFORT,Ky.-Facultysala- percent more than the previous 199D"91 after belng·seventh.among 
ries at public universities and com- year, the report said. The average · 10 states the year before: ·•' ' • • 
munity colleges Increased by a increases were 3.9 _percent n~tional- ■ $35,115 at Kentucky State Uni-. 
greater percentage in Kentucky last ly and 5.~ percent m the region,_ the versity, Morehead State ,University 
year than in the rest of the South, a report saJd. Kentuc1o/ ranked runth and Northern Kentucky· Uriiveislty 
survey found. an:ong. 1,4 st~tes with compara~le - schools awarding fewer than 100 
But in the last decade, raises have uruvers1ties . m 1989-90, but un- graduate degrees· or 'certificates a 
been greater in the region and in proved lo sixth among _15 states a year. Toe comparable averages 
the nation as a whole than In Ken- year later, the ~port swd. . , were $39,600 nationwide_ and 
. tucky, according to the report by Toe Unlvers1!}' ?f, Louisvf!le, $36,544 regionally. All 15 states had 
the Southern Regional Education grouped with uruvers1ties aw!1fc11ng • universities In that categoiy. Ken-
Board. at least 30 doctorates a year m five tucky's ranking improved from 10th 
Toe board Is a research consor- areas, reported an average salary of to ninth. . . . 
. tium 'for 15 states, Including Ken- $42,556. $
28 530 
th. -
tucky. That was $2,384 below the na- ; .■ , at e two-year commu-
Full-time faculty members In Ilona! average and $1,359 below the ruty colleges, which award associate 
Kentuc~ earned an average of regional average, but it boosted · degrees and ~ft'.er college transfer 
$40,235 m 1990-91, compared with a Kentucky's rankln~ to sixth among courses. Toe comPai:a1>le. averages 
regional average of $42,131. Toe na- 12 states with uruversltles in that were $36,600 nationwide - end 
tional average was $44,749, which category. Kentucky was seventh $31,511 regionally. Kentucky's rank· 
was exceeded by only three of the among 10 states the year before. Ing among the 15 states improved 
board's member states - Florida, Other salary averages were: from 12th to 10th. . · .. ,. , 
Maiyland and Virginia, the report ■ $37,026 at Eastern Kentucky In the last decade/aveni~ faciilty 
said. University, Western Kentucky Uru- salaries Increased· 78 -percent ··In 
The University of Kentucky, clas- . versity and Murray State University. Kentucky, the report said.· But· In-
sifted with universities that award at They were ranked with · schools creases in that time were·· greater 
least 100 doctoral degrees a year In awarding at least 100 master's, edu- elsewhere -. 84 percent, in · the 
10 or more program areas, had an cation-specialist or post-master's South and 83 percent nati6nwld!), • 
average faculty salllIY of $46,298 in degrees and certificates a year In IO . From 1980 to 1990, the Consumer 
the 199D'9I year, · - • areas. ln this. category, the sal11IY. · Price Index -the common measure 
That was below the national and averages \\'ere $44,260: nalionwide of inflation - rose 60 percm,it._,:;;:...., 
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<y. outranks South in ___ '90 fac·u1~:~.~at§:es 
. ---.' --
Average salaries of lull-time college 
,creases behind 
egion, nation over· 
lecade, study says 
, faculty In 1990-!11: 
,sociated Press 
FRANKFORT - Faculty saJa,. 
es at public universities and com-
.unity colleges , increased at a 
,eater rate in Kentucky last year 
,an in the rest of the South, a 
1rvey found. 
But in the last decade, salary 
creases have been proportionately 
·eater in the region and in the 
1tion as a whole, the report by the 
mthem Regional Education Board 
Lid. 
The boa.rd is an education re-
,arch_ consortium for 15 states, 
cludmg Kentucky. 
Full-time faculty in Kentucky 
,med an average of $40,235 in 
!90-91, compared with a regional 
rerage of $42,131. The national 
rerage was $44,749, which three of 
e board's nieinber states -'- Flori- . 
L, Maryland and Virginia -
pped, the report said. 
The ·university of Kentucky, · 
1ssified with universities that 
vard al least 100 doctoral degrees 
10 or· more program areas, had 
l average faculty salary of $46,298 
the 1990-91 year. 
That was below the national 
td regional averages of $49,020 
Kenlucky colleges· ....... $40,235 
Southern Region .. , ..•.. $42,131 
National average ... , .... $44,749 
UK .. ,: ... :• .. , ......... $46,298. 
National average at schools in 
same calegory as UK .... $49,020 
UolL., ..• : .. .......... $42,556 
National averag·e at .schools in 
same category as U of L. . $44,940 
EKU, WKU ............. $37,026 
National average for schools In 
same category .......... $44,260 
K-State, Morehead , .... : . $35, 115 
National average for ~heals In 
same category ... · ... , .. $$39,600 
and $47,374 at comparable universi-
ties, respectively, but it was a 10.2 
percent increase from the previous 
year, the report said. Average in-. 
creases were 3.9 percent nationally 
and 52 percent in the region, the 
report said. · 
Kentucky ranked ninth among 
14 states with comparable universi-
tjes in 1989-90, but improved to 
sixth among 15 states a year later, 
the report said. 
T_he University of Louisville, 
grouped with universities awarding 
at least 30 doctorates in five areas 
reported an average annual salary 
of $42,556. 
That was $2,384 below the na-
tional average and $1,359 below the 
!:('gional · average, but; :it, ~
Kentucky's ranking to sixth among 
12 states with universities in that 
category. Kentucky, was seventh -
among 10 states the·year•before. -e 
.,. J ~ ... -, .. ' ! ... 1 \
I . • Other salary 'averages \vere; l 
. ' 
. • $3?,026 at Eastern KentuckY: • 
._Um".erslty, Western,Kentticky lJrii{; 
lvers1ty and'Murray :State:Universi1': 
)'ty. ·They"were ranked,~~schooll-
:award{ng:; at:-iieast,;!J.(JO,~niaster's; 
'education:i s.;.:;., .. ,;.,.\,,ilf~~~t,inas · . t • ...... ~~W.!-___ e.:.i!~ . 1. 1 
ter's certificates and degrees in 1oi 
areas. Salaiy averages were $44,260 · 
nationwide. and $38,152 ·for .. the· 
region. Ken_tucky was·sixtli'among 
11 states· m 1990-91 ~after . being 
seventh among 10 states.· · · ·, · · 
• I ' , •' -, ,_:, __ • • \ 
. • ~._115- at. Kentucky ·:state 
Umvers1ty, Morehead State Univer-.' 
s!ty and Northern Kentucky Univer-' 
· s1ty - schools , awarding. fewer ' 
: than JOO graduate degrees,orcmifi-i 
_ cates. _Comparable 'averages'· were 
$39,600 nationwide and: $36,544 re-:; 
· gionally. All 15 states had univeri;j.'i 
· ties in that category;, Kentucky's ' 
~nking improved; from· 10th to· 
mnth. ::::, : t • i:r,;11}:\•<:_, .. ,, 
•..- .-.,,, \ j 1,-· '"?. • -~, .... ,.,, ' ' .,; 
• $28,530 a't 'the''fwJyMr'°dirii-· 
n_iunity colleges,. whiclt'11ward asso-' 
: crate degrees :;and ,offer., college 
transfer courses. Comparable aver-
. ages were $..~,600 r.ationwide and 
, $31,511 regionally .. , .• ,, Kentucky's· 
ranking among · the 15, states im-; 
proved from 12th. to _10th. • ,-) : :. 
In the last decade,- av~e fac:: 
ulty salaries increased 78 percent in.· 
i, Kentuckr, the •rel_)Ort;said,, ·But,in-:' 
; .creases m, that time. were·· greater 
, elsewhere · -'- 84 . percent, in tlie, 
; South and 83, ~J."'~1/!}.)Y\d~. ~ 
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·•k. REVIEW Toe 1igers and horses, log cabins ' 
"t::: anil-· ·puppets, self-portraits and r :. : spiritual narratives merge into a 
«- , • bo\ly Qf work that confounds, per-
Bf.pIANE HEILENMAN pl~ and disturbs, Folk art has 
AI$;~~ic 1 mq,\3\i!" beyond objects as sociolo-
•· • • , gists' curios, cute antiques or - •1 
Mtirettead State University perhaps worst - endearing but , 
:;::1k:: art appeills to us in this : primitive attempts at art by earnest, \ "" unschooled minds. :-, 
cojl)plex world. It seems less dis- One point of this exhibit, selected ; 
tam; l~s difficult, less troublesome from the Morehead State University ; 
than ntost contemporary art. · Folk Art Collection by curator Adri- ': 
~- !J!'ick glance at "Local VI- an Swain, is to place the art and its , 
sicJnsi • a survey of folk art from creators in "some sort of cultural 
N<Jr1l]east Kentucky, seems to con- context." 
fiiihis attitude . . ·e ·moralizing tal_e painted on a A second is to show the artists as 
small· cabinet by Ronald Cooper crealive personalities no less specif-
tells:us wh_at happens _ or should ic to their times and places and cul-
haiiJ?en - to young men who take tures than, say, a Picasso or a Jack-
adm,.ntage of farmers' daughters son Pollack. 
ana-; -what happens to farmers' :_rhe catalog is more successful at 
daughters who try to run out on the accomplishing these objectives than 
chll'dren thus created, · the exhibit itself. 
:Tunior" Lewis brings us deli- The catalog, writt~n by Swain, 
ciOliSly expressive carved images of includes biographical information 
nellier world denizens, from devils on the artists, many of whom have 
to !snake men. Charmingly idiosyn- · been legitimized by collectors rath-. 
cr#jc animals march about, created er than by declaring themselves' 
by~rtists including Minnie Adkins, artists. _ 
c:.'Mn Cooper, Noah Kinney, Linvel However, a video of artist inter-: 
B~ker and Garland Adkins. Denzil views brings to life the motivations 
Goodpaster and Tim Lewis step out of each. The artists are shown as : 
witlr carved and painted walking intelligent if not intellectual. All are ,· 
sticks· that present the whimsical, thinkers and doers. Many talk of: 
sui;ii as Hollywood stars carved on making things - art - as a com- _ 
the,liandles or "space worms." pulsion, an activity necessary to ; 
li'ijt it's just not easy entertain- their psychic well-being, no less i 
m,:bt.;. compulsive in their art than Pollack· 
O~ second reflection, this exhibit in his alcohol-inspired creative mo-
of "l'lorks by 16 of the best-known ments, . 
roOi··. artists of the region around Folk-art enthusiasts will be famil-
Md:rehead reveals just how power- iar with the issue of trying to find 
fu!IY. murky this genre of contem- the place for folk art in the history, 
pajj{ry art is. · · of _ ~rt. a discipline that still h~ 
trouble dealing with- art made by 
women, by blaclts, by 1 "tin A.men-, 
cans and just about any other artist: 
who isn't a white male with an art-. 
school education working in the 
Western European traditions.· _ . 
Still, the exhibit makes It, clear, 
that contemporary folk arts - dis-
tinct from folkish artifacts such as . 
baskets made to sell at gas statioll!! . 
· - are areas of intellectual inquiry ... , 
That response is found most con-, 
ventionally in the works of Hugo. 
Sperger. His interests range from' 
"The Big Cover-up" of Watergate 
done in 1975 to.scenes of hell done. 
with an understanding of Northern; 
Renaissance imagery to his wry 
self-portrait of the artist as "The 
Man Who Knew Everything (About 
N th. g)" ' o m . , . 
1 
The exhibit is a testament to the' 
roles audience and artist play in de,: 
: fining the nature and origins of ere-. 
ativity and art. They are roles we 
seldom think about. : Debora Ko-· 
dish, director of the Philadelphia' 
Folklore Project, speaking of an-
other exhibit in the April issue of 
the New Art Examiner, put it this 
way: ·. · . . ... ,- . . . ~ . 
, "If we ·can move pasca notion· 
that folk arts are 'safe,' we will be 
taking some necessary first steps 
toward valuing multiple traditions 
ofart" ·. :-:. 
• • /.;,... ,+ 
And valuing these··tniditions will' 
put folk art - and art made by 
most so-called minorities - in the 
vanguard of significant late 20th· 
century art: : -. -. -, ·! - .. : 
The exlu'bit,' · in .. the »Claypool,'· 
Young Art Building, "continues l 
through Aug. 9. Hours are 9 a.m. to · 
4 p.m. Monday through Saturday. • -: 
- -~ --...;.. '!, •• -· ... ·•-• ~~··· .. 
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)'es, VMI has every right to be an:-a11-m-al~ 
school - if it does it without tax':•ctofl"ars1: .. i 
' , ' , ' "l • •j:i,,:·,,;).• j 
W ~en yo~ make a !iv-,.. There was indeed a good deal . Chatham ~liege, ~hi~h ~ve-,bdi!il mg telling ~pie of ~hat I would ~II Southern chau- _. opted to remain female.· ,,,,fr,,:·,:. , what you thmk, you vm_1sm. Some of 1t was rather basic, 1 _ • , , ., '-:dl~'1?,'"· fl expect that people as m the note from Atlanta: "I read · ··· As a correspondent from Delhi,! 
will tell you what they think of · the attached in the Atlanta Consti- · ~.Y., wrote, "Why must every op- o 
what you think. Fair enough. . tution ... and promptly threw up." . • tion be open _to everyone? . -:·, Rath~ 
So it happened with a recent _ . , !Jut others, like the Virginian ·; er than creatin!f a 1,1e"'. option for :; 
column in which I dissented from from Lynchburg, were more under- wo!"en • • , the mstitul_lon of coedit-' 
J~dg~ Jac~s?n standing. First, he attacked me for cation 8t V!v_ll would, 1:ll fact, de- ¥ 
Kiser s opm1on up- ,:,;:;;:~~ helping to "produce bloated egos ,- _ stray an o~tion for young men." '7 
holdm&: th_e :in- . . and unisex feminists who attempt · _ I think there is room for sepa- j" 
male V1r!l'ma M1h- to subvert the wisdom of our fore- rate experiences. The girl who was' 
tary Institute. He bears and mutate a genetic code bored would have been better off , 
said the state-sup-· and disJJ?_sition .... " Then, he held livening up the Girl Scouts., fd j 
ported school out an ohve branch: "Possibly your rather see separate but equally,:' I 
could ba? wome~. <' attitude is explained by your per- funded college sports than one •co-j 
The Judge said 3~• spective. You are not a Virginian or ed" team that included an occasion• 
the school GOODMAN a Southerner .... Intellectually, not al extraordinary female. _ _ . j 
marched to. the _____ being a Virginian or Southerner can B ("fM'II" ·c1•w'~,:;•
1
•f~{! d 
beat of a different be stultifying." Chathau 1 Colli s an _e es ey •ll!1 ! 
d J "d h d - •. m egeswanttoremam, rummer. sa1 t e rummer was B t t 11 cha · · 81·ngle sex· 't' th · b - · ' as out-of,sync as Jim Crow. u no a uv1n1sm was beca . • 1 s err_own usmess : 
. . Southern. A Pittsburgh man wrote: use they are pnvate. \f••n·,.,_. i 
If the VMI alumm office wants "You and your feminist cohorts are VMI gets $8 · ·1r · · · '· •·,\_.,,; 1 
to check on the whereabouts of its a_menace to our society and are a roughly O th' c11/: b_.~e;;rr.:;-; alumni, I can be of great service very bad influence on the American fro ne 11" '! 1 u ~et":""" ! 
The "rat line" breeds loyalty. · public as well as our young worn- m the state,pur 809~ ~nd <l~iig!f; 
. . ters of all races and·rehg10ns·."··:, , 
My favonte n?~e came on the . en." Nor is that sentiment all-male. should have opportunity to attend f 
back of a fund-ra1smg letter to a A woman from Rochester, N.Y., any tax-supported,school. ,, .. - 1 
"Brother Rat" from the class of wanted to_ know".·.· just when , , .. __ : , ')_::',' , ·.1 
1946. "Euphoria is still high down :,vomen will s~op therr eternal whin- · .. 'W,!1at s wrong. wt~ being ~1f-: 
here as the news has finally sunk ill mg and self-pity." .. ,•, ferent? asks a VMI grail, class·of 
that "'.e hav~ indeed defeated the A number of wrii~ ~sked seri- ;'.88, from Rome, ~-Yl ~½?-;{!}\/,· ·:' 
latest mcurs1on,,of the forces of evil ous questions. They asked, for ex--.,,; . Dear Gra_d, if Y?U1W3?t ~ \<! 
from up North. _He went on to ample, whether there isn't any room ·, ~y all-male, then 1t should go " 
defe1,1d VMI, saymg: "~k-step for separate in the pursuit of equal. pnvate. Drop a· note to the com- • 
Wan~g Blender society 1s fine for Some talked about the girl who , piander. l'U even donate my used-
Amencans,but _we in Virginia are . -sµed to be a .Jioy Scout.,.Others •. .!,( stamp"collecti9pi:)!i:Lt•·,,.,,.~·-, r 
used to something better," -'"'' . · --lajk-ed · ~-::--~._,a 'l'"'°"'_" · 1·1-· .. d....,._· ~ <'"'-·- --,r;:;;;:;'."~'&i!};~'TI'~_-,_;s>-~•-· 
-- -· .. r..ii ........ <1 .,,1,, ,.__ auuUL .. ~~~ ~. ege an ·-~ti.:$,?.L"'">c..:...C.•~,.~G~<tl l';lobA.""".':'.7" .•. · t'f! 
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to find any extra money, Gannon 
· Western gets 
late budget 
containing 
$109 million 
$4.8 million set for 
faculty, staff raises 
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY 
Staff Writer 
BOWIJNG GREEN, Ky. - Nearly a 
month alter its fiscal year began, Western 
Kentucky University yesterday finally re-
. ceived a $109 million budget to operate un-
der. 
The budget spends $6.69 million more 
than last year's, Most of that increase -
more than $4.8 million - is going toward 
faculty and staff raises. 
Faculty and staff members doing accept-
able work received base pay raises of 5 per• 
cent; another 3 percent was to be doled out 
as additional merit pay raises. Therefore, 
someone doing an exceptional job could re• 
ceive as much as an 8 percent raise, several 
university administrators said yesterday, 
The exception was Western President 
Thomas Meredith. He told the regents to 
limit his pay increase to 3.5 percent, and 
they accepted his request. Meredith's salary 
before that raise took effect was $96,540 . 
. Western has struggled for years to bring 
faculty and staff pay up to a level competi-
tive with other "benchmark" schools, "but 
we're not there yet," Meredith said yester- , 
day. Earlier this year, Western's faculty sen-
ate had pushed for a 9 percent raise. 
Yesterday, former faculty senate chair-
man Bart White called Meredith's salary of-
fer "an appropriate gesture." White also 
said he believed the faculty was "fairly 
pleased" with the raises, which Meredith 
proposed earlier this year and are to be ret• 
roactive to July 1. 
Current faculty senate chairman Arvin 
Vos was traveling yesterday and could not 
be reached for comment. 
Another $1 million of the $6.69 million 
additional spending went for items such as 
new research grants, new scholarships, and 
money for campus improvements. 
That left Western with about $788,000 to 
spend on Its well-publicized "Western 21" 
plan for the university's future. The plan, 
unveiled last fall, ranked the university's 
academic and support programs according 
said. Instead, it determined that 
to how essential they are, and Western's departments need to 
whether they enhance the universi- more accurately predi~ their spend-
ty's reputation. ing when budgeting. Garmon said 
Cecile Garmon, Westem's direc- the review · committee found too 
tor. of budget and planning,1 said many instances of unanticipated ex-
Western 21 influenced how money penses, she said. 
for graduate assistantships was as- That has been a faculty complaint· 
signed, and it influenced a shuffling about athletics, for which $2.3 mil-
of some full-time faculty slots lion will be allotted this year -
among departments. about 21 percent more than last 
For example, Western added year. White has described the facul-
more graduate assistantship money ty complaint in terms of academic 
to its programs in coal chemistry, departments having to watch their 
education, folk studies; psychology .pennies "while athletics has. an un-
and school administration, all con- limited credit card.", , ', • .. , , 
sidered to be of top importance, to • · -' ~,, !:,., , .. ,,, 
Western. In return, the business and To-answer that ·complamt;,West'. 
community colleges, the library, em is hiring three new . assistant' 
and the program for, city and re- athletic directors, including one to 
gional planning all lost their gradu- manage Western•~ sports business. 
ate assistantship money, and assis- That as~istant will be charged with 
tantship funding for other programs keeping athletics within its budget. 
was reduced. The second assistant will market 
At least flve full-time faculty slots Westem's football -and basketball 
were taken from the home econom- programs to boost ticket sales, and 
ics, government, sociology and com- the third will coordinate· the use of 
puter-science departments and add- the university's sports facilities and 
ed to the history, journalism, educa- equipment.·.· •.~,•-r' · ·;,. . ·1 • ... , 
lion, communication and mathemat- Paul Cook, ·execiitlve' vie~ ·presi~ 
ics departments, Garmon said; dent for administrative affairs, said 
· Along with Western 21, the· uni- the money for the three ·new assis-
versity also spent a year reviewing tants is coming from an' additional 
its budget to see whether more· $~58!000 from_ t)!e i'!CM:-,.;~/(i :. 
money could be squeezed from In a related matter, RegenfDanny 
some inefficient or non-essential Butler of Greensburg yesterday per~ : 
areas and used for higher-priority suaded the regents to rename West-
. items. The review was one reason em's football ·field after retired ath-
West.em's · r:egents were a month letic director ftmmy Feix; The stadi-
late tn passing the budget. um will continue to be called the 
_ However, the budget review _faile~ _ . L !: Smith Stadi!J!D, 1;,t:~.LL:.--'--
.LEXINGTO~ HERALD,_LEADER, LEX]NGTON_0 KY., IUE;SPAXd!-/1.)',?.0~L 
WKU regents approv~ pay-r~is~; ~~2~~Jr.~ 
. BOWLING GREEN - Western Ke,:itucky 1:Jmverstt):';f.~!s: 
· yesterday approved a $109 million operating budget th~t Pj'?.ytd~ an 
average salary increase of 8 percent. ' - · · ~-'..J~fi:_·:-ll_: .'· '.. 
President T~omas M_eredith said salaries consumed 8.-"lr~!f~~ 
the $6 million increase in the ~~1-92 ?udget._ , . ·. : ,.,.:;t,·,.;,;,,;,i 
• Regents also approved _a ~1hon :,va1ver plan for chtldren of;:fulb 
time faculty and staff, begmnmg this fall. Th~ gra!'ts _will pay,half• 
the cost of in-stale tuition. "As we move mto, _a,, \1'11~ o~. ~~l 
shortag_":l of _faculty thro~gh retirements,,, we ha':'e,. to.:~ ;._~ore'. 
compeht1ve with the recruitment of faculty, Meredith satd. , . .,, . , , . ·, 
-c \ ') 
\ -
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T~ere is no law against WKU offering 
doctorate in education, opinion says 
By MARK R. CHELLGREN . 
Associated Press 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - There is no 
law against Western Kentucky Uni-
versity offering a doctoral program 
in educ11tion, but it would have to 
be approved by the Council on 
Higher Education, according to an 
attorney general 's opinion released 
yesterday. 
The opinion, which does not carry 
the force of law, was requested by 
Western, ~hich has bucked the sys-
tem by asking for permission to of-
f er a doctoral degree. 
Currently, only the University of 
Kentucky ~nd the University of Lou-
isville have been allowed to offer 
doctoral programs. Higher educa-
tion officijtls point to a law that 
specifies ttie two schools are al-
lowed to offer degrees above the 
master's level. 
But the opinion said the law is confirmed by a number of the coun-
more vague on the issue of educa- cil members," Meredith said. "We 
tion programs at universities. can't identify any reason why it 
One law allows the six other would not receive a favorable reac-
state-supported universities to pro- tion." 
vide programs "beyond the master's UK d U f L fficials, h gb 
degree level" in order to "meet the an ° O t otJ , 
requirements for teachers, school have been adamant about keeping 
1 their monopoly on doctoral pro-, eaders and other certified person- grams, and they have supporters on 
nel. · · ·" th cil · 
Western officials have made the e coun · 
case that training for teachers is es- "The role of the council I.I par-
peclally important in the wake of ticularly important at this tim~be-
the 1990 Education Reform Act, 8 cause of the rapid changes wtuch 
theme apparently adopted in the at- are taking place as a result of the 
torney general's opinion. Kentucky Education Reform Ad," 
Western President Thomas Mer- said the opinion, signed by Attomey 
edith said the attorney general's General Fred Cowan and assistant 
opinion was the only thing holding John Gillig. 
up the council's considering the Meredith said be ls not aware of 
new degree. any other regional university that is 
"I. think Western Kentucky Uni- considering a doctoral program. 
versity_ has made an excellent case. Council officials said they were 
regarding need and that has been · studying the opinion yesterday. 
---' ---
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' 
Attorney general says law allows 
WKU to offer doctorate in education 
By Eric Gregory 
Herald-Leade, education .writer 
Attorney General Fred Cowan 
yesterday issued an opinion that 
Western Kentucky University could 
offer a doctoral degree in education, 
pending approval by the state 
Council on Higher Education. 
Western could become the first 
state university to offer a doctoral 
program besides the University of 
Kentucky and University of Louis-
ville. 
"The barrier has been lifted," 
said Western president Thomas C. 
Meredi th. "Obviously, we're very 
pleased.'' 
WKU had asked Cowan to re-
view a November decision by the 
state Council on Higher Education 
that said only UK and U of L could 
offer doctorates. The decision was 
based on advice from the council's 
Washington law firm. 
In yesterday's opinion, Cowan 
referred to 1966 and 1972 laws that 
outlined the doctoral programs UK 
and U of L could offer. 
Nothing in those laws gives UK 
or U of L exclusive rights to 
provide doctoral degrees in educa-
tion, the opinion said. 
Western can ask the Council on 
Higher Education for a doctoral 
degree in education because another 
law says that the six regional 
universities · may offer programs 
"beyond the masters degree level in 
order to meet the requirements for 
teachers, school leaders and other 
certified personnel." 
Council Chairman Joe Bill 
Campbell said Western would have 
to resubmit its doctorate proposal. 
It will be studied by the council 
staff and fonvardecl to the pro-
grams committee. 
WKU officials would make a 
full presentation to that committee 
which would in tum make a recom'. 
mendation to the full council. The 
final decision will most likely be 
made at the council's November 
meeting, Campbell said. 
The council decision could be 
the biggest hurdle, even though 
Wesrem's proposal has the endorse-
ment of the Kentucky Education 
Association, the powerful statewide 
teache:s . group, and the Kentucky 
Assoc1at1on of School Superinten-
dents. 
"It's going to be difficult," said 
Council member Jack Rose, superin-
tendent of Calloway County 
schools. "It's been obvious that the 
other two (UK and U of L) guard 
their territory, so to speak, with a 
great deal of diligence.'' 
UK has openly opposed the 
plan. Don Clapp, vice president for 
administration, said yesterday that 
UK still wanted "more concentrated 
efforts, rather than spreading the 
more expensive graduate programs 
all around the state." 
Earlier this year, UK enrolled 50 
education doctoral students in 
classes in Paducah and Owensboro. 
Plans are in the works for similatj 
offerings in Eastern Kentucky in 
1991-92 and Northern Kentucky in 
1992-93. 
UK administrators declined to 
comment on the opinion until their 
legal staff had a chance to read the 
opinion. 
U of L spokesman Dan Hall said 
administrators also would reserve 
comment until reading the opinion. 
Hall did not know how it would 
affect ongoing talks between West-
ern and U of L about a joint 
education doctorat.e. Jo. •• 
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